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Jack Elway—Head Coach

Entering his four decade of football
coaching, Jack Elway still retains the zest
and enthusiasm which has made him a success
in his chosen profession. From his first days
as a youthful, upstart high school coach in
the state of Washington to his present posi
tion at San Jose State University, his trade
mark has been exciting, winning teams.
Now in his fifth year with the Spartans,
Elway seeks to become the school's first
coach since the post-World War II period to
direct San Jose State to five consecutive
winning campaigns. Besides compiling a
30-14-1 record with the Spartans, he has
established stability and respectability for
this West Coast football program.
The 1982 season was much longer in
duration for the earthy Spartan mentor.
There was an 8-3 regular season ledger
highlighted by three consecutive triumphs
over Pac-10 conference members to open
the year. One of those victories was a 35-31
triumph over Stanford that earned Elway
United Press International's "National
Coach of the Week" honors. Plus, there
were post-season appearances as the head
coach of the Blue team in the 1982 BlueGray Classic and the West team in the 1983
East-West Shrine Game.
A two-time Pacific Coast Athletic Associa
tion "Coach of the Year", he last earned that
honor in 1981 when he guided the Spartans
to a 9-3 slate, a conference title and the
school's first bowl appearance in ten years
with a berth in the California Bowl. That
year, the club also made a breakthrough in
to U.P.I.'s national rankings for the last
three weeks of the regular season.
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An outstanding teacher of the game, he
has produced fourteen players who have
earned Ail-American recognition, forty AllPCAA selections and three PCAA "Offen
sive Players of the Year"—quarterback Ed
Luther in 1979 and halfback Gerald Willhite
in 1980 and 1981. His Spartan clubs, which
also made the U.P.I, rankings in 1982 and
have beaten Pac-10 foes in five of the last
seven encounters, have averaged over 30
points a game and have ranked in the top
five nationally in rushing defense.
The master craftsman of explosive, potent
offenses came to San Jose State in December,
1978 after three seasons at Cal State-Northridge. Compiling a 20-11-1 record, he directed
the Matadors to its greatest season ever, an
8-3 slate in 1976. Two more winning cam
paigns followed and he left the school as its
winningest coach.
The Hoquiam, Washington native, who
has a collegiate coaching record of 50-25-2,
began his career in 1953 at Port Angeles
High School. He amassed a 39-12 win-loss
ledger, won five consecutive conference
titles and had his teams ranked in the state's
top ten rankings for four seasons.
Moving to the junior college ranks in
1961, he guided Grays Harbor College to a
32-17-2 record in six campaigns. His squads
were nationally ranked during the 1963
through 1965 seasons and more than 50 of
his players continued their careers at four
year colleges on full athletic scholarships.
Continuing as an assistant coach at the
collegiate level, he served two stints. He
was with the University of Montana for five
years before trekking to his alma mater,
Washington State University, for four
seasons starting in 1972.
A 1949 graduate of Hoquiam High School,
Elway received a football scholarship to
Washington State. After earning his bachelor's
degree in 1953, he was granted his master's
degree from the same institution in 1965.
A member of the U.P.I, coaches poll,
Elway turned 52 in May. He and his wife
Janet are the parents of three children. Jr., is a Stanford University graduate who
Their older daughter and eldest child, Lee completed his collegiate football career as a
Ann, is a San Jose State graduate. Younger 1982 consensus and three-time Ail-American
daughter Jana joined Lee Ann as a Spartan quarterback and first selection in the 1983
graduate this spring. And, son, John A., National Football League draft.

Assistant Coaches

SPARTAN COACHING STAFF
Kneeling (L to R): George Bohan, Bill Nicholas Standing: Rick Rasnick, Jimmy Walsh, Dave Baldwin, head coach Jack Elway,
Claude Gilbert, Larry Kerr, Greg McMackin, Wally Gaskins

DAVE BALDWIN, Receiver Coach
Responsible for coaching the talented array of wide
receivers and tight ends, Dave Baldwin begins his fourth
season as a Spartan assistant coach.
The 1978 graduate of Cal State-Northridge played
three seasons at the collegiate level. Upon graduation,
he began his coaching career as an assistant coach at
Granada Hills (Calif.) High School. He then spent one
season on the Cal State-Northridge staff as a graduate
assistant.
Dave, who is involved with the Spartans' Southern
California recruiting program, also is pursuing his
master's degree in physical education at San Jose State.
WALLY GASKINS, Defensive Line Coach
Wally Gaskins enters his fifth season as the San Jose
State defensive line coach.
Gaskins joined the staff after serving as the defensive
line coach at Cal State-Northridge for one season. The
38-year old Gaskins also has been the defensive coordinator
at Whitworth College, an assistant coach at the University
of Montana and a player-coach with the United States
Signal Corps.
The junior college All-American halfback at Columbia
Basin College played on the nationally ranked 1969 and
1970 University of Montana teams. He earned his bachelor's
degree from Montana in 1971 and received his master's
degree from Whitworth College in 1977.
CLAUDE GILBERT, Defensive Coordinator
Claude Gilbert starts his third season as the Spartans'
defensive coordinator.
Since joining the staff, he has produced defenses that
have been nationally ranked against the run. The 1981
squad was third in the nation and last year's team was
second in the country.
A former head coach at San Diego State, he compiled
a 61-25-2 record in eight seasons. His 1976 and 1977
teams won Pacific Coast Athletic Association titles with
near-perfect 10-1 records.
An assistant at San Diego State for six seasons prior to
succeeding Don Coryell, his overall head coaching
record is 90-32-2 with successful tenures at Shafter High

School and Southwestern College.
The team captain of the 1958 Spartan team was a full
back and flanker. He has earned both his bachelor's and
master's degrees from San Jose State.
LARRY KERR, Inside Linebacke Coach
One of four Spartan football alumni on the staff,
Larry Kerr begins his fourth year as the team's inside
linebacker coach.
The Spartan linebacker on the 1971 through 1974
teams was the 1973 and 1974 recipient of the Pacific
Coast Athletic Association's "Scholar-Athlete" award.
Kerr began his coaching career as an assistant coach at
Saratoga High School. Other prep stints include tenures
at San Jose and Pioneer High Schools. Prior to joining
the Spartan staff, he was an assistant coach at St. Mary's
College.
A 1975 graduate, he also received his master's degree
from San Jose State. He is also responsible for the film
exchange program and the monitoring of each studentathlete's academic progress.
GREG McMACKIN, Defensive Backs Coach
Greg McMackin is starting his fifth season as the Spartans'
defensive backfield coach.
The 37-year old McMackin also has been an assistant
coach at the University of Idaho and Oregon College.
After beginning his career as a graduate assistant at the
University of Arizona in 1969, he was the head coach at
Aloha High School in Portland, Ore., for three seasons.
A three-time all-conference selection at Southern
Oregon College, he majored in physical education and
later earned his master's degree from the University of
Arizona.
Greg also serves as the coordinator of the Spartans'
recruiting program and assists in on-campus housing
assignments for the players.
RICK RASNICK, Offensive Line Coach
Rick Rasnick is in his second season as an offensive
line coach and his third year as a member of the Spartan
coaching staff. A graduate assistant during the 1981
campaign, he was promoted to an assistant coach's role
a year ago.

Rasnick began his coaching career after being the
Spartans' starting center for the 1979 and 1980 teams. He
was a recipient of the 1980 "Captains Award for his
leadership contributions to the Spartans high-scoring
offense.
In addition to his duties with the offensive line,
Rasnick is responsible for the San Jose State weight
training program. The 1982 San Jose State graduate is
pursuing his master's degree in athletic administration at
St. Mary's College.
JIMMY WALSH, Running Backs Coach
Jimmy Walsh is entering his second season as the San
Jose State running backs coach.
The San Jose State football alumnus joined the Spartans
after a brief stint in the National Football League with
the Seattle Seahawks. A member of the 1978 and 1979
Spartan clubs, he was the starting fullback his senior
year. That season, he was second in rushing and led the
club with 45 pass receptions and his 5.6 rushing average.
His 200 yard rushing performance against Santa Clara
that year is the last time a San Jose State player has
reached the 200 yard plateau.
GEORGE BOHAN, Graduate Assistant
After completing a two year career as a contributing
offensive guard, George Bohan joins the San Jose State
coaching staff as a graduate assistant. He will be aiding
offensive line coach Rick Rasnick in that area and with
the Spartan weight training program.
The former offensive lineman also participated on the
Spartan special teams. Last year, he also managed to
carry the ball twice from scrimmage.
BILL NICHOLAS, Graduate Assistant
A starter the past two seasons at tight end, Bill
Nicholas continues his Spartan football career as a
graduate assistant. He will be aiding receiver coach
Dave Baldwin while working specifically with the tight
ends.
A year ago, Bill hauled in 25 receptions for 283 yards
and 2 touchdowns. He moved into the starting lineup at
the end of the 1981 campaign and finished with 5 catches
that year.
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The Spartans

Jim Accinelli

Tim Ahearn

John Aimonetti

Mike Bernard
FR-OT

Kalvin Bishop

Bruce Boatman
JR-C

Danny Clark

K.C. Clark
FR-CB

Desmond
Chattleton
JR-WR

As a leading supplier of low cost, high
performance disk drives, Quantum Corpo
ration's winning point is quality, in our
products and in our people. Our quality
gives us the edge in a tough league. And, it
keeps us coming back, season after season,
with a winning line-up of products from
the winners on Quantum's team.
The Quantum Team
Human Resources Department
1820 McCarthy Blvd., Dept. TD
Milpitas, CA 95035
(408) 262-1100
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71

Tuli Ainuu
SR-DE

Dave Albright
SR-LB

Mark Baker
JR-OG

Trevor Bowles
JR-OT

Kevin Bowman
JR-WR

Jon Carlson
JR-QB

Craig Conaway

Charles Clinton

Depend on us.
More California college students do.
BANK B)
OF AM ERICA
Washington Square Branch
99 South Fourth Street
San Jose, California
Phone 277-7991
BANK OF AMERICA NT&SA • MEMBER FDlC

CORPORATION

Equal Opportunity Employer
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49 JR-CB

. _ Greg Fairrer
JR-CB

40

34

_ _

32

Vyn Goodmon
JR-LB

_Brett Grauss

91 SO-DT

_

93

Bryan Grauss
SO-DT

WE'VE GOT
WHAT YOU NEED!
LOWEST PRICES • BEST GUARANTEES
QUALITY PEOPLE

Try us . . . you'll like us!
P.S. We're serious
Body Parts
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Harold Hadley
JR-OG

14

3

. _ Rich Harbison
FR-QB

^
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Kickoff
toward your goals
this fall...
with unlimited 2-sided copies.

Adam Goldberg
JR-WR

n
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And Hamburgers
And Steaks
And Seafood
And Soft Tacos
And Beef Franks
And Fabulous Texas
Style Chili
And Remarkable Tostados
And Ice Cold Beer or
Soft Drinks
And Excellent Wines
And Your Favorite Drinks
Made With Top Name
Liquors
And Everything's FamilyBudged Priced . . .
And You're Seated Quickly
And Served With Speed
And Efficiency
And The Atmosphere
Is Charming

€

f ^
^2

f £

-- MM
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Mike Fitzsimmons ^ . Bob Frasco
JR-DT
JR-QB

Sean Harvey
JR-WR

Ic^vdCSvvJU I
%

New/Osed/Rebuilt

Engjnea

_

Tod Devlin
JR-CB

Like the Spartans, the Royal 3302 MR
is fast and efficient enough to cover
all of your needs. It has minimal
down time and is self-explanatory in
its use.

: A Fantastic Mexican Restaurant zJ

AUTO PARTS

Windshields

43

77

, — David Diaz-Infante _ . Tom Diehl
FR-OG
FR-P

63

. _

_ Ken Delgado
SR-OT

- _ Ray Davis

. . Dave Criswell
SR-FB

44

A WINNING TEAM
Royal 3302 MR Copier
And the Spartans

)t BANQUET FACILITIES UP TO 200
(Saratoga & Prospect location only)

^
Ik
gjT
B*

• WEST SAN CARLOS 288-6116
1523 West San Carlos, San Jose
• SARATOGA and PROSPECT
1585 Saratoga Ave., S.J. 252-8040

/O

• ALMADEN EXPRESSWAY 265-3193
5650 Almaden Expwy., S.J. Open at 8 a.m.

(in Saratoga Lanes, formerly London Rib)

I
D

Watch the Spartans go
and form your own backup team with
the Royal 3302 MR's 3 cassette or
enlargement capabilities.

K I M Modern Office Machines Offers:
• Free, no obligation demo in your office.
• Local service. 50 years experience.
• Professional sales back-up.
You'll find your team
at
1898 The Alameda, San Jose

CALL TODAY

(408) 985-1780
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Donnell Hawthorne

Ted Hughes

JR-HB

SR-DT

Chris Iglesias

Mike James

JR-WR

JR-DE

Keith Knoop

Robert Leatutufu

Craig Lundeen

JR-DT

SO-QB

FR-LB

BHk
„ ^ Keith McDonald _ . Terry McDonald

21'jR-WR

86 JR-DE

Dirk Manoukian

79FR-NG

Tim Makela

61SR-DE

Bobby Johnson

SR-HB

Marcus McDade

Tom Marshall

_ _ Ron Maki

78 SR-OT

95 JR-NG

SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE
for gift ideas, books,
and Spartan souvenirs.

SPARTAN
FOOD SERVICES

SPARTAN
"VENDING

SPARTAN
BAKERY

for breakfast, lunch, or dinner
in the cafeteria...
for pizza and live entertainment
in the pub...
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BE THE STAR OF THE GAME
It's easy Just keep your radio tuned to KCBS NEWSRADIO 74 for the best play-by-play coverage of San Jose State Spartans Football action!

KCBS NEWSRADIO 74

fcjterine
5ervic^3 277-3163

for coffee breaks in meetings, or
a fully catered event...
(on campus only)

SPARTAN SHOPS, INC. • SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY,

The Spartans
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Mike Maurer

51 SR-LB

. . Carlos Milsap

66

SR-NG

, _ Marc Oliver

^ _ J.L. Newton

13

Guy Mohr

DO FR-OG

69 FR-C

SR-S

_

Booker Moore _ _ Talmadge Morning _ _

25 FR-WR

5o JR-DE

_ _ Lou Patrone

35

SR-S

I.

_

Shop at

60

Jeff Petkevidus

SR-C

_

Tim Purvis

53 JR-LB

'V

Vr

__

Henry Ramelli

7 3 SR-OT

_ Phillippe Rebboah . _ Eric Richardson _—Kevan Rippentrop_ _ Frank Robinson

5 SR-P/K

1 9 SR-WR

87SR-TE

cMoqey J

John Murphy

OZ FR-TE

2 0 JR-HB

_ _

James Rowley

9 0 s R -DT

have just thisto sayabout
the Spartans:

Run your own
company at 26.
We're looking for a few good college students
and graduates who can fill the shoes of a Marine
Corps officer. That's apretty tall order.
Because it means leading other Marines. Being
responsible for their safety and welfare. Being
in charge.
That's something no civilian job can offer you
at 26. It's something very few people can ever
measure up to.
If you think you're cut from the right mold, see
your Marine Corps Officer Selection Officer when
he visits your campus or call him, at the number
listed below, today.

BOOKSTORE

& ART SUPPLIES

330 SOUTH TENTH STREET

PHONE 408 . 286 0930

FOGHORN
FOOTBALL
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
AND SANDWICHES

J.TheMar*nes-

l(

wm,

M
M ®

th^w wt^iM,
wW

»

M SSSS&LFFJT

Member FDIC

Your choice ...
Fillet of Chicken
Hamburger
Italian Sausage

$2.95

HAPPY HOUR PRICES • 4 P.M. to 7 P.M.
WIDE SCREEN T.V.

Maybe you

A

M I8 "

«M?

(408) 275-7445/6
195 EAST TAYLOR • SAN JOSE • 286-5492
11

10

MenleyS James,1983.

Read label and follow directions

MEET ONE OF
OUR COACHES
: : n

w

; r r " r r •~

%

I
.

*

1 EVERY
12 HOURS

CONT.
County Transit coaches will let you:

• avoid parking hassle
• save cash

• gain added study time
• relax

These convenient and economical County Transit bus
lines serve San Jose State University within three blocks:
Al 21 - Alum Rock to San Jose SP Depot
22 - Eastridge to Menlo Park
&. 23 - San Jose to Stanford Shopping
Ctr. via Stevens Creek
<A 24 - San Jose to Stanford University
via Stevens Creek
63 - SJSU to Almaden Valley via Meridian
&. 64 - Santa Clara to Almaden Valley
via Downtown San Jose
65 - SJSU to Almaden Valley via Leigh
66 - Milpitas to Santa Teresa Hosp.
via Downtown San Jose
& 68 - San Jose to Gilroy & Gavilan College
72 - First and Santa Clara to
Almaden Expwy.

Bus schedules and monthly Flash Passes
are available at the Student Union. For more
information call 408/287-4210.

75 - Alviso to Santa Teresa Hosp.
6- 81 - East San Jose to Vallco Fash. Park
6. 82 - First & Gish to Pruneyard
via Downtown
& 83 - Spartan Stadium to Good
Samaritan Hospital
4x 85 - Tenth & Hedding to Valley Fair
4x87 - William St. to Valley Fair via
Downtown San Jose
4x160 - Gilroy to San Jose
162 - Almaden Valley to North San Jose
4x 180 - San Jose SP Depot to
Fremont BART

•*

4x - Denotes line served with accessible buses.

Contac keeps you going

•,

•* •
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ONLY PONTIAC HAS IT.

by Ron Reid
Philadelphia Inquirer

B

y now if has become as common
an occurrence of the competitive

PONTIAC 6000 STE

This is the Pontiac with more technologically advanced
features than any other And the future of American luxury
performance sedans. As the 2.8 liter high output V-6 sparks to
life and the graphic instrumentation lights up, you gain a
precise driver's sense of control over your environment.
You are truly in touch with your car. And the STE's Driver
Information Center is helping to put
you there. Important engine functions;
SERVICE
REMINDER
lamp operation; door, hood and trunk
security—even service reminders—can
all be monitored from the driver's seat.
With a simple touch of your finger you can adjust the climate
of your driver environment. It's easy
- with the STE's new climate control
center which uses advanced electron
ics and light-emitting diode locators.
Now notice the seat you're in. It's biomechanically engineered for serious drivers, and conforms

to your individual driving position through six
j
areas of adjustment. The STE seat also features
f
thigh and lumbar support, and a concave
f
shape to help keep you comfortable while
/ jfwWwyWk
you take the curves with precision.
/
f.
When you cut a particularly tight corner: /
I
you won't be thinking aboutthe
f
self-leveling Electronic Ride
mmttp '•!
Control. The exclusive "porej
free" cast aluminum wheels. x
Or the Goodyear Eagle GT
\ f
j
v'" ,
high performance radials with
.
\ • 1
;
analytically tuned shock
V
' . . j
absorbers, springs, bushings, front and rear stabilizer bars arid:
power rack and pinion steering. Or how these components
perform harmoniously as one system. You'll just be amazed at
how the responsive Pontiac 6000 STE suspension works as
an extension of yourself.
If you're used to traditional luxury sedans, we think you'll find
this experience refreshing. And very exciting.
/ J?

f£
* ">
(( 'iSSS -gla '
I

'o\
' V
j

I

Some Pontiaes are equipped with engines
produced by other GM
divisions, subsidiaries, or
nil
affiliated companies world
UIVI
wide. See your Pontiac
dealer for details.

autumn as a change in the Top 10
rankings. The product of intelligent, tacti
cal coaching, it may be the one facet of
collegiate football most often overlooked
by those who equate victory with blatant
mismatches in physical skill.
It occurs when a defense armed with
semi-swift cornerbacks.a lumbering line
backer or two, and a pair of ubiquitous
safeties defies everyone's stopwatch
numbers and shuts down some wide re
ceiver with after-burners where his legs
ought to be.
Speed, of course, is still a prime requi
site for pass receivers, and it is no great
revelation to say that most coaches would
rather have fast athletes than slow ones.
But through skillful deployment of the de
fensive troops—that unity of effort called
coordination—it is possible to take speed
out of the game by turning off the burner,
so to speak.
Many a fine receiver has been victim
ized by a successful demonstration of
double coverage, the strategic plan
coaches often resort to when the op
position includes an uncommonly swift
pass receiver.
As the term implies, double coverage is
a maneuver executed by two defenders
on a single receiver, and its success de
pends on great harmony of effort and
timing. Double coverage is inevitably dic
tated by talent—both of the receiver and
the athletes available to cover hint —and is
usually carried out by an outside line
backer and a cornerback, a linebacker
and a free safety, or a cornerback and a
safety—though the variations may seem
endless.
Consider one ideal example: The re
ceiver sprints off the line of scrimmage in
the company of an outside linebacker
whose assignment it is to stay within tack-

continued
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DOUBLE COVERAGE
continued

ling range through the first 12-15yards of
the pass route. Almost at the moment the
receiver is about to leave the LB gasping
on the turf, the battle is joined by the de
fensive back, who carries out the cov
erage from 15 yards onward.
Or, as may be more memorably ob
served: The receiver moves into his route
with a cornerback matching him stride
for stride. A few moments later, moving
on the quarterback's throw or a break in
the route, one of the safeties quickly
moves into the play either to break up the
pass, go for the ball or make the tackle
before too much yardage is lost.
Successful, down-after-down repeti
tion of double coverage, especially when
it is matched with a sustained pass rush,
can mean a long afternoon for the fastest
wide receiver and, in due course, an
equally frustrated quarterback forced to
throw to other targets.
A rising young assistant coach who tu
tors defensive backs for an eastern power
explains: "If you're facing a particularly
skilled wide receiver, a kid who's got the
ability to break it, you want to take him
out of their offense, and make him beat
you left-handed.'"
A defense so instructed then may
double-cover the receiver in a variety of
ways, the length and breadth of the field.
"It's multi-faceted," says the assistant
coach. "You might double him long and
short—bracket him all up the field—or
inside and out. Your (defensive) method is
determined by the total defense, whether
you're stunting up front and getting some
pressure on the passer. Whatever you do
has to be coordinated with the rest of the
defense."
But for those who must carry it out,
double coverage can be a harsh athletic
task despite two men on the job.
"It's really a tough assignment for the
linebacker," an eastern head coach says
with discernable sympathy in his voice.
"He's got to try to keep up with the re
ceiver (who is probably 40 pounds light
er), and who's to say the offense won't run
or throw an option at him?
No matter how dramatically effective
double coverage may be, it is a defensive
scheme most coaches would rather not
have to use. For in the deployment of two
defenders to a single receiver, the at
tacking team gains a 10-on-9 manpower
advantage. The defense that tries to dou
ble cover both wide receivers obviously
suffers an even greater deficit, if not the
kind of numbers game that can produce
the wrong kind of numbers on the score
board.
"The team that doubles up on one part
of the offense," says a veteran West Coast
coach, "is going to have to sacrifice some
thing to the rest. You can't do it without

4t

A typical double coverage alignment finds the linebacker covering the receiver 12-15 yards
downfield before the defensive back takes over.

leaving a hole somewhere."
For that very reason, a football team's
most effective receiver probably should
be determined by the type of coverage he
demands, rather than by his receptions
and receiving yardage. The pass catcher
most often tagged a "decoy," one who bur
dens a defense by taking two players out
of the scheme of things, is an undeniable
weapon whether he catches a pass or not.
"That's what makes it worrisome," says
the eastern head coach. "You've got to
make sure when you're covering their
fast guy with two of yours that they don't
have someone else pop free.
"Double coverage is a defense most
coaches would rather not play. You'd
rather hope you've got the personnel ca
pable of going one-on-one with every
body you play."
Even so, the occasions of double cov
erage have increased, along with such
tactical phenomena as the fifth (nickel)
and sixth (dime) defensiveback. Such cov
erages have been brought about by col
lege football's increasing affection for,
and sophisticated use of, the forward
pass.
And as might be expected, the offense

has responded in kind. Reacting to double
coverage, the attacking team can make
the defense work even harder by aligning
its speedster to the tight end side of the
line of scrimmage.
"It's easier to double cover a split re
ceiver," the head coach says. "It's much
harder against a flanker with a tight end
on the same side, especially if the tight
end is a good blocker. The flanker gets
into the pattern quicker."
Other offensive retaliation includes
three wide receivers in the formation,
usually as the tactical response to what
one head coach calls, "maximum
coverage—where they rush three (play
ers) and cover with eight. That doesn't
leave too many areas of the field un
defended, and it's pretty tough to pump
the ball in there."
What it all reflects, of course, is a dy
namic continuum —the offensive ebb and
defensive flow of collegiate football. Out
of the constant struggle between tacti
cians devoted to moving the ball and stra
tegists determined to stop it, come the
trends and the drama that continue to fas
cinate us from one hopeful autumn to the
next.
R

If Shelby's name is onthe car,
ours is on the tires.
Carroll Shelby and Goodyear go a long way back.
When Carroll built his first car — the now-legendary Cobra — it was
on Goodyear performance tires.
Likewise for every Shelby Mustang GT-350 and GT-500.
And when Shelby helped Ford win LeMans and major international
racing titles several times over, those world-beating cars were on our
world-beating racing tires.
Now there's a new chapter in the Shelby saga. With the new Chrysler
Corporation.
Times have changed. Cars have, too. But one thing's for certain.
Every Shelby Charger — and every Shelby-inspired car to follow —
will wear two names: His.
gi"
And ours.
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THE SCOUT TEAM

IMPERSONATING
THE OPPONENT
by Orville Henry, Sports Editor,
Arkansas Gazette

HORMEL CHILI
Good lean Hormel beef. Rich tomato sauce. Plump chili beans.
And a secret blend of spices to make it taste just like home.
Hearty and delicious. Serve it. And don't be surprised if they ask,
"Is it homemade or Hormel?"
Because sometimes it's really hard to tell.
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e're going to take the littlest
player on our scout team, wire
him to an outboard motor, and
put him on skates. That's the only way we
can give our defense a true look at Greg
Pruitt this week."
"How could we prepare for Earl Camp
bell? Our scout team fullback weighs 194
and he's fat."
"We just moved the ball up and down
the practice field. Yards in gobs. And then
we had to go against their defense with all
those 4.7 players. Our scout team players
are all 5.7s."
"John Elway presents us a problem. We

got our .scout team quarterback off the
softball squad. We're going to borrow the
Dodgers' Iron Mike for our secondary to
work against this week."
"We put a No. 87 on one of our scout
team guys, and our tight end and tackle
wiped him out every time. Then they put
Billy Ray Smith in the same jersey and he
breezed through us for six quarterback
sacks."
Those samplings from head coaches'
press conferences, not always in jest, il
lustrate the problem.
Each college football team sees an op
ponent once a year. That opponent tends

to include one-third or more new players
each year, at least in its starting person
nel. That opponent may, probably will,
use schemes and systems totally different
from those of the previous opponent—
different from any opponent anywhere.
Each opponent's star (or stars) will be
unique, totally unlike any other.
Pitv the poor scout team coach, much
less the unheralded B teamers, jayvees,
freshmen, redshirts (or whatever else
they may be called) who must seek to im
personate the next opponent.
And yet, many a head coach has turned
with pride on a Sunday to give that same
continued
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since 1943 and is a past president of the Football Writers of America.

inexperienced, ragtag outfit major credit
for helping the varsity achieve a major
victory.
The roles the scout teamers plav are
deemed so important by many head
coaches that they assign their offensive
and defensive coordinators to head up the
program.

song blaring from loudspeakers).
Once upon a time, the top programs in
college football had a well-defined fresh
man program (35 to 60 playing a schedule
under a freshman coaching staff) and a
well-defined B team program.
During John Vaught's heyday, his Mis
sissippi freshman team would be red-

gram depends heavily on willing walkons and redshirts (who now can be fresh
men, under a newly enacted NCAA rule).
"If there is one unheralded thing I think
is important to an overall program, it's a
good scout squad, and this is the hardest
thing in the world to develop," says a suc
cessful head coach.

The first team defense takes a look at a play run by a scout team quarterback.
Mostly, though, the graduate assistants
or "volunteer" coaches who spend part of
the previous week and then Sunday
morning cutting and splicing the film and
drawing up the scouting report take re
sponsibility.
While the varsity players run the kinks
out for a few minutes Sunday afternoon
and view Saturday's film, the scout
teamers (including one unit for offense,
one for defense) pick up the plays they
will be running during the week against
the first and second teamers.
In rare cases, they'll be outfitted with
numbers and jersey colors as worn by the
opponent (and, all week, will do their
stuff to the tune of the other team's fight
8t

shirted en masse, routinely, becoming the
B team, or scout team.
The varsity football would be played by
a very few third-year men and, mostly,
fourth and fifth-year players.
And the scout team would be made up
of talented futures, held back only by
inexperience—as compared to the sea
soned people ahead of them on the same
squad.
Nowadays, freshmen are eligible to play
immediately, and no one maintains a
freshman program as such. Because of
the limitation of 30 scholarship freshmen
per year and 95 overall (some confer
ences, such as the Pac-10, permit 90, and
others, even less), the scout team pro-

"If you put all your new players on the
scout squad, you'd find out more about
them in three weeks than you'd learn
about them in four years on the varsity.
You'd find out about their personal pride,
their intelligence, their adaptability, their
competitive instincts, their ability.
"If we picked our all-time scout team,
we'd find the same players on allconference teams three and four years
later.
"Our plea is that scout teamers accept
their roles, which is to give us the best
'looks'they can.
"The other side of the coin is that we
must recognize them, reward them in
continued
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some way, make them feel part of the
team. So we post depth charts. We dress
out the first two varsity units for games,
then the first team scout squads. We put
the best of the scout teamers into the kick
ing units. This helps morale."
A scout teamer's life is not an easy one.
The better players are redshirts, good
athletes trading a year of immaturity for
what likely will be a standout final sea
son, and getting an extra year's classwork
toward a degree.
Every good athlete hates his redshirt
year while it is happening, but looks back
on it gratefully when he is enjoying a tri
umphant final season.
"The scout teamer has to report early
for the kicking game we work on before
practice, and then sometimes stay late for
the kicking phases we do afterwards,"
says a head coach.
He points out the negatives.
"It's easy for a scout teamer to get into
bad habits.
"An offensive lineman might just slop
around, step with the wrong foot, just

Pittsburgh Steelers — Haggar
Washable Suit® in a classic
gray stripe.

SUPER FAN

LEN DAWSON

Kansas City Chiefs — Genuine
100% cotton denim Haggar®
Jeans; 100% wool sport coat.

GALE SAYERS

Chicago Bears — Crossfire®
corduroy separates in a trim fit
from The Gallery by Haggar®.

move out rather than fire out. A receiver
might make a poor effort in traffic. A
quarterback might look at one receiver all
the way, rather than read the defense, the
way he always should. He might throw it
into a crowd, which he should never do,
and which doesn't help our defense.
"The best scout team quarterback we
ever had spent a year getting eligible after
transferring. The habits he developed
carried him to All-Southwest honors two
years later, and us to a co-championship."
If seniors will, they can set a tempo and
patterns that will maximize the con
tributions of the scout team and make for
outstanding practices.
In baseball, there are hitters who want
a batting practice pitcher to throw every
pitch over the plate, so that he can make
contact every time, groove his move. On
the other hand, top hitters know their
weaknesses, or at least what they will see
most of from the pitcher they are about to
face, and will ask the BP chunker to put
the ball in a certain place, or to follow a
pattern of in-and-out, etc., that he will see

jj

in a game.
"Some first teamers don't want it the
hard way in practice," said a head coach.
"They might tap the scout teamer be
tween the plays and say, 'Hey, this isn't
Saturday,' or something like that. A tall
guy might not want a scout teamer scram
bling in his runninggear, but that's what a
tall guy is going to run into.
"We had one player who would say,
'Whoa, that's not the 'look' I want. Fire at
me low, like so-and-so will do Saturday.
"This type of thing by your seniors
makes you a better team on Saturday and
keeps the program on a high level the
year 'round.
"We do everything to get our scout
teamers to show ingredients of team play,
to carry out their roles, to give us the good
2.1 seconds it takes on most plays they
run. And we honor the two 'Scout Team
ers of the Week' throughout the year."
If they're just cannon fodder, the pro
gram is zilch, or headed that way. If
they're viewed as part of a winning ef
fort, they graduate into winners.
£
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It's a football fan's ultimate
fantasy. Going to Super Bowl
XVIII in Tampa with these
NFL legends! Then to the
Pro Bowl in Hawaii! And
finally to your favorite
NFL team's entire 1984
season, with travel to
away games courtesy of
American Airlines!

Just visit any participating Haggar retailer
between Oct. 15 and Dec. 15, pick up a
ballot and vote for your favorite AFC or
NFC team. You'll automatically be entered

in our nationwide drawing for this
year's HAGGAR SUPER
FAN. And your team
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SUPER TEAM.
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two to Super Bowl XVIII
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complete wardrobe from
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—
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hy Gus Schrader, Cedar Rapids Gazette
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hen he coached at Michigan
State, Duffy Daugherty used
to snort every time he heard
anyone describe football as a "contact"
sport.
"Dancing is a contact sport," he would
explain, "Football is a COLLISION sport."
Things have changed a little since then.
Dancing doesn't include as much contact
since rock-and-roll encouraged dancers
to ad lib more on their own. Football still
features plenty of collisions, but if Duffy
thought it was violent then, imagine what
it would be today if our sensible ancestors
continued
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hadn't started enacting rules banning
backs-in-motion as early as 1896.
Dave Nelson, University of Delaware
athletic director and chairman of the
NCAA Football Rules Committee, calls
that rule one of the most important in
football history.
"I know Canadian pro football still per
mits a back to be in motion toward the line
of scrimmage when the ball is snapped,"
he said, "but can you imagine what kind of
collisions we would have in college foot
ball today if a team could put a 280-pound
tackle at fullback, let him start running
full speed toward the line of scrimmage
and hand him the ball just before he got
there? With the speed and size of today's
football players, we could expect a great
increase in the number of injuries.
"The 1896 rule change specified that
only one man could be in motion when
the ball was snapped, and he could not be
moving toward the line of scrimmage.
Without that rule, we would have flying
wedges, revolving tandems and all sorts
of dangerous shifts and formations."
Have you ever wondered about offen
sive backfield shifts? Why are various
backs and flankers jumping around just
before the ball is snapped? Are they hav
ing trouble finding the spot the coaches
specified? Is the quarterback changing
his signals to confuse the defense? When
did backfield shifts start, and what is
their purpose?
Among those who have written about
shifts was John W. Heisman, after whom
college football's most coveted trophy is
named. Heisman coached successfully at
Georgia Tech and Penn. His writings re
veal that he was in many ways an unusual
man. Indeed, among the things he
preached to his players was to avoid tak
ing showers—especially hot showers—as
he said this tended to debilitate an athlete.
Not many of Heisman's players got invited
to sorority dances after their games.
"It is clear that the men should all be
moved simultaneously and with as great
speed as possible," Heisman wrote in a
1922 book that discussed shifts, "and af
ter such preliminary move has been exe
cuted and completed that the ball shall be
put in play immediately, else the defense
will be able to shift reinforcements to the
threatened spot in time to nullify the ad
vantage gained bv the offense in a pre
concerted and well executed shift."
Heisman and Doc Williams, of Minne
sota, were among the first to really ex
ploit the shift. Later Knute Rockne devel
oped the famous "Notre Dame Shift" so
well that it helped his last two teams to go
unbeaten in 1929 and '30. Rockne was
killed in a plane crash the following sum
mer.
Nelson lists the following seasons as
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Monroe" GasMatic For a comfortable small car ride
II ere's great news for the Foster fam
Coach John W. Heisman was one of the first to use the shift.
ones in which important rule changes
were made regarding shifts:
1896—The rule limiting one man in
motion.
1914—It became illegal to shift through
the neutral zone.
1922—A full stop—a standstill—was or
dered after a shift.
1924—Absolute stop—no movement.
1927—Full-second stop.
1942—It became a foul to draw a charge
with a false start on a shift.
1954—Sucker shifts were prohibited by
the American Football Coaches Associa
tion. These simulated the start of a play,
causing the defense to jump offside.
1983—The sucker shift is back. Some
teams are employing it in shifts in or out
of punt formation.
The primary purpose of the backfield
shift, of course, is to move one or more
backs to positions other than those where

they originally lined up. It provides
strength at an unexpected spot, giving the
defense fresh problems of handling the
deception and momentum. However, a
shift may not simulate the start of a play.
Some coaches feel that using shifts
is a matter of necessity for teams whose
players aren't as good as the opposition.
"My staff and I have had to come up
with ways to trick the defenses, to shift
backs quickly to concentrate our
strengths on unexpected places," said a
major college coach. "I don't think we
could have achieved much offensively
without widespread use of shifts."
In explaining what his offense does
with the shift, the coach continued:
"We are going to force our opponents to
defend the entire width of the football
field by spreading our offensive forma
tions. We are going to utilize five eligible
continued
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receivers on pass plays, and sometimes
six when the quarterback is a receiver.
Everyone on the team is a potential ball
carrier for running plays. Our passing at
tack utilizes option-type pass routes dic
tated by defensive alignment and move
ment.
". . . We try to minimize the defensive
possibilities by utilizing formations,
movement and motion on offense. Our
audible system is very helpful in elimi
nating bad plays and assisting our quar
terback in maintaining the consistency
to move the football. We are truly a
multiple-offense team."
What's an audible? That's when the
quarterback notices something in the
other team's defense that wasn't apparent
when the play was called originally in the
huddle. So he audibly calls out coded in-

formation to change the signal to some
thing with a better chance of working.
That's another reason you may see offen
sive backs jumping to new positions just
before the ball is snapped.
One successful offensive coordinator
lists these 11 reasons for using shifts:
1. To create defensive adjustments
which best allow execution of the most
basic phases of an offense.
2. To dictate (by formation, motion or
shifting) defensive alignments and cov
erages.
3. To force opponents into a balanced
and base defense.
4. To force additional and lengthy
weekly preparation by opponents on
alignments and adjustments, leaving
them less time to spend in repetition and
execution.

Notre Dame's Knute Rockne felt that shift formations should be kept as simple as possible.

16t

5. To limit defensive pressure.
6. To break defensive concentration.
7. To create defensive confusion and
communication problems by defensive
signal callers.
8. To break set tendency keys.
9. To eliminate bump-and-run or double
coverage on wide receivers.
10. To eliminate flip-flopping of de
fensive personnel, often creating a player
mismatch.
11. To provide an exciting style of play
for both players and fans.
Notre Dame's Knute Rockne had some
sound advice for using the shift. You
might say one of his recommendations
was "get there fustest with the mostest,"
and the other was the now-famous KISS
system (Keep It Simple, Stupid). Anyway,
the Rock wrote this way about the two
ideas:
"The idea of the shift is to attempt to get
more men of the offense to a given spot
than the defense can muster in the short
time allotted it. The essence of offense is
to get there first with the most men; the
shift is a big adjunct to this.
"It is best to keep your shift formations
just as simple as possible. It is possible, of
course, to work up complex offensive
shifts, but as a rule the coach using these
spends so much time practicing the shift
that his team is weak on tackling and
blocking, and is beaten because of these
weaknesses. And besides, in these days of
intensive scouting, we cannot fool the de
fensive team as we would like to."
One wonders what Rockne would add
to that if he were alive now.
One also can speculate what college
football would be like today if backfield
shifts weren't limited by rule, and if there
were no restrictions against backs-inmotion (outlawed by that 1896 rule).
Almost certainly there would have been
strong cries for eliminating the game
completely—even stronger than there
were in 1905, when 18 players died and
159 more were seriously injured because
of football. That was when President
Wheeler of the University of California
sent a telegram to football officials: "The
game of football must be entirely made
over or go."
It also was the time when U.S. President
Teddy Roosevelt, in mid-season, called
representatives of Yale, Harvard and
Princeton to the White House and told
them it was up to them to save the sport
by removing every objectionable feature.
"Brutality and foul play should receive
the same summary punishment given to
the man who cheats at cards," President
Roosevelt said.
So down with brutality and foul play,
and up with the deception and finesse
provided by such things as shifts!
£
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HOW COACHES GRADE THEIR PLAYERS
continued

ing to cover up for the other guy."
The grades offer the opportunity for
self-correction to these coaches. An assis
tant coach says, "When you're coaching
your own guy,you sometimes get a little
protective. You want him to look good.
And then the head coach comes and says,
'Hey, your guy's not playing too well.' You
tell him he is. And then we go to the
grades and there's the hard reality."
But even grades, the hard numbers, can
fool you. Although the coaches put more
faith in their Sunday afternoon grades
than their Saturday afternoon gut feel
ings, they know too that the grading is
very subjective. Just because something
can be reduced to statistics, that doesn't
mean it's objective.
"It's very subjective," a coach says. "Af
ter all, there's no way to quantify every
thing absolutely." There are many ingre
dients in a play that just can't be assigned
a number. Courage, determination —
there's a reason they're called intan
gibles. But even beyond that, it's ex-

good player? "When you've got two AllAmerica linemen opposite each other, it's
impossible to grade them," he says. "The
offensive coach might grade his player
out at 60 percent. And yet the defensive
coach might also grade his out at 60 per
cent. Very subjective."
However, some organizations, the ones
that recognize just how subjective this
grading can be, have even gone so far as
to try to quantify the subjectivity. When
pro scouts come in to evaluate a player,
that scout's previous grading is taken into
consideration. Does he grade high, low?
His final tally is multiplied by a factor of
his subjectivity. Football may be a game of
inches to some people; to the coaches, it's
a game of numbers.
A lot of football, though, can be boiled
down to numbers. A lot of the plays can
be graded conclusively. Some coaches
simply grade out the players on the basis
of their assignments. Did he carry it out
or attempt it? Or did he try to block the
wrong man? It's a simple pass/fail every

A coach may grade a player on both technique and effort.
tremely difficult for any two coaches to
decide on whether a player completed his
assignment successfully or not.
How do you grade a pass rusher, for ex
ample? You might say he completed his
play successfully only if he tackled the
quarterback before he unloaded the ball.
But what if he pressured him into throw
ing a bad pass? What if he simply pres
sured him, regardless of the pass the
quarterback got off? And how do you
grade a really good player who happens
to be lining up across from another really

aot

play in that system and it's easy to come
up with a number. Some coaches factor in
technique. Was his technique good or bad
on each play? "So a guy's in 30 plays," the
coach explains, "and his technique is right
24 times, that's 80 percent. If he gets the
assignment right 29 times, that's a 96.
That way we can tell if he's doing what he
should within the system. Also, if a guy
grades out a winner in technique, but
grades lower in assignments, well, that
tells us he's not concentrating. He's doing
enough physically, but not mentally. And

vice versa."
Sometimes the individual scores are
posted but most often they are not.
Rather, the coach will announce them
during the screening with the assembled
team. Either way, the coach is counting on
a little peer pressure.
Other times the coaches post the scores
for an entire unit, the defensive line, the
offensive backfield.
There are still other systems of grading,
systems so complicated the grades
couldn't be posted any place but the halls
of the Library of Congress. A coach, in
addition to grading for technique and as
signment, might also decide to grade the
player's effort. He may give pluses and mi
nuses for such a quality.
And, of course, different positions are
graded differently. An offensive tackle
might only be considered in terms of as
signment, technique and effort. But a
quarterback is graded on everything
from getting his team out of the huddle, to
handoff execution, to his reading of the
defense. He is not graded according to the
completion for each throw. Rather, he
may be graded according to whether he
completes a certain percentage of them—
60 percent is success, 59 percent is failure
in that category.
And running backs are also difficult to
grade, especially since they are so de
pendent on their linemen for their yard
age. They have to complete their assign
ment, perform with good technique and,
in addition, try to reach an arbitrary goal,
say four yards.
Some coaches get even more involved
with the grading. During the screening
with the team, a coach may end up giving
not just grades, but bonus points or re
wards for a fumble recovery or a big play.
Sometimes these sessions sound like an
end of the season banquet. Or maybe an
end of the career roast.
"It all depends on your emphasis," the
coach says. "You may be using the grades
to keep track of a certain player, whether
he's loafing or not playing, according to
your scheme. Is he popping up on certain
plays because he's doing something ex
tremely well or because the scheme dic
tates that? You may be using the grades to
motivate. If one player grades out at 55
percent, and you're getting by with him,
well, it may not be because he's getting
beat but just that he hasn't been in with
anybody. Is he an underachiever who just
makes the big play? A low grade may
motivate him. Or you may be using them
to see where one player is in relation to
another."
The coach goes on. "The other thing
grades give a coach," he says, chuckling,
"is some more figures to work with.
Where would we be without our num
bers?"
A

toss the fields of yesterday
sometimes comes to me
a t ittk child just hack from play
th child I used to be.
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When you have more to say
than just smile

by Bob Hammel,
Bloomington Herald-Telephone
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tough engine protection.
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Pennzoil makes motor oil for all
kinds of cars. As car engines have
become more complex, Pennzoil
has kept up-to-date with their new
demanding requirements. So you
get the "today" protection your
car needs.
Pennzoil quality means protection
you can rely on.

Protection you can rely on

ootball strategies get so intricate
the man in the stands can't begin to
follow them. An off-tackle run, the
most basic of plays, can be diagrammed
by coaches a dozen different ways with
complicated blocking schemes that force
equal variety in the defense attacking it.
In the stands, it still looks like an offtackle play.
All those interior plays—fundamental
to offensive performance and crucial
when short yardage must be pried out on
third or fourth down or at the goal line—
are accepted in the bleachers as the meat
and potatoes of the sport.
The dessert is the bomb.
Any play that winds up with the ball in
the air takes on an allure because of the
very factor that once made passing such a
collegiate anathema. Sure, three things
can happen when a pass is thrown and
two are bad. One is so sensationally re
warding it's worth all the risk—when the
pass is long and deep, the classic "bomb."
The passers down through the ages,
starting with Gus Dorais and the gamereshaping connections he made with
Knute Rockne for Notre Dame against
Army 70years ago, made their names for
touchdown throws,not for outlet tosses.
In the college game, the long-range
passer became an endangered species in
the 1970s. The spotlight was on the tail
back, and the tall, strong-armed quarter
back who could retreat deep into a pocket
continued

SUBARU. OFFICIAL US. SPORTS CAR.
Subaru has been helping America
handle a lot of rough roads, including
the ones that lead to championships.
In 1976, as The Official Car of The
U.S. Ski Team, Subaru first supported this

team whose members have since won
World Cup titles in 1981, 1982 and 1983.
So whether you're headed downhill
or uphill, Subaru would like to help you
get there. And that's

?yE BOMB
continued

per game is the national pace-setter—to
everyone but the statisticians. Last year,
that would have been Henry Ellard, who
averaged 137.3 yards per game with his
62 catches for 1,510 yards for Fresno
State. The NCAA ranked him only No. 5 in
the nation for his 5.6 catches per game,
although national leader Vincent White of
Stanford (6.8 catches per game) produced
less than half the yards that Ellard did
(677, or 67.7 per game, or less than 10
yards per catch, compared to Ellard's
24.4).
However, there was an Ellard, and
there were bombs again. It's all there in
the numbers.
Rhome himself says numbers are the
whole story: There are more passes,
therefore there are more long passes.
Rhome makes his living now as the
quarterback coach for the Super Bowl
champion Washington Redskins, which
means he keeps a close eye on pro and
college trends—ever-mindful of the an-

"Sure, three things can
happen when a pass is
thrown ... One is so sen
sationally rewarding it's
worth all the risk-when
the pass is long and deep,
the classic 'bomb'."

nual draft.
"I think the bomb has always been
there/' he said. "But the ball is being
thrown more now. You can't just throw

"We all went through the period with
two-deep safeties, which makes it tough
to throw the bomb. That made it easier to
throw the 20- and 25-yard passes, so now
they've changed to take that way and the
long ball can be thrown.
"Does that mean the bomb is back? I
can't predict the future.The situation dic
tates what you do. Things change."
The man whose thinking on the passing
game is having an increasing effect on
both college andprofessional football,Bill
Walsh of the San Francisco 49ers, also
goes to the numbers to say "the long pass
is definitely a big factor in football.
"Look at the average per attempt. When
it's above 7.5, you're completing some
'bombs.' Any time the average gets in the
high sevens and low eights, that's what
you're doing."
The most efficient passer in college
football last year, Tom Ramsey of UCLA,
averaged 9.08 yards per pass.
continued

short passes.

Steve Mahre
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SUBARU. OFFICIAL U. S. SPORTS CAR.
When it comes to American athletes,
Subaru offers all around support.
Now Subaru is The Official Car of
The U.S. Professional Tennis Association.
By supporting the ^USPTA, Subaru
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and scan far downfield to pick out targets
seemed passe. There was no room in the
game any more for a strictly dropback
passer, the conventional wisdom went.
Professionals continued to draft with
different priorities than college coaches
recruited. But even in the pro game, the
kind of throws that Johnny Unitas
popularized—and Don Hutson pulled in,
years before Unitas was born—moved
into the background.
At all levels of the game, the thinking
was that defenses had defused the bomb.
Zone coverages and more sophisticated
pass-rush techniques were too much for
an arm and swift legs to counter, the
game's statistics said.
In 1964, Jerry Rhome andHoward Twilley played pitch-and-catch, old-style, for
Tulsa. Rhome defied that two-out-ofthree-are-bad theory by throwing for 32
touchdowns withonly four interceptions.
They hadn't invented anything like a pass
ing efficiency formula then, but when

24t

"Passers down through
the ages ... made their
names with touchdown
throws, not with outlet
tosses

they did, they looked back and found that
what Rhome did that year was the most
efficient passing anyone of any era ever
had managed—on anywhere near that
volume, anyway.
Rhome's 1964 season graded out to

172.6, and no one else really was even
close. The next-best figure for one of the
recognized national passing champions
was 161.7—by wee Davey O'Brien of
Texas Christian in 1938.
Twilley was Rhome's main target and
the national receiving leader. He caught
95 passes, 13 of them for touchdowns.
In 1975, the national pass-catching
leader was Bob Farnham of Brown, with
56 receptions in nine games. Two went
for touchdowns. The national leader in
1981, Pete Harvey of North Texas State,
caught three for touchdowns.
That touches on a whole separate argu
ment. Colleges are grading their receivers
with the wrong kind of yardstick. It's as
sensible to pick the national receiving
leader by average number of receptions
per game as it would be to say the national
rushing leader is the man who has the
most carries. Productivity is the key, and
the receiver who averages the most yards
continued
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athletes train for international as well as
national level competitions.
So whether you're a driving tennis
player or a tennis player with drive,
Subaru would like to see you on the
courts.
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John Elway of Stanford averaged an
even 8.00, and Duke's Ben Bennett, leader
among the prolific passers returning this
year, averaged 8.11 yards every time he
put the ball in the air.
Ramsey hit for 21 touchdowns; Elway,
24; Bennett, 20. The bombs were flying,
from West Coast to East.
There even are signs that already the
college game is working to counter the
new influence.

"1 love to throw it long," said a major
college coach known for his leanings to
wards the passing game.
"But last year, we had a top passing
quarterback and we ran into so many de
fenses that had decided, 'We'll just give
him a whole bunch of short ones,' we had
to go away from the long throw.
"In fact, we went so much the other
way, people started questioning whether
our QB really had a good arm.

Michigan's Anthony Carter was dangerous catching bombs or passes underneath coverage
with room to maneuver.

"For some people the bomb is coming
back, but not for us last year. Now, this
year, we'll have a new quarterback, and
maybe our opponents will give us some
room.
"It is tougher to throw the bomb in col
lege than in the pros. You can bang the
receivers around a lot more under the
rules we have right now."
However, another trend of the modern
game is toward getting better and better
athletes at the wide receiver spots. Some
of the best ballcarriers in the college
game now, trim and swift athletes who
might have been spot-duty running backs
and kick-return specialists when every
one was running I-formation or Wish
bone offenses, are showing their skills af
ter they catch passes now—or in eluding
defenses to get open for bombs.
More and more colleges have been
putting trackmen at the wide spots. Ten
nessee has done it for years, and last year,
the Vols had the only two world-ranked
track athletes who (1) played majorcollege football and (2) were taken in the
NFL draft. Willie Gault, who went :10.10
in the 100 meters and :13.26 in the high
hurdles, and Mike Miller, whose sprint
times were :10.11 and :20.15, were the two
Vols, and they were football regulars, not
trackmen who were listed on the football
roster.
Remember Ellard? He was a 25-foot
long jumper and 54-foot triple jumper for
Fresno State, bespeaking both speed and
agility. And there are a host of others.
The beauty of the bomb is that hitting
one forces a respect for it from every op
ponent the rest of the year. Maybe even
longer. Former Michigan receiver An
thony Carter had Wolverine opponents
terrified from the moment he electrified
a typical 100,000-plus Michigan Stadium
crowd with a breakaway touchdown
catch at the gun to win a game against In
diana his freshman year.
With Carter, there remained ever after
the "bomb" threat, but he represented the
new athlete at the spot, the man equally
dangerous when allowed to cut in front of
deep defenders and catch the football in
an area requiring an open-field tackle.
The artistry of the game once repre
sented by Red Grange, or Glenn Davis, or
Herman Wedemeyer, or any of the other
"swivel-hipped" broken-field runners of
yore now may be coming back with the
wide-outs.
Grange, after all, was 5-10 and 170.
What a wide-out he'd have been!
#
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n a game where teamwork is con
stantly practiced and preached, the
punter is a staunch individualist.
He stands around a lot, watching and
waiting. He often works out at the "other
end" of the field. And when he does go
into the game, he lines up about 15 yards
behind everybody else.
His actual playing time on Saturday af
ternoon might be 60 seconds or less.
But regardless of the jokes about kick
ers being different, the punter is an inte
gral part of any team. Games are some
times won, or lost, by the flick of a foot.
His performance can eject his team
from a deep hole and put his opponents
into one, creating a sudden, significant
switch in field position, emotional edge or

momentum.
"Every time we punt, we see it as a pos
sible 40-45 yard gain," said one coach.
Like shopping at a variety shoe store,
coaches find punters in different shapes,
sizes and styles.
The prototype would probably be tall
and slender with excellent body flex
ibility, plus an ability to kick for distance
and height and enough hang-time to allow
linemen to circle under a receiver.
"But the worst thing you can do is clone
punters, make them all kick the same
way," said the coach. "I pay more attention
to results."
To get results, a punter's head can be as
important as his foot.
"A guy has to have a stable personality,"

the coach continued. "From a conformity
standpoint, I do look for personality and
attitude.
"There are a lot of players who kick far
that don't turn out as punters because
they dont have good work habits or a
good attitude. I also want a guy who con
siders himself to be a football player, not
just a punter. I want him to think he is
punting because no one else on the team
does it better than he does."
Some start punting, just for kicks, in
back yards or fool around before prac
tice. Others take the methodical route
through youth Punt, Pass and Kick
contests.
continued

PUNTER
continued

One noted southern punter kicked only
twice in his high school career because
another player had a stronger foot. But
once in college he made all-conference by
booming the ball.
But regardless of how punters start
kicking or what their style is, all of these
specialists have to deal with the psychol
ogy and pressure of a delicate job. And no
matter how many times they swing their
foot, they cant completely kick those ele
ments away.
"You've got to be ready mentally as well
as physically," said one booter. "Before I
go out for each punt,Ithink positive, pic
ture myself makinga good kick (some call
this psycho-cybernetics)."
Still, insidious, negative thoughts pene
trate their consciousness at times.
They worry about the wind, wonder if
the snap from center will be good, or if
some menacing defensive lineman will
blitz throughand block the kick or maybe
force them to run for their life.
One of the nation's premier punters viv
idly remembers when, in a crucial mo
ment of a crucial game, he kicked into a
35-mile per hour wind and saw the ball
flutter to the turf four yards beyond the
line of scrimmage.
He felt like hiding in the huddle.
"You put a lot of pressure on yourself,"
said the punter. "You want to make each
kick your best. Also,you think about peo
ple in the stands. If you dont get a good
one off, everybody boos you."
A former standout college punter now
playing pro football equates the pressure
a kicker feels to that of a pinch-hitter in
baseball.
"You dont get into the flow of the game
as a pinch-hitter or punter," he said. "And
when you kick, it's sort of a one-shot deal.
When you miss a punt, that's it. It's hard to
make up for a mistake. There is a pre
mium on every kick."
Punters dont simply drop back and
punt. Different situations demand certain
types of kicks: a short, angle shot to the
coffin corner; high and deep; short and
high inside the 20, etc.

The pressure on a punter is similar to that
felt by a pinch-hitter in baseball.

For that reason, a punter's average
doesnt always serve as an accurate ba
rometer for measuring his success.
To master these diverse touches, one
kicker figured he booted between 100150 punts per day in practice, until he
started saving his leg for later in the
week.
Though there is enough for the punter

to concentrate on during idle moments on
the sidelines, his mind is still apt to wan
der, especially with all the distractions at
a college football game.
A couple of punters confessed to girlwatching while standing on the sidelines.
Both could rank their opponents' bestlooking cheerleaders.
"But I don't want the coach to catch me
(looking)," said one. "He'd get on my case."
Kickers also have their quirks. One suc
cessful punter has worn the same shoe
for four straight years and doesn't plan to
change any time soon.
Others boot 'em barefooted to get a
better "feel" for the ball.
Some try to combine the talents of
placekicking and punting, but one said
kicking off the tee "messed up" his punt
ing due to a difference in technique.
Regardless, kickers find that some
people still get abig kick out of poking fun
at them.
A witty coach once cracked that if he
died, he wouldlike to be reincarnated as a
placekicker because they have such an
easy lifestyle.
"People kid us," said one talented
punter. "But that doesn't matter. We are
just as much a part of the team as they
(other players) are."
This punter runs wind sprints, lifts
weights, does stretching exercises and
attempts to perform many of the same
duties as the regular players.
"Punters dont have to be particularly
strong," he said. "But strength and quick
ness could be important. You might need
to tackle somebody one day."
Indeed, punters are sometimes the only
defender between the return man and
the goal line. And on occasion, they are
forced to pick up a bad snap and scramble
like a tailback, or fake a kick and go for it.
But it's during these suspenseful mo
ments that coaches almost flip over their
clipboards.
Punters also have been known to put on
"Hollywood" acts. They fall purposefully
after booming the ball, pretending to
have been roughed by a big, tough
rusher.
Sorry guys, no more Academy Awards
for you.
A new rule in the 1983 season will per
mit the official to throw an unsportsman
like conduct flag against the punter who
tries such a trick.
Punters must earn their praise by punt
ing. And outstanding ones abound
throughout the nation.
The arm might be awesome in the cur
rent passing craze of college football, but
the foot is still formidable and the punter
very important.
Just ask any coach facing a fourth and
long on his own 20.
a
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Always On The Move
The Wild Turkey instinctively seeks "elbow room'.'
If the bird senses any encroachment on its territory, it will
travel many miles a day in search of a remote swamp
or forest preserve.
Native only to the American continent, the Wild Turkey
is a fitting symbol for America's greatest native whiskeyWild Turkey.
WILD TURKEY®/101 PROOF/8 YEARS OLD
AUSTIN, NICHOLS DISTILLING CO.. LAWRENCEBURG. KENTUCKY © 1982
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"/ practically live in Lee jeans'cause
Lee gives me the best fitting most
comfortable jeans. Lee Riders? Wouldn't

Enjoy a Thilgating Pari
Rich flavor belies the simplicity of this
spread.

T

ailgating parties and college foot
ball are quickly becoming insepa
rable partners. For what's a day
at the game without a tailgate picnic to
kick off the excitement? In stadium park
ing lots across the country this fall, fans
are arriving early on game day to set up
their barbecues, picnic tables, sometimes
even stereo systems and television sets.
Of course, delicious food is essential to a
good tailgating party, so Hormel has de
veloped the following recipes for your
picnicking pleasure.
HOT CHILI CHEESE SPREAD

2Vz Cups

1 can (15 ounces) chili with beans
1 cup grated sharp process cheese
Combine chili and cheese in small sauce
pan. Heat until hot and cheese is melted.
Serve hot on sesame crackers or party
rye. (note: this spread can be reheated on
your barbecue)
PINEAPPLE PETAL SALAD
2 Servings

The pleasures of a salad that looks as lovely
as it tastes.
1 can (6% ounces) chunk ham,
flaked
V* cup chopped green pepper
2 tablespoons chopped celery
2 teaspoons chopped stuffed green olives
V* cup mayonnaise
lettuce leaves
4 canned pineapple slices, drained and
chilled
Combine ham, green pepper, celery,
olives, and mayonnaise. Cover and chill
until serving time. Arrange lettuce leaves
on 2 salad plates. Halve pineapple slices;
place 4 halves on each plate to form a

scalloped edge. Mound ham mixture in
center. Garnish with additional olive, if
desired.
MEXICALE CASSEROLE 4 to 6 Servings

Wonderful for a casual get-together of
youngsters and the young-at-heart!
Vz cup chopped celery
V* cup chopped green pepper

2 tablespoons butter or margarine
1can (15 ounces) tamales
1 can (15 ounces) chili—no beans
Vz cup shredded cheddar cheese
1 package (8V2 ounces) corn muffin mix
In small skillet, saute celery and green
pepper in butter until tender. Remove pa
pers from tamales and slice into bite-size
pieces. Combine tamales, chili, celery,
and green pepper. Pour half of mixture
into 8- or 9-inch baking dish. Sprinkle
with cheese and top with remaining mix
ture. Prepare corn muffin mix according
to package directions; drop batter by
spoonfuls over top of mixture. Bake in
375°F oven 25 minutes, (note: this dish
can also be made at home, then reheated
at your tailgate party on the barbecue)
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"Well maybe not Carnegie Hall, but with you
teaching me..."

"Don't worry. I wouldn't go anywhere without
my Yamaha."

"Hey look, the main thing is to have fun with it.
Relax. Just think of all the new people you've met
since you started playing."

Because we believe that the process of mak
ing music can be an integral part of your life,
Yamaha builds quality and value into every
acoustic guitar we make. No matter what your
level of commitment to the instrument, Yamaha
guitars are designed and built to stay with you as
far as you want to take it. The better you get, the
better your Yamaha will sound. See your author
ized Yamaha music dealer for help in choosing
the Yamaha with the sound you're looking for,
or write Yamaha Musical Products, 3050 Breton
Rd. SE, Box 7271,
Grand Rapids, MI 49510.

"I've met you, that's for sure."
"And you've finally found a way to express
yourself. What more could you ask for?"

"A great tan. And I'm leaving for Spring
break tomorrow."
"Be sure to take your guitar and practice what
I've shown you."

©YAMAHA

DICK KAZMAIER
All-America 8c Heisman Trophy Winner by Jay Dunn, Trentonian

T

o Dick Kazmaier the 1951 Heis
man Trophy was no big deal.
When he was presented the tro
phy his reaction was little more than a po
lite shrug. He gave the hardware to his
father, who in turn donated it to Prince
ton University.
A few weeks later Michigan State quar
terback Al Dorow, who was Kazmaier's
teammate in the East-West Shrine Game,
proclaimed that Kazmaier could not have
made the Spartan team and surely did not
deserve the Heisman.
Kazmaier as much as shrugged again.
"That was his opinion," he said years later.

"He's entitled to that."
The sort of thing to which Kazmaier did
react was a newspaper article written by
Joe Knack, sports editor of the Toledo
(Ohio) Blade. Knack, who was familiar
with the high-powered football programs
in the Big Ten, made the trip to Princeton
to do a story on the Maumee, Ohio, young
ster who was causing a weekly frenzy at
Old Nassau. When he finally caught up to
the campus legend he found him working
at his part-time job—driving a laundry
truck.
Knack was flabbergasted. So were his
readers when they read his story.
"That one (article) 1 particularly appre

ciated," Kazmaier remembers.
The story of Richard William Kazmaier,
Jr. is much more than the story of a man
who was extremely gifted at running
with and throwing a football. It is the
story of a man who chose to manifest
these gifts in an academic atmosphere
that was quite foreign to the decades
which spawned many post-war Heisman
Trophy winners.
It could be argued that his Heisman was
a product of the times, but that would un
fairly diminish his accomplishments on
the gridiron.
In 1951 the college athletic world had
continued on page 38
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Circle the correct letter.
1) During the 19a9 Rose Bowl, won by Georgia Tech
8-7 over Cal, Golden Bear center Roy Reigels picked
up a fumble and:
a) looked around for his quarterback so he could
hike the ball to him.
b) ran the wrong way with the ball, almost scoring
a TD for Tech and setting up their winning
safety.
c) faked a severe leg injury when he saw daylight
and realized he would have to run with the ball.
d) ran the right way but collapsed in exhaustion at
Tech's two-yard line.
2) Alabama quarterback great Joe Namath was re
cruited by Notre Dame. He turned down the Irish
because:
a) Notre Dame relied on the run.
b) the coach wouldn't let him wear pantyhose on
game day.
c) no women attended Notre Dame.
d) South Bend didn't have a Broadway Street.
3) Looking for an opening against Michigan, Illinois
runner Buddy Young raced from sideline to side
line four times before:
a) he threw the ball across the field to a teammate,
thus inventing the lateral pass.
b) he came up with the idea for the video game
"Pong."
c) a crazed fan took a shot at him after mistaking
him for a shooting gallery duck.
d) he broke into the clear and scored a TD.
4) Former Iowa State coach George Veenker once told
a banquet audience, "I would like to introduce the
boy who made our longest run of this season, a run
of 90 yards. Unfortunately,...
a) "he didn't catch the man with the ball."
b) "he was the only player who made it that far in
the fall practice mile run."
c) "he was chasing an obnoxious fan at the time."
d) "the pier was only 89 yards long."
5) After a starting running back ripped his pants on a
fourth quarter play, Notre Dame coach Knute
Rockne summoned senior sub Pat Fogarty. "Fogarty," Rockne said, "O'Brien has torn his pants. ...
a) "Go to the locker room and get me a needle and
thread."
b) "Go out there and win one for the Ripper."
c) "Go out there and give him yours."
d) "I told the equipment manager he was a size 36."

Answers
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6) After a non-Catholic school's captain had com
plained several times about the biting tactics of his
Catholic college opponent, official Paul Swaffield
advised:
a) "I've heard of hungry teams before, but this is
ridiculous."
b) "Why don't you schedule them on Fridays?"
c) "At halftime, drench yourselves in tabasco
sauce."
d) "Tell them they really shouldn't eat people with
out red wine."
7) Former Michigan coach Fielding "Hurry Up" Yost,
at the end of a particularly fiery halftime speech,
implored his charges to "run through that door,
and run through that opponent on the field." Yost's
team eagerly obeyed and rushed the door. Un
happily,
a) the six-inch thick steel door was locked shut at
the time.
b) the Michigan locker room was on the second
floor.
c) the door Yost pointed to led right into the swim
ming pool.
d) the starting wingback broke his leg in the stam
pede.
8) When asked why he gave up coaching USC to run a
ranch, Jeff Cravath said:
a) "Cattle don't have alumni."
b) "Cattle are smarter than football players."
c) "Cattle taste better than football players when
barbecued."
d) "Cattle are easier to recruit."
9) According to rival Coach Paul Amen, former North
Carolina coach Jim Tatum used to take recruits into
the woods. Those who ran around the trees, he
made ends and backs. For linemen, Amen joked,
Tatum selected:
a) those who punched the trees.
b) those who bit the trees.
c) those who uprooted the trees and flicked them
aside.
d) those who ran into the trees.
tO) A Texas lineman forgot three consecutive plays
during a practice. When his exasperated coach
asked, "What's your IQ anyway?", the player re
sponded:
a) "The square root of two."
b) "20-20."

c) "My parents said it would be best if I didn't
know."
d) "Lower than my jersey number."
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Dick Kazmaier
continued from page 35

been rocked by two scandals—one that
cut the heart out of Army's football team
and another involving point-shaving in
basketball, which nearly ruined that
sport. Academicians were crying out
with increasing alarm about "football
factories."
Into this atmosphere came Kaz, playing
at a university where football was re
garded as little more than an extra
curricular activity with grandstands. On
one fateful day during his junior year Kaz
received notification from the Associated
Press that he had been chosen All-Amer
ica and notification from Princeton Uni
versity that his scholarship had been sus
pended because his grade-average was .2
below the figure required for a student to
be eligible for financial aid.
The nation's media, weary of reporting
scandals, flocked to Princeton and Kaz
maier. Time even made him its cover
story, pointing out in the lead paragraph
the differences between Princeton's ap
proach to the game and that of schools
utilizing "huge hired hands taking snap
courses . . ."
Perhaps the electors would have
flocked to him on the flimsiest of pre
tenses. We'll never know. The season he
had was solid Heisman.
Kaz was one of the last great single wing
tailbacks. In 1951 he led the nation in total
offense, rolling up 966 yards through the
air and 861 on the ground. He did this de
spite the fact that he frequently did not
play in the second half. Coach Charlie
Caldwell had such an aversion to running
up a score that Kaz's back-ups combined
for more playing time than he received.
He completed 62.6 percent of his passes
and concluded his career with a threeyear figure of 59.5, which at the time was
an NCAA record.
Despite the fact that he had made it
clear he was not interested in profes
sional football, he was drafted by the Chi
cago Bears. Even the usually persuasive
George Halas could not talk him into
changing his mind and joining the NFL.
Instead Kaz enrolled in the Harvard Busi
ness School.
Admittedly, in 1952 Harvard Business
School graduates generally commanded
larger salaries than professional athletes,
but there was more to the decision than
that.
"I didn't think I wanted another experi
ence in athletics," Kazmaier said, "when
I'd just had the best you could find."
He did not, however, forsake the game
he loves. Today he is not only president of
his own enterprise, Kazmaier Associates,
but also finds time to serve as chairman of
the National Football Association.
Kaz had been a successful T-quarterback in high school and received more
38t

In Princeton's exciting victory over Cornell in '51, Kaz dominated the game with his offensive
performance.
than 20 offers of athletic scholarships
when he graduated. But, heeding the ad
vice of his father, he spurned all of them
when he was accepted at Princeton. Iron
ically, it took the Tigers more than two
years to realize what they had.
The admissions officer who recom
mended Kazmaier be accepted did so
with the notation: "Fine boy. Excellent
record. Has played football and other
sports in high school but too small to play
college football."
That was also the view of the Tiger
coaching staff, even after Kaz filled out to
carry 171 pounds on his 5-11 frame. He
was a defensive back on the freshman
team for a time before convincing the
coaches to shift him to offense.
The single-wing, however, was never
designed for the light, quick back. When
Kaz reached varsity level as a sophomore,
Caldwell soon recognized his talents but
continued to believe the youngster was
too frail to play the position full time.
He changed his mind a year later and
the result was astounding. The 1950 Ti
gers rolled to a 9-0 record, won the Lam
bert Trophy and were ranked sixth na
tionally by the AP. A year after Kaz had a
less talented supporting cast, but Prince
ton repeated that feat. No one could fig
ure out how to stop the tailback, es
pecially on the running pass—the
single-wing equivalent to a quarterback
rollout.
"He whipsawed people to death with it,"
remembered Dick Colntan, who was an
assistant coach at the time. "He was such a
great runner and great passer. If they
dropped back to cover his passes, he'd
run. If they stayed up, he'd throw over
them."

Kaz was never better than on the after
noon of October 27 when Princeton tan
gled with Cornell in a battle of unbeaten
powers that drew national attention. In
stead of a classic showdown, the 49,000
fans witnessed a classic show. Princeton
annihilated the Big Red, 53-15, with Kaz
accounting for more than 70 percent of
the offense. He ran for 154 yards and
passed for 206, completing 15 of 17 at
tempts.
It was the sort of performance that
made a lasting impression on anyone who
saw it, including Boston Globe sports edi
tor Jerry Nason. Years later Nason wrote:
I had observed Cagle and Booth, Blanchard and Davis, the magnificent Clint
Frank, Bertelli at his best, Gilmer, Sinkwich, Harmon—but never Grange—yet
Kazmaier of October 27, 1951, stands
more sharply etched against the back
drop of time than any. Possibly never in
the history of intercollegiate football
had one player so conclusively imposed
his will upon an outstanding opponent
as Kaz did that afternoon.
That game, more than any other,
brought Kaz the Heisman. But, in typical
fashion, Dick is much more proud of his
play seven days later when Princeton de
feated a rugged Brown team, 12-0, in mud
and snow.
"I had to work extra hard that day," he
explained. "The game was played in im
possible conditions. The weather took
our running pass and outside game away.
We had to go in a straight line."
You'd never convince Brown that wasn't
Kaz's preference. He rambled for 262
yards and scored both touchdowns.
Not even Mother Nature could find a
way to stop Dick Kazmaier.
£

f When I play basketball I
know the right shoes to
put on my feet. But now
I'm into other sports,
too. So I came to Foot
Locker because only
Foot Locker has all
the top name sport
shoes for most every
sport in all styles
and sizes.
^What f found out is
that the Foot Locker
salesmen—the
guys in the striped
shirts—know sports
and sports shoes
like f know
basketball and
basketball shoes.
And that's saying
something. Real pros,
those guys/H

America's most complete athletic footwear store5'

Major credit cards accepted.

IT WAS A GREAT GAME, BUT
IT'S GOOD TO BE HOME.

Tonight's Game
Rushing Game Could Decide San Jose
State-Pacific Contest

Bobby Johnson (33) is the Spartans' leading rusher

Consumer Product;
Oivisiof

The Pacific Coast Athletic Associa
tion has been known for its passoriented teams that fill the skies with
footballs from the opening kickoff to
the final whistle. However, tonight
when the University of the Pacific
meets San Jose State University the
focus for both squads probably will be
the effectiveness of the ground game.
Head coaches Jack Elway of the Spar
tans and Bob Cope of the Tigers not
only will be concerned with how their
team moves the ball, but also how well
the run is stopped.
Neither San Jose State, 5-3 on the
year, and Pacific, 2-8 for the season,
had the type of success they would like
to have controlling the run in their
games of a week ago. The Spartans,
ranked second in the nation in rushing
defense, yielded 148 yards, twice their
average, in a 22-15 conference loss to
Utah State. The Tigers, who have
given up an average of 143 yards an en
counter, was victimized by a powerful
Nevado-Reno ground attack that
churned up 322 yards in 66 tries in a
34-24 loss. So, it has been a week of
hard work for the defensive units this
week preparing for the run.
For the Spartans, their goal will be to
contain running back Kirby Warren.
The conference's leading rusher 1169
yards was beaten to the 1000 yard
plateau only by Heisman Trophy
front-runner Mike Rozier of Nebraska,
Navy's all-purpose sensation Napoleon

McCallum and Shawn Faulkner of
Western Michigan. Averaging 24 car
ries a game, the Tiger senior seeks his
seventh consecutive 100-plus yard
game.
Warren runs behind one of the big
ger offensive lines the Spartans face
this season. UOP averages 257 pounds
a man across its front and is especially
big on its left side with tackle Steve
Smith at 275 pounds and 280 pound
guard Floyd Layher. They will battle a
Spartan defensive group that has lost
the services of nose guard Armahn
Williams, who suffered a knee injury in
the Utah State game. Also, inside
linebacker Mike Maurer suffered a
pinched nerve and the Spartans' second
leading tackier with 66 stops is ques
tionable for tonight's game. Williams
will be replaced by Tom Marshall
while Vyn Goodmon, who had 11
tackles and a pass interception a week
ago, is available to take Maurer's spot.
Certainly, Pacific's reliance on its
running game is a tribute to Warren's
talents. In addition, the Tigers'
dependence on the run is due in part to
a series of injuries that has removed
key passing personnel from the UOP
offense. Wide receivers Greg Thomas
and Kurt Heinrich, starters during their
collegiate careers, did not get a chance
to suit up this year due to pre-season
injuries. Tight end Tony Camp, the
best player ever to play the position at
Pacific, pulled a muscle and was forced

to redshirt the season. Wide receivers
Lionel Manuel, who leads the team
with 44 receptions for 573 yards and 6
TD's, and Bob Horodecky, who has 35
catches for 410 yards, have filled part
of the receiving void.
The Tigers also lost starting quarter
back Paul Berner in their 21-15 seasonopening win at Oregon. He was first
replaced by freshman Rick Pelletier
and later by another frosh, Mike Pitz.
UOP coach Cope is expected to call on
Pitz again tonight. Since he has been
the starting signal caller, he has thrown
for 1137 yards and 7 TD's while com
pleting 51.1 percent of his throws.
Going into the start of the week, the
San Jose State quarterbacking situation
was unsettled. Bob Frasco, who started
the first half, and Jon Carlson, who
finished the Utah State game, com
pleted less than 50 percent of their
passes as San Jose State threw a seasonhigh 51 times with only 21 comple
tions. Both signal callers have enjoyed
success this season with the Spartans
and Elway hopes tonight's starter can
repeat his previous efforts.
In the past when Elway has had
some concerns about the offense and
its passing game, he has tailored his
game plan around the ground attack.
Bobby Johnson continues to lead the
Spartan rushers with 690 yards. He,
too, has been a "work horse" in the San
Jose State rushing scheme averaging
over 20 carries a contest. If Elway
should rest Johnson at all, speedster
Frank Robinson, is likely to see some
action.
Tonight's game marks the final con
ference game for each club and the
fifty-sixth meeting between the two
clubs. San Jose State holds a decided
edge in the series, 31-20-4, based on
winning seven of the last eight
meetings including five in a row. The
Spartans hope to make it six in a row
tonight and in the process insure
themselves of their sixth consecutive
winning season.
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For Sports...
There^ NoPlaceLike Home

Code of Officials' Signals

& m IStart clock

Ball ready for play

Time-out 11111
Discretionary or injury time
out (follow by tapping
hands on chest)

"1

Touchdown!
Field goal
Point(s) after touchdown

TV time-out

Safety

M

Ball dead
Touchback (move
side to side)

Loss of down

First down
14 €;#

Incomplete forward pass
Penalty declined
Legal touching of forward
No play
pass or scrimmage kick
No score
Toss option delayed

19

Encroachment
Offside

End of period

Si

Inadvertent whistle
(Face Press Box)

21

Illegal procedure
False start
Illegal position

Illegal motion
Illegal shift

Delay of game

22

Failure to wear required
equipment

Catch the games in the comfort
Kick-off your own Sports Channel
of your own livingroom. Fbr just
by calling 287-4455 today.
pennies a day youcan hook up
Don't miss out on any more of the
toThe Sports Channel andput
action. Hook up toThe Sports
yourself right in the middle of the
Channel and get 365 days and
action 24 hours a day No hassling nights of great entertainment for
with tickets. No lines. No parkingor a lot less thanyou might think.
gas problems.
You're going to love rooting
The Sports Channel features
from the best seat in the house.
the events from
• Stanford • California
• San Jose State • Santa Clara
• Plus much, muchmore!
featuring
for the Bay Area

Ball illeqally kicked
batted or touched

Unsportsmanlike conduct
Noncontact foul

Substitution infraction

Invalid fair catch signal
Illegal fair catch signal

Forward pass interference
Kick catching interference

Illegal participation

Sideline interference

Illegal pass
Illegal forward
handing

Roughing passer

Running into or
roughing kicker
or holder

Intentional grounding

The Sports Channel

Chop block

47

46

G/IfcaMe
»*A
Illegal use of hands or arms

Helping runner
Interlocked interference

Grasping face mask or
helmet opening

Holding or obstructing

Tripping '

NOTE: Signals number 15, 16, 17, 24, 25 and 26 are for future expansion.

Ptayer disqualification
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Spartan Statistics

Meet the Spartans
Petkevicius Experiences "The Rites of Passage"
Once, he was the team's youngest player;
one of the select few freshmen who was a
regular part of the San Jose State University
football traveling squad. Tonight, he is a
wily veteran who has enjoyed the team's
many triumphs and has battled back after
the few disappointing setbacks. Jeff
Petkevicius has undergone his rites of
passage from an unsuspecting neophyte to
an experienced, dedicated, contributing
starting senior.
The Kennewick, Wa., resident's path to
San Jose State certainly was unconven
tional and almost a matter of chance. An
offensive center at Kamiakin High School,
Petkevicius was moved to defensive tackle
his senior year because he was the biggest
player on the team. He went on to earn
"Most Valuable Defensive Player" honors
in his league that year, but he was set on
playing center at the collegiate level. "I was
too small to play the defensive line," assess
ed the native of Pittsburg, Pa. "The junior
colleges started recruiting me after the four
year schools and I took a scholarship at
Walla Walla Junior College. I had an apart
ment there and I was ready to go."
At least he thought he was. His perfor
mance in an all-state all-star game in
Washington caught the eye of local high
school coach Ed Troxel, whose son Lon was
a defensive coordinator at San Jose State
during the 1979 and 1980 campaigns.
"He (Lon Troxel) called my house the day
after the game," recalled the accounting
major. "My mom said I was on vacation in
California. He reached me at a San Fran
cisco hotel. I didn't know where San Jose
was. I thought it was by San Diego." After
investing an hour's worth of driving time
and a week of decision making, the
youngster who had never been to Califor
nia before the summer of his 19th birthday
had chosen to spend the next four years of
his life at one of the state's major univer
sities.
"Culture shock" seemed to be the theme
of his freshman year. Petkevicius credits
former offensive line coach Rick Cook with
assisting him to adjust to a very different
life style, one from high school to college
and another from small town to big city en
vironment. That was also the case on the
football field where he was again taught
how to play center. But while he was learn
ing the offensive line, he was a member of
the Spartans' special teams and that assign
ment earned him a trip to Waco, Texas.
"They didn't take us very seriously," he
said of the Baylor team that was unbeaten
and nationally ranked in 1980 before losing
30-22 to San Jose State. "We were a 'dum
my squad' brought in to improve their
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statistics and that was a quote from the
newspapers which I remembered."
He also remembers the help he received
from two-time honorable mention AllAmerican offensive tackle Max Hooper and
Spartan booster Joe Scaletta as he was win
ning the starting center's job in spring drills
at the end of his freshman year. "Max was a
great help that spring," stated the only
Spartan to start in three Stanford triumphs.
"He was my mentor. He helped my con
fidence by being confident in me as did Joe
Scaletta. Joe was always cheering me up
and Max worked with me and made me
realize I could do it."
Petkevicius also gained the insights of
current offensive line coach Rick Rasnick,
the man Jeff was tabbed to replace. "He'd
ask me a lot of questions," recalled Rasnick
who was then a graduate student assistant
on the Spartan staff. "I spent a lot of time
with him that spring. I could concentrate
with him on his development because we
also had Rick Cook and Dick Sullivan
working with the offensive line."
All that training and encouragement
reaped substantial dividends for the
youngest member of the Spartans' 1981 of
fensive line. He anchored a group of
dedicated linemen who permitted only
seven quarterback sacks the entire season.
That translated into one quarterback down
ing every 70 times San Jose State threw the
football. It also was the same offensive line
that paved the way for a team that still
holds eight school records including most
yards and touchdowns scored in a season.
The success of his sophomore campaign

was balanced by the frustration he incurred
midway through his junior year. An ankle
sprain, his first grid injury, forced him out
of the starting lineup and to the sidelines for
the remainder of the 1982 season. Lacking
patience, the Spartans' most experienced of
fensive lineman was not at 100 percent for
nearly eight months. "It wasn't until spring
ball that it felt better," said the starter in 27
previous games. "My ankle still hurt,
though, because it was weak."
Since overcoming his injury and regain
ing his spot in the starting lineup,
Petkevicus has come on strong. "Ever since
league play started, he has been playing ex
tremely well," evaluated Rasnick. "He's
been a steadying influence on the offensive
line. He knows all his assignments and he
takes charge on the interior line making all
the calls."
One of four players who have been with
the Spartans their entire four year college
career, the January, 1984 prospective
groom hasn't been given a rocking chair by
his teammates. "I don't feel like an old
player because of our team concept," he
said. "We have a very cohesive unit.
Everyone's part of the family on offense,
especially the offensive line."
"I've watched him develop and grow at
San Jose State," continued Rasnick. "He's
concerned with the well-being of the team
and the university."
With three more games left in his col
legiate football career, Petkevicius realizes
the experiences he's gained at San Jose
State. "I've had a great career here and it's
great to be a Spartan."

Eight Game Spartan Statistics
RUSHING
Johnson
King
Criswell
Frasco
Robinson
Richardson
K. McDonald
M. Delgado
Carlson
PASSING
Carlson
Frasco
RECEIVING
Richardson
K. McDonald
Johnson
King
Sullivan
Criswell
Chattleton
Robinson

PA
232
75

ATT
167
33
40
18
14
1
2
1
36
PC
126
38
NO.
38
34
32
25
22
6
4
3
NO.
4
3
2
1
1
1

INTERCEPTIONS
Cocroft
Witherspoon
R. Williams
Clinton
T. McDonald
Goodmon
PUNTING
Rebboah

NO.
48

YDS.
690
180
148
75
70
6
3
3
-24
PI
12
1

AVG.
4.1
5.5
3.7
5.2
5.0
6.0
1.5
3.0
-0.7
YDS.
PCT.
1633
54.3
407
50.7

YDS.
643
376
250
349
264
51
81
26

AVG.
16.9
11.1
7.8
13.9
12.0
8.5
20.2
8.7
YDS.
47
54
20
0
0
0
YDS.
1920

TD
2
0
7
0
0
0
0
0
1
TD
11
3
TD
7
2
0
2
3
0
0
0
AVG.
11.7
18.0
10.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

AVG.
40.0

LG
31
42
55TD
45
13
6
2
3
10
LG
76
26
LG
68
24
21
76
41TD
18
24
19
LG
28
35
20
0
0
0
LG
63

PUNT RETURNS
Clark
KICK RETURNS
Goldberg
Richardson
K. McDonald
Robinson
Criswell
Clark
M. Delgado
Johnson
SCORING
Criswell
Richardson
Rebboah
Sullivan
King
Johnson
K. McDonald
Carlson
Comesana
PLAYER, POS.
Albright, LB
Maurer, LB
T. McDonald, DE
Ainuu, DE
A. Williams, NG
Rowley, DT
Witherspoon, CB
Cocroft, S
Devlin, S
R. Williams, CB

YDS.
116
YDS.
247
144
61
46
33
31
27
13

NO.
18
NO.
10
8
4
3
2
2
2
1
TD
7
7
0
3
2
2
2
1
0
UT
24
17
26
17
17
14
24
14
11
15

AT
66
50
36
29
25
27
14
16
19
14

1XP
0
0
12-17
0
0
0
0
0
1-2
TOTAL
90
67
62
46
42
41
38
30
30
29

).A

SK
0
3
8
3
7
4
0
0
0
0

2XP
1-1
0
0
0
1-1
0
0
0-1
0
ASK
2
1
3
2
1
1
0
0
0
0

AVG.
6.4
AVG.
24.7
18.0
15.2
15.3
16.5
15.5
13.5
13.0
FG
0
0
8-13
0
0
0
0
0
1-2
INT
FUM
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
1
4
0
0
0
2
1

LG
30
LG
42
24
16
23
20
19
17
13
PTS
44
42
36
18
14
12
12
6
4
DEF
1
2
3
1
0
0
3
4
2
4
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Depth Charts

1983 SCHEDULE & RESULTS

24 Lane
18 Young

3 Divinity
47 Thompson

10 Shollin
27 Freeman

FS

ROV

SS

19 Kinney

0

48 Baptiste
20 Holford

56 Hancock
58 Barnes

LLB

36 Taylor
83 DeShano

RC

10 22
115
11/12
11 19
11/26

31-26
9-30
23-10
44-34
41-23
11-20

18-9
@Ca! State-Long Beach
15-22
@Utah State
PACIFIC
@Arizona State
SOUTHWESTERN LOUISIANA

21 Parcells
28 Stockton

LC

©
65 Aimonetti
77 Delgado

©
74 Accinelli
77 Delgado

©
60 Petkevicius
74 Accinelli

®

63 Diaz-Infante
72 Baker

6 Carlson
14 Frasco

©
73 Rameili
71 Bowles

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
ALPHABETICAL FOOTBALL ROSTER

©
80 Sullivan
82 Murphy

44 Criswell
9 King

33 Johnson

The Spartan Offense

5 Rebboah
30 Comesana

The Spartan Defense

42 Walker
8 Cocroft

FS

0

4 Witherspoon
43 Dev in
32 Goodmon
51 Maurer

64 Sanchez-Corea
56 Albright

ILB

ILB

16 Clark
4 Witherspoon

RC

NEVADA-LAS VEGAS
(©California
(©Stanford
OREGON
@Fresno State
CAL STATE-FULLERTON

31 MacKenzie
68 Holt

69 Lee
38 Einck

®
19 Richardson
7 Bowman

9/10
9/17
9/24
10/1
10/8
10/15

61 Makela
86 McDonald

76 Tsarofski
98 Fitzsimmons

95 Marshall

RE

RT

NG

p |

SS

1 Weldon
45 Williams
92 Woodard
90 Rowley

LT

61 Makela
99 Ainuu

LE

LC

34 Diehl

NO. NAME

POS. HT. WT. CL EXP HOMETOWN

NO. NAME

74
39
65
99
56
72
70
38
75
71
7
6
26
48
16
37
8
30
57
44
49
77
2
68
43
63
34
40
98
14
3
32
91
93
67
10
18
24
88
27
46
33
9

C
S
OT
DE
LB
OG
OT
LB
C
OT
WR
QB
WR
DT
CB
CB
S
K
OG
FB
CB
OT
FB
OG
CB
OG
P
CB
DT
QB
WR
LB
DT
DT
OG
QB
WR
HB
TE
WR
DE
HB
HB

96
15
62
54
28
21
86
61
78
79
95
51
66
55
25
58
82
69
35
60
53
73

Accinelli, Jim
Ahearn, Tim
Aimonetti, John
Ainuu, Tuli
Albright, Dave
Baker, Mark
Barnard, Mike
Bishop, Kalvin
Boatman, Bruce
Bowles, Trevor
Bowman, Kevin
Carlson, Jon
Chattleton, Desmond
Clark, Danny
Clark, K.C.
Clinton, Charles
Cocroft, Sherman
Comesana, Luis
Conaway, Craig
Criswell, Dave
Davis, Ray
Delgado, Ken
Delgado, Mike
DeMarcus, Andy
Devlin, Tod
Diaz-Infante, David
Diehl, Tom
Fairrer, Greg
Fitzsimmons, Mike
Frasco, Bob
Goldberg, Adam
Goodmon, Vyn
Grauss, Brett
Grauss, Bryan
Hadley, Harold
Harbison, Rich
Harvey, Sean
Hawthorne, Donnell
Huse, Ed
Iglesias, Chris
James, Mike
Johnson, Bobby
King, Art

6-3
5-10
6-3
6-1
6-1
6-2
6-6
5-10
5-11
6-5
6-2
6-1
5-10
6-1
5-9
5-9
6-2
5-11
6-2
6-1
6-2
6-5
5-8
6-4
6-1
6-2
6-5
5-9
6-2
6-1
5-10
6-1
6-3
6-3
6-0
6-2
6-3
6-1
6-8
6-0
6-0
6-1
5-7

235
170
265
229
228
239
230
212
236
277
195
192
194
228
177
170
184
175
275
205
201
258
191
263
180
250
205
165
222
190
176
214
211
210
260
195
180
210
242
172
219
185
168

JR JC Oakland, CA
JR WO San Jose, CA
SO IV San Jose, CA
SR IV Carson, CA
SR IV San Leandro, CA
JR JC Camarillo, CA
FR HS Sebastopol, CA
JR WO San Francisco, CA
JR WO Mission Viejo, CA
JR 2V West Vancouver, BC
JR JC Sacramento, CA
JR JC Pacific Grove, CA
JR RS Mililani, HI
JR JC Santa Ana, CA
FR RS Sacramento, CA
JR IV Long Beach, CA
SR IV Watsonville, CA
JR WO Sunnyvale, CA
SO JC Manteca, CA
SR IV Shafter, CA
JR JC Walnut, CA
SR IV San Jose, CA
SR IV San Francisco, CA
JR JC Santa Barbara, CA
JR WO Campbell, CA
FR RS San Jose, CA
FR HS Sebastapol, CA
JR WO San Jose, CA
JR JC Riverside, CA
JR RS Orange, CA
JR WO Aptos, CA
JR RS Bakersfield, CA
SO IV Rohnert Park, CA
SO IV Rohnert Park, CA
JR RS Los Angeles, CA
FR HS Napa, CA
JR WO Sacramento, CA
JR RS Flint, MI
FR RS San Jose, CA
JR IV Concord, CA
JR JC Granada Hills, CA
SR IV Monterey, CA
SR 3V Los Angeles, CA

5

19
87
20
90
89
64
31
80
76
41
23
42
1
29
81
45
4
59
92

Knoop, Keith
Leatutufu, Robert
Lundeen, Craig
Lyon, Curt
McDade, Marcus
McDonald, Keith
McDonald, Terry
Makela, Tim
Maki, Ron
Manoukian, Dirk
Marshall, Tom
Maurer, Mike
Milsap, Carlos
Mohr, Guy
Moore, Booker
Morning, Talmadge
Murphy, John
Oliver, Marc
Patrone, Lou
Petkevicius, Jeff
Purvis, Tim
Rameili, Henry
Rebboah, Philippe
Richardson, Eric
Rippentrop, Kevan
Robinson, Frank
Rowley, James
Rozar, John
Sanchez-Corea, Tony
Stubbs, Donny
Sullivan, Carl
Tsarofski, Dimitri
Walker, Kevin
Walker, Randy
Walker, Tony
Weldon, Larry
West, Terrance
Williams, Armahn
Williams, Ray
Witherspoon, Frank
Wince, Craig
Woodard, Wayne

POS. HT. WT. CL EXP HOMETOWN
DT
QB
LB
LB
CB
WR
DE
DE
OT
NG
NG
LB
NG
OG
WR
DE
TE
C

s
c

LB
OT
P/K
WR
TE
HB
DT
DE
LB
S
TE
DT
FB
HB
S
CB
WR
NG
CB
S
OG
DT

6-0 254 JR JC Sun Valley, CA
5-11 190 SO WO San Francisco, CA
6-5 205 FR HS Napa, CA
6-1 214 JR JC Sacramento, CA
6-0 185 JR JC Oakland, CA
5-8 155 JR JC Carson, CA
6-2 230 JR JC Oakland, CA
6-2 223 SR 3V Santa Clara, CA
6-4 278 SR IV Irvine, CA
5-11 243 FR WO Reno,NV
5-11 218 JR JC Los Angeles, CA
5-11 210 SR IV Woodland Hills, CA
5-11 243 SR IV San Diego, CA
6-3 225 FR WO Sebastopol, CA
6-0 180 FR HS San Jose, CA
5-11 226 JR JC Pasadena, CA
6-3 227 FR RS San Jose, CA
6-1 263 FR RS San Francisco, CA
5-11 189 SR IV Fontana, CA
6-2 244 SR 3V Kennewick, WA
6-1 235 JR JC Richmond, CA
6-5 267 SR IV Arroyo Grande, CA
5-10 170 SR IV San Jose, CA
6-2 188 SR IV Novato, CA
6-4 210 SR 3V Mountain View, CA
5-8 190 JR RS Los Angeles, CA
6-3 232 SR IV Cerritos, CA
6-2 222 JR WO San Diego, CA
5-11 232 JR RS San Francisco, CA
5-11 196 JR RS Miami, FL
6-5 237 SR IV San Francisco, CA
6-2 244 SR IV Los Angeles, CA
5-8 170 FR WO Richmond, CA
5-8 196 FR WO Los Angeles, CA
5-11 160 JR JC San Diego, CA
6-1 188 FR RS San Jose, CA
5-10 175 FR WO Oakland, CA
6-0 238 JR IV Los Angeles. CA
5-9 178 SR IV Richmond, CA
6-1 200 JR JC Gardena, CA
6-2 268 SO IV San Jose, CA
6-2 244 FR RS Jackson, CA

HEAD COACH: Jack Elway
, „
• .
UM i.
ASSISTANT COACHES: Dave Baldwin, Wally Gaskins, Claude Gilbert, Larry Kerr, Greg McMackin, Rick Rasmck, Jimmy Walsh
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GRADUATE ASSISTANTS: George Bohan, Bill Nicholas

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
PROBABLE STARTERS

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
PROBABLE STARTERS
OFFENSE

OFFENSE

DEFENSE

DEFENSE

Lionel Manuel

Ken DeShano

Steve Smith

Dan Barnes

Floyd Layher

Dan Johnson

Mike Fitzsimmons

Jim Hearn

Thomas Cowling

David Diaz-Infante

Terry McDonald

Greg Pacos

Nick Holt

Henry Ramelli

Dave Albright

Cary Smith

Kevin Einck

Carl Sullivan

Mike Maurer

Jeff Carter

Kevin Thompson

Jon Carlson

Ray Williams

Mike Pitz

Andre Stockton

Dave Criswell

Frank Witherspoon

Kirby Warren

Mike Holford

Bobby Johnson

Tod Devlin

Bill Wolsky

Anthony Freeman

Keith McDonald

Sherman Cocroft

Bob Horodecky

Michael Young

Eric Richardson

Tuli Ainuu

John Aimonetti

Jim Rowley

Jim Accinelli

Tom Marshall

Jeff Petkevicius

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
NUMERICAL ROSTER
1 Larry Weldon, CB
2 Mike Delgado, FB
3 Adam Goldberg, WR
4 Frank Witherspoon, S
5 Phillippe Rebboah, P/K
6 Jon Carlson, QB
7 Kevin Bowman, WR
8 Sherman Cocroft, S
9 Art King, HB
10 Rich Harbison, QB
14 Bob Frasco, QB
15 Robert Leatutufu, QB
16 K.C. Clark, CB
18 Sean Harvey, WR
19 Eric Richardson, WR
20 Frank Robinson, HB
21 Keith McDonald, WR
22 Tony Smith, WR
23 Randy Walker, HB
24 Donnell Hawthorne, HB
25 Booker Moore, WR
26 Desmond Chattleton, WR
27 Chris Iglesias, WR
28 Marcus McDade, CB
29 Terrance West, WR
30 Luis Comesana, K
31 Donny Stubbs, S
32 Vyn Goodmon, LB
33 Bobby Johnson, HB
34 Tom Diehl, P
35 Lou Patrone, S
37 Charles Clinton, CB
38 Kalvin Bishop, LB
39 Tim Ahearn, S
40 Greg Fairrer, CB
41 Kevin Walker, FB
42 Tony Walker, S
43 Tod Devlin, CB
44 Dave Criswell, FB
45 Ray Williams, CB
46 Mike James, DE
48 Danny Clark, DT
49 Ray Davis, CB

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
NUMERICAL ROSTER

51 Mike Maurer, LB
53 Tim Purvis, LB
54 Curt Lyon, LB
55 Guy Mohr, OG
56 Dave Albright, LB
57 Craig Conaway, OG
58 Talmadge Morning, DE
59 Craig Wince, OG
60 Jeff Petkevicius, C
61 Tim Makela, DE
62 Craig Lundeen, LB
63 David Diaz-Infante, OG
64 Tony Sanchez-Corea, LB
65 John Aimonetti, OT
66 Carlos Milsap, NG
67 Harold Hadley, OG
68 Andy DeMarcus, OG
69 Marc Oliver, C
70 Mike Barnard, OT
71 Trevor Bowles, OT
72 Mark Baker, OG
73 Henry Ramelli, OT
74 Jim Accinelli, C
75 Bruce Boatman, C
76 Dimitri Tsarofski, DT
77 Ken Delgado, OT
78 Ron Maki, OT
79 Dirk Manoukian, NG
80 Carl Sullivan, TE
81 Armahn Williams, NG
82 John Murphy, TE
86 Terry McDonald, DE
87 Kevan Rippentrop, TE
88 Ed Huse, TE
89 John Rozar, DE
90 James Rowley, DT
91 Brett Grauss, DT
92 Wayne Woodard, DT
93 Bryan Grauss, DT
95 Tom Marshall, NG
96 Keith Knoop, DT
98 Mike Fitzsimmons, DT
99 Tuli Ainuu, DE

1 Kurt Heinrich, WR
2 Steve Barham, WR
3 Darrell Divinity, DB
4 Mike Pitz, QB
5 James Mackey, RB
6 Rich Pelletier, QB
7 Marshall Lampson, P
8 Geoff Storey, PK
9 Michael Greer, DE
10 Bob Shollin, DB
11 Jim McCahill, QB
12 Paul Berner, QB
14 Mark Roberts, DB
15 Brent Smith, QB
17 Lionel Manuel, WR
18 Michael Young, DB
19 Scott Kinney, PK/P
20 Mike Holford, DB
21 Garry Parcells, DB
23 Fred Hurt, WR
24 Brad Lane, DB
25 Kirby Warren, RB
27 Anthony Freeman, DB
28 Andre Stockton, DB
30 Brad Osborn, RB
31 Sheldon MacKenzie, LB
32 Derek Griffiths, WR
33 Gregg Daniel, WR
34 Steve Michaels, RB
35 Bill Wolsky, WR
36 Joe Taylor, DE
37 Thomas Cowling, DE38 Kevin Einck, LB
39 Tom Leong, RB
42 Kevin Greene, DB
43 Mark Cabot, PK
45 Eugene Ferrer, LB

©1982 Adolph Coors Company, Golden, ( iloradO
Brewer of Fine Quality Beers Since 18-

47 Kevin Thompson, DE
48 Don Batiste, DB
50 Robert Oviedo, DE
51 Stuart Weimers, OT
52 Jon Silvius, DE
53 Robert Zolg, G/C
55 Jim Hearn, C
56 Carl Hancock, NG
58 Dan Barnes, DT
59 Martin Alejos, DE
60 Seamus Meagher, DT
61 Troy Cunningham, LB
62 Lamont Gibson, G
64 Randy Franck, C
68 Nick Holt, LB
69 Richard Lee, LB
71 Wes Sibole, OT
72 Eduardo Yagues, G
73 Greg Pacos, G/C
74 Neill Ross, DT
75 Cary Smith, OT
76 Steve Smith, OT
77 Marvin Williams, NG
78 Dan Johnson, NG
79 Floyd Layher, G
81 Gary Stenlund, WR
82 Ron Woods, WR
83 Ken DeShano, DT/NG
84 Kevin Freudenthal, TE
85 Tony Camp, TE
86 Bob Horodecky, WR87 Jeff Carter, TE
88 Howard Williams, TE
89 Greg Thomas, WR
92 Henry Gonzales, LB
95 Jim Bannowsky, DT
96 Damon Lanier, DE

Meet the Tigers

1983 SCHEDULE & RESULTS
9/3
9/10
9/17
9/24
10/1
10/8

@Oregon
@West Virginia
@Nevada-Las
Vegas
FRESNO STATE
@Cal StateFuilerton
UTAH STATE

10/15

21-15
7-48

10/22
7-28
14-34

10 29
11/5
11 12
11/19

14-31
10-27

CAL STATELONG BEACH
NORTHERN
ARIZONA
IDAHO
@Nevada-Reno
@San Jose State
@Hawaii

16-28
14-28
19-31
24-34

1

Bob Cope

Head Coach

4

I

Flftn Ra ticfo

_ Dan Barnes

58

SR-DE

SO-DT

27
NO. NAME
59
95
2

58
48
12
43
85
87
37
61
33
83
3
38
45
64
27
84
62
92
42
9
32
56
55
1

20
68
86
23
78
19
7
24
96
79

POS.

HT. WT. CL HOMETOWN

Alejos, Martin
DE 6-0 206 JR Petaluma, CA
Bannowsky, Jim
DT 6-4 230 JR Stockton, CA
WR 6-1 200 FR El Dorado Hills, CA
Barham, Steve
Barnes, Dan
DT 6-4 225 SO Fremont, CA
Batiste, Don
DB 5-11 168 SR Compton, CA
Berner, Paul
QB 6-3 200 SR San Diego, CA
Cabot, Mark
PK 5-9 165 FR Los Altos, CA
Camp, Tony
TE 6-5 230 SR Costa Mesa, CA
Carter, Jeff
TE 6-4 240 SR Villa Park, CA
Cowling, Thomas
DE 6-2 225 SR Sacramento, CA
Cunningham, Troy
LB 5-9 180 FR Los Angeles, CA
Daniel, Gregg
WR 6-0 170 SOInglewood, CA
DeShano, Ken
NG/DT 6-4 250 SR Orange, CA
Divinity, Darrell
DB 6-0 180 SOLos Angeles, CA
Einck, Kevin
LB 6-2 230 SR Anaheim, CA
Ferrer, Eugene
LB 6-0 205 FR Vallejo, CA
Franck, Randy
C
6-1 230 FR Napa, CA
Freeman, Anthony
DB 5-10 180 SR Albany, CA
Freudenthal, Kevin
TE 6-4 225 JR Modesto, CA
Gibson, Lamont
G
6-3 240 FR Oakland, CA
Gonzales, Henry
LB 6-3 215 JR Pico Rivara, CA
Geene, Kevin
DB 6-1 185 SR Ventura, CA
Greer, Michael
DE 5-10 200 SR Oakland, CA
Griffiths, Derek
WR 6-0 170 FR Huntington Beach, CA
Hancock, Carl
NG 6-1 190 SO Richmond, CA
Hearn, Jim
C
6-2 240 SR Simi Valley, CA
Heinrich, Kurt
WR 5-9 160 JR Saratoga, CA
Holford, Mike
DB 5-10 170 SO Santa Barbara, CA
Holt, Nick
LB 6-0 210 SO Lafayette, CA
Horodecky, Bob
WR 6-2 190 SR Sherman Oaks, CA
Hurt, Fred
WR 5-10 165 SO San Jose, CA
Johnson, Dan
NG 6-3 220 JR Milpitas, CA
Kinney, Scott
PK/P 6-1 190 SR Pleasanton, CA
Lampson, Marshall
P
6-3 200 SO Long Beach, CA
Lane, Brad
DB 5-11 175 JR Long Beach, CA
Lanier, Damon
DE 6-1 205 JR Los Alamitos, CA
Layher, Floyd
G
6-8 280 JR Jackson, CA

NO. NAME
69
39
31
5
17
11
34
60
30
50
73
21
6
4
14
74
10
71
52
15
75
76
81
28
8
36
89
47
25
51
88
77
82
35
72
18
53

Lee, Richard
LB
RB
Leong, Tom
MacKenzie, Sheldon
LB
RB
Mackey, James
Manuel, Lionel
WR
QB
McCahill, Jim
Michaels, Steve
RB
Neagher, Seamus
DT
Osborn, Brad
RB
Oviedo, Robert
DE
Pacos, Greg
G/C
Parcells, Garry
DB
Pelletier, Rich
QB
Pitz, Mike
QB
Roberts, Mark
DB
Ross, Neil
DT
Shollin, Bob
DB
Sibole, Wes
OT
Silvius, Jon
DE
Smith, Brent
QB
Smith, Cary
OT
Smith, Steve
OT
Stenlund, Gary
WR
Stockton, Andre
DB
Storey, Geoff
PK
Taylor, Joe
DE
Thomas, Greg
WR
Thompson, Kevin
DE
Warren, Kirby
RB
Weimers, Stuart
OT
Williams, Howard
TE
Williams, Marvin
NG
Woods, Ron
WR
Wolsky, Bill
WR
Yagues, Eduardo
G
Young, Michael
DB
Zolg, Robert
G/C

HEAD COACH: Bob Cope
ASSISTANT COACHES: Pete Carroll, Ed Donatell, Bill McQueary, Jim Morris, Gary Scott, Brad Seely
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POS.

SR-DB

9

Michael Greer

SR-DE

. Carl Hancock

56

SR-LB

OJ SR-DE

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
Anthony Freeman

Kevin Einck

Thomas Cowling — _ Ken DeShano

Nick Holt

Mike Holford

SO-LB

SO-NG

86

Bob Horodecky

SR-WR

at : 'waKt-.'A'J

HT. WT. CL HOMETOWN

6-3 225 JR San Francisco, CA
6-0 219 JR Alameda, CA
6-1 205 JR Santa Barbara, CA
5-10 175 FR French Camp, CA
5-11 175 SR Rancho Cucamonga, CA
6-1 186 FR Costa Mesa, CA
6-2 210 FR Stockton, CA
6-4 215 SO Piedmont, CA
5-8 165 SO Mercer Island, WA
6-2 210 SO Santa Fe Springs, CA
6-3 235 JR El Toro, CA
5-11 180 SR Canoga Park, CA
6-1 180 FR Walnut Creek, CA
6-1 160 FR Colfax, CA
6-2 185 FR Richmond, CA
6-1 225 SR Costa Mesa, CA
6-0 180 JR Newport Beach, CA
6-6 260 SOLodi, CA
6-3 215 JR Bakersfield, CA
6-5 210 FR Eureka, CA
6-6 255 SR Walnut Creek, CA
6-8 275 SR Modesto, CA
5-11 175 JR Santa Ana, CA
5-8 185 JR Los Angeles, CA
6-1 187 SO Rolling Hills Estates, CA
6-2 210 SOLos Angeles, CA
6-6 215 SR Richmond, CA
6-1 195 SO Sacramento, CA
6-0 195 SR Las Vegas, NV
6-7 250 SR Manteca, CA
6-2 200 FR Stockton, CA
6-3 215 FR Stockton, CA
5-11 170 JR Long Beach, CA
6-2 210 SR Boulder, CA
6-5 245 SO Imperial Beach, CA
5-11 165 SO El Cerrito, CA
6-4 235 SO Downey, CA

liiiiilllillwBr

^ _ Scott Kinney

19

SR-K

_ _ Floyd Layher

79

JR-OG

5

James Mackey

FR-RB

„ _ Lionel Manuel

17 SR-WR

75

Cary Smith

SR-OT

76

Steve Smith

SR-OT

WHY CHOOSE BIG TREES PRESS?
The people! Professional printers.
And proud of it!
We're dedicated—people who've
chosen to work up here in the red
woods and pursue our personal—and
collective—commitment to the craft
of printing.
You'll find evidence of that in
everything we print; in the broad
range of commercial printing we've
offered since 1965. The catalogues.
Stationery. Brochures with 25,000 to
75,000 runs. Magazines. Products of
our commitment to quality.

BIG TREES PRESS
5805 Highway Nine
Fclton, California 95018
(408) 885-4400
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Opponent Statistics
Ten Game Tiger Statistics
Sept. 3
Sept. 10
Sept. 17
Sept. 24
Oct. 1
Oct. 8
Oct. 15
Oct. 22
Oct. 29
Nov. 5
RUSHING
Warren
Mackey
Leong
Wolsky
Manuel
Osborn
Woods
Berner
Griffiths
Pitz
Pelletier
PASSING
Pitz
Pelletier
Berner
RECEIVING
Manuel
Horodecky
Wolsky
Woods
Carter
Warren
Stenlund
Leong

PA
186
78
12

Oregon
West Virginia
Nevada-Las Vegas
Fresno State
Cal State-Fullerton
Utah State
Cal State-Long Beach
Northern Arizona
Idaho
Nevada-Reno
ATT
NYG
AVG
240
1169
4.9
88
336
3.8
13
39
3.0
2
25
12.5
7
10
1.3
2
4
2.0
2
2
1.0
1
2
2.0
1
0
0.0
25
-65
-2.6
36
-69
-1.9
PC
PI
YDS.
95
14
1137
40
4
410
8
0
107
NO.
YDS.
AVG.
44
573
13.0
35
410
11.7
23
263
11 4
16
152
9.5
9
101
11.2
7
74
10.5
2
26
13.0
1
0
0.0

21-15
7-48
7-28
14-34
14-31
10-27
16-28
28-14
19-31
24-34

PCT.
51.1
51.2
66.7

TD
10
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
TD
7
0
1
TD
6
1
0
1
0
0
0
0

(W)
(L)
(L)
(L)
(L)
(L)
(L)
(W)
(L)
(L)
LG
46
47
17
17
10
3
2
2
0
22
24
LG
49
49
41
LG
46
42
49
20
14
35
16
0

The PCAA

INTERCEPTIONS
Holford
Stockton
Freeman
MacKenzie
Holt
Einck
PUNTING
Kinney
Lampson
Mackey
Wolsky

YDS.
34
10
34
8
0
0

NO.
2
2
1
1
1
1
NO.
43
10
2
2

AVG.
17.0
5.0
34.0
8.0
0.0
0.0
AVG.
36.8
38.4
35.5
34.0

YDS.
1583
384
71
68

LG
30
10
34
8
0
0
LG
51
56
51
42

PUNT RETURNS
Manuel

NO.
10

YDS.
36

AVG.
3.6

LG
12

KICKOFF RETURNS
Holford
Manuel
Shollin
Stenlund
Leong
Parcells
Wolsky
Stockton
Thompson
Oviedo

NO.
12
10
4
3
3
1
1
1
1
1

YDS
265
178
34
39
37
37
17
9
3
2

AVG.
22.1
17.8
8.5
13.0
12.3
37.0
17.0
9.0
3.0
2.0

LG
38
43
10
15
17
37
17
9
3
2

SK
1
1
0
5
2
1
0
0
2
1

FUM
0
0
0
3
0
1
0
0
0
0

PLAYER, POS.
Holt, LB
Einck, LB
Freeman, DB
Cowling, DE
Greer, DB
Johnson, DT
MacKenzie, LB
Stockton, DB
DeShano, DE
Young, DB

UT
74
62
58
39
27
32
24
35
28
22

AT
42
34
33
21
26
18
22
9
15
18

TOTAL
116
96
91
60
53
50
46
44
43
40

Conference
W

L
0
1
2
2
2
4
5

Pet.
1.000
.750
.600
.600
.333
.200
.000

Cal State-Fullerton
5
Nevada-Las Vegas
3
SAN JOSE STATE
3
3
Utah State
Cal State-Long Beach 1
1
Fresno State
0
Pacific
—
—
"New Mexico State
* - eligible for conference championship in 1984

Cal State-Long Beach
Nevada-Las Vegas
Nevada-Reno
New Mexico State
Utah
Utah State

W
7
6
5
4
6
4
2
4

Overall
Pet.
L
.700
3
.667
3
.625
3
.444
5
.667
3
.444
5
.200
8
.400
6

Last Week's Scores
Montana
38
Fresno State
20
Pacific
34
Wichita State
62
Cal State-Fullerton
47
SAN JOSE STATE
22

Games Today
*Fresno State at Cal State-Long Beach
*Nevada-Las Vegas at Cal StateFullerton
"Pacific at SAN JOSE STATE
Utah at Utah State
* - PCAA league game

14
7
24
28
20
15

HYATT©SAN JOSE

Go Get 'Em Spartans!

Continued Support
from
Hyatt San Jose

Ferrari Bros. Dist. Co., Inc.
2291 Junction Ave., San Jose, Calif. 946-0744
DISTRIBUTORS OF

1740 NORTH FIRST STREET • SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95112 • 408 298 0300
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The
Mercury News
is the
(
home team's
I
home town
newspaper
San Jose State is a national power. It's going to
get a lot of national press. And, of course, a lot of
local press. In the Mercury News.
We're following the Spartans to the top.

Spartan Stadium Seating Diagram

;] Premium Reserved
] Sideline Reserved

Ticket Offices
There are two box offices at the stadium for individuals

f

to purchase tickets on game day. The windows on the west
side (7th Street) of Spartan Stadium has a wider range of
tickets, but the north side (fieldhouse side) ticket windows
also offer a fine assortment of reserve tickets on most game
days. The 7th Street ticket windows open at 11:00 AM on
game days. Also, the San Jose State University athletic
ticket office on the corner of 4th and West San Carlos
streets is open from 10:00 AM to 2:00 PM on game days
for your convenience. The ticket office telephone number
for more information is (408) 277-3241.

Q General Admission

Restrooms
Restroom facilities are located near the three concession
stands and at the northeast corner of the stadium.

First Aid
Ambulance service is available at the stadium. The
ambulance is located near the northwest concession stand
and restroom. Contact the nearest uniformed security person
for assistance in matters of first aid.

Lost and Found
Anyone who has lost and found items during the course
of the evening should report to the police command post
located on the north side of the stadium on the west side of
the fieldhouse. There will be no public address announce

Concession Stands

Subscribe today. Ask about the student discount of 9
weeks for $8.50 (45% off the regular price).
Call (408) 920-5692.

Three concession stands are available to quench your
thirst or fill your hunger pangs. The shortest line is usually
found on the southeast side of the stadium, just off to the
side of the scoreboard. Longer queues generally exist at the
northwest and mezzanine level concession stands.

ments concerning lost children or friends.

Field Regulations
Only those with authorized credentials are allowed on
the playing field before, during and after the game.
Unauthorized personnel will be escorted off the field and
subject to dismissal from the facility.
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At Halftime
THE SPARTAN MARCHING BAND

Tonight's halftime show provided by
the Spartan Marching Band is a
musical salute to Motown music, a
recording industry leader celebrating
its 25th anniversary.
The Spartan Band opens the show
with a medley of two hits by the
phenomenal singing group, the
Supremes. "Stop! In the Name of
Love" and "You Can't Hurry Love"
thrust the female trio into the national

SPARTAN FIGHT SONG
Fight on for dear old San Jose State
Fight on for victory
We are with you in every way
No matter what the price may be
Fight on for Sparta Noble and True
Fight hard in everything you do
For we will fight! RAH!—WIN!—RAH!!
Go down the field and we will win the
game!!

limelight during the mid '60's. For a
change of pace, the Band provides a
lovely arrangement of "With You I'm
Born Again", a number one hit by Billy
Preston and Syrpeta.
No Motown show would be complete
without a Stevie Wonder tune, so the
band happily obliges with "Sir Duke",
featuring the beautiful Spartan Spectrums. Recently branching out on his
own, Lionel Richie has given music

listeners many hits. One of the most
beautiful is "Truly". This 1979 hit con
cludes tonight's halftime performance
by the Spartan Marching Band.
Appearing on the field tonight, too,
are two brand new sousaphones courtesy
of the SJSU Alumni Association. Over
the last two years, the Alumni Associa
tion has provided the band with four
sousaphones. This special kind of sup
port is greatly appreciated by members
of the Band.
During pre-game ceremonies, Dr.
Richard Knab, newly appointed chair
man of the Music Department will con
duct the National Anthem. Knab comes
to San Jose State from Indiana University
of Pennsylvania where he was depart
ment chair. He is an accomplished
clarinetist and has been a band director
at the high school and college level.

SPARTAN
BASKETBALL
Tonight, you will get your
first opportunity to meet the
1983-84 San Jose State Univer
sity basketball team. Head
coach Bill Berry will introduce
his feisty, young squad to you
during halftime ceremonies.
To get a first-hand look at the
Spartans on the basketball
floor, the team will hold its an
nual Blue-Gold game Thurs
day, November 17th in the
Spartan Gym. Tipoff is 7:30
PM.

PEPSI-COLA
Giveaways
San Jose State thanks Pepsi
Cola for sponsoring the 10,000
Spartan pennants available at
tonight's game.

WARRANTt O TO BE

- I

| "Warranted To Be A Pendleton."

RENDITION WOOLEN KILLS
PORTLAND. ORt CON
IOu- „ V I R L.. m V-v u u L
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Your assurance of Made in America quality and value
I in 100% virgin wool. Expressed here in the
j
Holiday Tartan by Pendleton.
j
Gifts to give, and receive,with warmth and pride.

THE
TWO-QUARTERBACK
SYSTEM

XEROX

by Bob Payne, The Tacoma News Tribune

Y

ou might think one of college
football's leading exponents of
the two-quarterback system,
now a coach, would be revealed as an old
quarterback-hater. A defensive end, may
be. A jealous offensive guard, at least.
Not so. Turns out he was a quarterback
himself, and if this means he must turn in
his union card, so be it.
"I've tried over the years not to get
caught in any syndrome. I don't want to
be a 'systems' person," he said.
"So, I've changed a lot. At one time, I

guess I was a real one-quarterback guy.
But now I've played with two and 1 believe
that if you commit to a two-quarterback
system, you'll always find ways to play
two guys and the team will be better off.
"But," he added, "I know I'm totally in
the minority on this."
And, from the sound of other coaches,
he'll stay there.
Said one coaching rival, "My philosophy
is to try to establish a quarterback early—
make him the guy you're going to go with
until he proves you wrong."

Another coach concurs. "I can see some
advantages to the two-quarterback sys
tem, but I think you have to make a com
mitment to a kid. I've always felt the quar
terback was such a key guy, you've got to
start grooming him from the first, to let
him know he's your man.
"I know from my own experience how
important it is for a quarterback to know
the job is his. He needs that confidence."
But even adamant opponents of the
two-quarterback system acknowledge
that it can work. One exponent claims,
continued

L

.

The key to office productivity is finding the "sweet spot" between product and application

Proponents say one advantage of the two-quarterback system is
that while one leads the team on the field...

.. . the second remains "in the game" by coordinating with
coaches in the play selection process.
43t

AC-Delco gives you
the right gear while your car
gets the right parts.
The right battery. The right filters. The right plugs. For
just about anything that moves,AC-Delco has the right part.
And now, when you buy any AC-Delco part at the usual
price, you can get a terrific deal on "The Right Stuff
Collection."
Right out of the pages of World War II. There's never
been a collection like it before. And for a very good reason.
Test pilot Chuck Yeager — who was a decorated World War
II fighter pilot before he broke the sound barrier in
the X-1 rocket plane — helped put it
all together.
The collection features authentic World
War II design, and everything is of

high quality. And as an added touch, each
item bears our exclusive X-l
emblem —embroi
dered on the cloth
ing, stenciled on
the sunglass case.
The X-l emblem
will be a sure sign to
everyone that you know
what's "the right
stuff." And that you
also know AC-Delco
f
is the way to go for the right parts.
W

(A) Pilot's A-2 Leather Jacket. Identical to original in all
details. Oil-tanned naked calfskin leathers. Lining: 65/35
polycotton blend. Knit trim of nylon acrylic blend for
durability.
(B) Pilot's Coverall. 50/50 cotton
polyester. Updated with front zipper and
VELCRO® closures on all pockets and
waist. Chest pen slot in breast pocket.
(C) Tank Commander's
Jacket. Warm, lightweight.
Shell: 65/35
polycotton military
twill. Lining: melton
wool. Brass zipper.
Knit trim of nylon
acrylic blend for
durability.

(D) Plight Vest.
Shell: military
specification nylon flight satin.
Lining: survival orange nylon.
Epaulets. Cigarette/pen
pocket. Knit trim is nylon
acrylic blend for durability.

(E) Aviator Sunglasses.
Bausch fif Lomb Mirage. Gradient lens.
Nonreflective matte finish
frames. Case included.

Purchase of any AC-Delco product
qualifies you for this offer.
Include proof of purchase with order.
Name
AddressCity

—
_Zip_

.State Qty.

Price
(A) PUot's A-2Leather
Jacket—Sizes: 36,38,
40,42,44,46,48,80

$135.00

(B) Pilot's Coverall*

$ 44.00

(C) Tank Commander's
Jacket"

$ 52.00

(D) Flight Vest*

$ 39.00

(E) Aviator Sunglasses

$ 20.00

Size

Total

'SIZES: S-M-L-XL
All sizes are men's sizes
Subtotal
4% Michigan Sales Tax
(Michigan residents only)
(Price includes shipping UPS)
Grand Total
( ) Charge it. Please charge to my credit card acct.
No:• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
( ) BankAmericard/VISA®
( ) MasterCard™
( ) American Express®
Exp. Date
Signature

——

Offer good through 3/31/84 or while supplies
last. Void where prohibited by law. Offer valid
in U.SA. only. Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery.
Check or money order only—no cash. Make
payable to — and send to — THE RIGHT
STUFF, MICHIGAN MAILERS, 222 South Elm,
Owosso, MI 48867.

AC-Delco. The smart parts.

Delco
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION

TWO-QUARTERBACK SYSTEM
continued

"Everybody I've seen use it—really com
mit to it—has had success." He was includ
ing his own team, which had its finest
year when he went to a full twoquarterback system.
"People forget I grew up in the age of
one-platoon football," he said. "When 1
was in college,Inot only had to plav quar
terback,I had to play defense, too.
"Since everybody played both ways,
and you couldn't go in but twice a quarter,
we had 'platoons' that went both ways.In
theory I'd play half the quarter and then
come off the field when the other team
came in. In reality,I ended up playing as
an alternating quarterback.
"Quarterbacks do have to be treated a
little differently, I agree on that," con
tinued the coach. "ButI disagree that you
have to decide on one early. Quarterbacks
by nature always want to be No. 1 —
neither will accept that he's No. 2. In a
sense, I guess playing two quarterbacks
all the time keeps you from having to tell
one guy he's No. 2.
"When a kid is in a two-quarterback sit
uation, he knows he's going in—but he
also knows he's coming out. He has that
security. He is convinced that he's reallv
No. 1.
"We went to this idea in a year when our
top two quarterbacks were guys of really
different talents. We decided to use both
of them—maybe because we couldn't de
cide between them. But it worked. The
team had confidence that both of them
could lead.
"I don't ever want to go back to the other
way."
Most coaches see some value in using
quarterbacks of differing talents.
"In an option situation, I could see it,"
said one head coach. "I mean, if you get
'way behind, late, with an option offense,
then you're going to want to go to your
passing quarterback, to take advantage of
his abilities.
"In our system, we throw the ball, so
we're obviously going to go with the best
passer. Period."
"One time, we had one kid who was an
excellent dropback, sprint-out type of
passer and another who was more of a
rollout, option type. In certain games,
against certain defenses, we could
change up and take advantage," said a
two-quarterback coach.
"A team always reflects the personality
of its quarterback," he continued, "and in
some cases, the abilities. Our two guys
were different in abilities—not as much
as people thought, but different. The im
portant thing was how the other teams
perceived them—one a drop-back passer,
the other an option, sprint-out type.
46t
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Some coaches use quarterbacks of different talents in different

"So when the sprint-out guy came in,
you'd see people widen their defense,
which is why he became an excellent
three-step dropback passer—everybody
on defense was playing laterally.' And the
dropback guy, because defenses would
fall off and look for him to throw, became
a better runner.
"As a result," said the coach, "while
everybody was worrying about our quar
terbacks, our inside running game be
came better than it should have been—we
led the conference in rushing!
"We pursued two strengths and capital
ized on the different things people feared
in our two quarterbacks."
How does a coach develop a strategy for
the two- quarterback system?
"I do think you do have to settle on who
is the starter—the prober—and who is
the off-the-bench guy. Otherwise,
though, we just sort of play it by ear," said
one coach.
"Of course, the guys are commu
nicating all the time. The one who's not on
the field is beside me all the time.
"One of the good points about the sys
tem is that the second quarterback is with
you all the time, in on the play selection,

situations.

really in the game."
"We work with two quarterbacks all the
time," said another coach."In practice our
No. 2 guy is going to be involved with the
first team one-third of the time.
"One vear, late in the season, our No. 1
guv went down. The first team was al
ready used to working with the No. 2. In
fact, the team was really inspired to help
the backup succeed, so there was some
real excitement out there, a real pulling
together."
Another coach pointed out,"This year's
backup is next year's starting quarter
back. Ideally, you bring along No. 2
slowly, play him when you can, maybe in
a tight spot once or twice, so he'llbe ready
either if No. 1 goes down or for the next
year."
It appears, then, there really isn't any
such thing as a "one-quarterback system."
It's just a matter of when, and how often,
the second gets to play.
Said the two-quarterback exponent, "I
just hate to see a quality kid standing on
the sidelines. All of us want to have at
least three quality quarterbacks in our
program, so why leave two of them
sitting?"
£

One stop at your Ford Author
ized Leasing System Dealer can
solve all your transportation has
sles quickly and easily. You can
custom-tailor your own car or
truck leasing package. Just
choose the leasing features and
benefits that best fit your needs
from your FALS Dealer's compre
hensive program. Your vehicle,
license, taxes, insurance and
maintenance can be handled at
one convenient location and cov
ered in one monthly payment.

Professional Maintenance
for Peace of Mind.
In addition to the excellent
Ford new car limited warranty,
you can choose the extra parts

and service protection of Ford's
Extended Service Plan. Another
way to keep your car or truck
running smoothly is the FALS
Maintenance Leasing coupon
book. The handy coupons are
programmed to correspond to
your vehicle's maintenance
schedule with service fees aver
aged into your regular monthly
lease payment, for minimum has
sle. Whatever plan you choose,
your FALS Dealer's Ford-trained
service professionals use the
latest diagnostic equipment and
tools to keep you rolling.

Insurance and Emergency
Road Service.
Why not include emergency
road service reimbursement and

proper insurance protection in
your lease payment? Your FALS
Dealer can arrange both when
you lease using the Preferred
Insurance Program and the Ford
Auto Club. Just another example
of one-stop leasing. Your FALS
Dealer puts it all together to save
you time and trouble. Get all the
details now. Check the Yellow
Pages for your nearest Ford
Authorized Leasing System
Dealer.

FALS
FORD AUTHORIZED LEASING SYSTEM

BEAR BRYANT
REMEMBERED
Redskins, 1983 World Champions

Dolphins, 1983 AFC Champions

Coach Bryant expected his teams to win—
and they usually did.

By Alf Van Hoose
Birmingham News

P

49ers, 1982 World Champions

Bengals, 1982 AFC Champions

QANTELf Computer of Champions
In the '81-'82 season, eight NFL teams used MDS Qantel's
SPORTS-PAC™ systems, Of these, six went to the playoffs; two
went to the Super Bowl.
In the '82-'83 season, eleven NFL teams used MDS Qantel's
SPORTS-PAC systems. Of these, seven went to the playoffs, two
went to the Super Bowl.

QANTEL, computer of champions. MDS, company of champions
QANTEL
BUSINESS
COMPUTERS
a Mohawk Data Sciences Company

4142 Point Eden Way, Hayward, California 94545 (415) 887-7777 Toll Free: (800) 227-1894

aul William Bryant, The Bear,
1913-1983.
A year ago, in the grand, glad
season of the year for the great campus
sport, he was living legend.
Today and tomorrow and tomorrow
he's only legend. It'll steadfastly grow.
Historians deep in the 21st Century may
not understand why this remarkable man
was for football's ages.
He left no distinctive attack formation,
as did Knute Rockne, Pop Warner, Don
Faurot, Darrell Royal and Bill Yeoman. No
particular defense bears his name, nor
Alabama's.
Bryant led no crusades, in athletics or
sociology. He championed no causes.
Yet...he left his footprints,giant ones,
in his profession, which was teaching
boys.
For the last 15 or 20 years of his busy,
busy life, Paul Bryant was America's folk
hero, its Daniel Boone-Davy CrockettBuffalo Bill-Teddy Roosevelt-Alvin York
-young Charles Lindbergh-Will Rogerstype.
He recognized that. He loved it, but
didn't have to change his hat size.
Charles Nesbitt's story illustrates
Bryant's fame afar.
Nesbitt is a Birmingham News photo
grapher. He vacations most summers in
the West, with his family, backpacking.
He was in Wyoming three years ago,
two days of hiking from the fringes of
so-called civilization. He and two sons
located a trout bonanza. The fun lasted
until the rocks of the mountain stream
claimed their last fishing flies.
The next morning, deeper into the wil
derness, they chanced on a rough cabin.
There was life in it, a grizzled old chap
who had to enjoy loneliness.
There was a chat, and an off-hand Nes
bitt question: "You don't happen to have
any fishing flies, do you, Mister?" Yes, this
descendant of Kit Carson replied, and his
guests were welcome to a few.
Charity dispensed, the old man evi

dently was curious. "Where you folks
from?" he asked.
"Alabama," Nesbitt answered.
"Alabama?" went an echoing reply,
"what's Ole Bear gonna have this year?"
Bryant enjoyed hearing that story. He
enjoyed friends, not opponents, laughing
at him.

Little Rock attorney Ike Murray was a
Bryant teammate at Fordyce (Ark.) High.
They played on two state championship
teams. No man rivaled Murray in telling
Bryant teen-age stories:
"I met Bryant when he stumbled into
the seventh grade (the Bryant family of 14
continued
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Taste is all it takes to switch to Jim Beam
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY. 80 PROOE DISTILLED AND BOTTLED BY JAMES B BEAM DISTILLING CO., CLERMONT. BEAM. KY

lived six miles out of town, in an unpainted farm shack in Moro Bottom). I
mean stumbled—he was the awkwardest
country boy I've ever known. Country? I
mean rural, real rural.
"He wasn't an Einstein in the classroom
either. If I'd been writing our senior class
prophecy, I would have guessed Bear
would wind up in the penitentiary.
"He winds up being a teacher. A dern
good one, too, right?"
Frank Howard, of Clemson fame, was a
Bryant coach at Alabama. The Bard of
Barlow Bend could raise welts on
Bryant's rawhide skin.
"We got him a job cutting grass on the
campus," Howard tells it. "It was three
weeks before he quit saying 'gee,' 'haw'
and 'whoa' to the lawnmower."
All-time blind golf champion Charley
Boswell could delightfully prick Bryant's
ego about that ancient game.
"One day Bryant was having a normal
round—bad—and blaming clubs, course,
weather, balls, and finally the caddy.
"You are probably the worst caddy in
the world," Bryant fumed.
The caddy replied he didn't think so.
Bryant wanted to know why.
"That, Mr. Bear," the caddy answered,
"would be too much of a coincidence."
Through the years stories such as those
will attach themselves to the Bryant leg
end, as they did about Abe Lincoln. His
sayings will multiply as have those of Confucious.
Bryant facts are in stone. There was
substance to the American Dream he rep
resented, the poor farm boy who grew
and grew until he walked a mountain top
in his profession — 323 coaching victor
ies—the college record.
Notre Dame's Rockne was voted the out
standing coach of the 20th Century's first
half. Brvant will be that man in the last
half.
The man behind those wins, as in
Rockne's case, was more interesting than
the numbers his teams flicked on score
boards.
All sorts of testimony is available on
Bryant's personality and professionalism.
"A true American hero," President Ron
ald Reagan declared in awarding the Pres
idential Medal of Freedom to Bryant's
family a month after his January 26
death.
"American sports embody the best in
our national character: dedication, team
work, honor and friendship . . . Bear
Bryant gave his country the gift of a leg
end. In making the impossible seem easy,
he lived what we all strive to be."
The six national championships his Ala
bama teams won formed prideful Bryant
memory. He loved mention of that feat —
but not as much as his reading the roll of

Bryant started as an Alabama end in 1934.

successes by his former players.
Paul Crane, All-America center, 1965,
now a Mobile businessman, said of Bryant
on January 27:
"I feel like all his players do. We have
lost a part of our foundation.
"There are two phases of coaching.
There is the winning side, the records,
who won the most, who did the most.
"But there is another side, the re
lationship with young men, developing
young people. Outside people remember
Coach Bryant for football accomplish
ments but inside people remember him
for the other side of coaching."
Bryant's star began to twinkle as an Ala
bama sophomore end in 1933 under
Frank Thomas, head coach, a Notre Dame
quarterback when George Gipp played.
In 1934, on a Tide which won all, includ
ing a 29-13 Rose Bowl game against Stan
ford, Bryant was a starter on the end
opposite Don Hutson.
Bryant played most of his senior season
with what turned out to be a broken leg. It
hurt, but, so what.
He was four years assistant at Alabama,
then two years assistant head coach to
Red Sanders at Vanderbilt.
The day after Pearl Harbor he volun
teered into the Navy. There was some ship
duty, but mostly he was assigned coach
ing duty, at North Carolina and Georgia.
Maryland made him head coach in
1945. He quit the next spring, with a 6-2-1
record. Maryland president Curly Byrd
fired a Bryant assistant and reinstated a
Bryant-suspended player while the head
coach was off campus. The head coach
quit when he heard about that.
Kentucky hired him immediately. The
Wildcats had never won an SEC cham
pionship and had an 8-20-1 record the
three previous years.
The Wildcats immediately went 7-3,
the first time UK had won seven football

games in 34years.
Kentucky was 10-1 in 1950, SEC champ
and broke Oklahoma's 51-game unbeaten
string in the Sugar Bowl, 13-7.
Bryant moved to Texas A&.M in 1954,
starting with a 1-9 season, his only losing
year. Two years later the Aggies went
9-0-1.
Alabama called him back in 1958, to a
disaster situation. The Tide had ebbed to a
4-24-2 three-year record.
Bryant's maiden year, Bama was 5-4-1.
It did not go to a bowl. All other Bryant
Tides did, 24 in a record row.
He marched on and on toward Amos
Alonzo Stagg's 314-mark. He got there in
1982.
During the 1970s, Bryant teams won
103 games (around 16 losses and a tie).
That was a record, too.
Bryant coached 65 first-team AllAmericas, which is not a high. But the 46
former players or assistant coaches of his
who became head coaches in college or
pro competition is a high, all-time No. 1.
There'll be others.
He never quit rising with the rooster,
nor going to bed with the owl. He could
never wind down, relax, do nothing.
He was a sucker for an invitation, from
a friend seeking a speaker; for a charity
needing a broad shoulder.
A dozen years before his death he en
dowed a $100,000 scholarship fund at
Alabama for non-football students. As
happily as a kid putting money in a piggybank, Bryant added to the pot each year.
The base figure now approaches a halfmillion bucks.
He could have run for governor in his
state, and won. He chose not to run.
His work ethics, discipline demands,
unselfishness of time and money, his in
sistence on 'class,' captured his state's
attention first, then the nation's.
His pre-game ritual, hat over his eyes,
gun-fighting glint in his eyes, leaning
against a goal post, was pure theater.
Cameramen loved it.
His teams played as if hounds of hell
yipped at his heels. They seldom lost.
When they did, there was no alibi, no
blaming officials, nothing but praise for
the winner.
Bryant could coach. That opinion be
came unanimous after the 1978 Sugar
Bowl.
Alabama had just whipped Ohio State,
35-6, and Bryant was before TV cameras
with his old friend Woody Hayes, Ohio
State coach.
Bryant spent a minute or so talking
about the game, and a couple of minutes
more lauding Hayes.
He finished with a grin and this line:
"Woody's one helluva coach—and I ain't
bad."
£
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MEET THE
MEMBERS
NEW
OF THE COLLEGE
FOOTBALL HALL OF FAME

Who gives you investment
ideas from the same
source money managers
look to the most?

Who else but
Merrill Lynch.

People who know a business
really well, soon learn who they can rely
on for advice and information. In the
investment business, it's the research team
at Merrill Lynch.
For four years running, the Merrill
Lynch research team has ranked first—by
substantial margins—in the annual Institutional Investor
poll of investment professionals.
But how does that help you if you're not investing
millions at a time?
The key is your personal Merrill Lynch Account
Executive. Our Account Executives have almost instant
access to the full resources of Merrill Lynch research
through a remarkable nationwide communications
system. Current research opinions on some 1400 stocks
are as close as their computer terminals.
And our Account Executives can call on special
ists in such fields as tax investments and corporate and
municipal bonds to amplify their own knowledge of any
particular type of investment that might be appropriate
for you. No other financial services firm gives its Account
Executives such strong and diversified backup support.
And that's one reason no one else can give you
more help with more kinds of investments. No one else.

^Merrill Lynch
Merrill Lvnch, Pierce, Fenner& Smith Inc. ^

A breed apart.

© Copyright 1982 Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated. Published in U.S.A. All rights reserved. Member, S1PC.
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William Fischer

leven new members of the Na
tional Football Foundation's Col
lege Football Hall of Fame will be
formally inducted at a ceremony in New
York City on December 6,1983. The selec
tions were made by the Foundation's Hon
ors Court and include six linemen and
five backs, all of whom won All-America
acclaim.
Dick Butkus was a University of Illi
nois linebacker from 1962-64. He was
known for his strength, speed and agility,
plus what sportswriters termed an "un
canny" ability to size up opponents'plays.
His coach, Pete Elliott, said of Butkus that,
"Only once in three years was he out of
position in defending against screen pas
ses .. . He is the finest football player I
ever coached." Butkus set an all-time Illini
single game, single season and career
tackle record. Among his accom
plishments was making or assisting in 23
tackles against Ohio State as a junior. He
was a two-time All-America and was
named 1964's Player of the Year by the
American Football Coaches Association.
In '63 Butkus led Illinois to a Big Ten title
and to victory over Washington in the
Rose Bowl. He was named to the all-time
Big Ten team in19 70. Following college he
had an excellent pro football career, and
is now an actor-commentator for Nautilus
Sports Medical Industries.
Dick Butkus
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SHAVE WITH A 20< Bl
^...BUTI DO!"
THE SHAVE THAT SAVES

There's no arguing with
John McEnroe when he says,
'Why pay more for fancy handles
and tricky tops when I get lots of
close shaves with Bic!

/ BIC.THE SHAVE THAT SAVES

HAVE

5 Shavers

Hall of Fame

DRIVE SAFELY AND YOU CAN
DOWN YOUR RATES WITH SAFECO

continued

Lee Roy Jordan

Lewis "Bub" McFadin
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William Fischer, a two-time AllAmerica guard, was a star for Notre
Dame. During his college career the Irish
had three undefeated seasons, 1946
through '48. Fischer played at tackle as a
freshman, then was switched to guard
under Coach Frank Leahy the following
year. At the end of Fischer's junior season,
during which he served as team captain,
he was voted the nation's outstanding
lineman by the Touchdown Club of Wash
ington, and was awarded the Outland
Trophy. In the 1949 East-West Shrine
Game, Fischer was named captain of the
East team, which defeated the West 14-12.
Fischer participated in the Chicago Tri
bune All-Star Game after his final season
with the Irish and was named the game's
MVP. He played pro football for five
years, then served as a line coach at his
alma mater.Today he owns an automobile
agency in Michigan.
Lee Roy Jordan was the University of
Alabama's star center from 1960-62. His
coach, the late Paul "Bear" Bryant, called
him "one of the finest football players the
world has ever seen. He was a100 percent
performer in practice and a 110 percent
performer in games." An Alabama legend,
Jordan won All-America honors twice
and led the Crimson Tide to the national
championship in 1961. He captained the
College All-Stars to their victory over the
NFL champion Green Bay Packers. Jordan
later was an all-pro for the Dallas Cow
boys, and today is a Dallas businessman.
Charles Krueger was a Texas A&M
University tackle from 1955-57. Twice an
All-America pick (as a junior and senior),
he was also an Academic All-America.
Krueger played under the guidance of
Coach Paul Bryant, who had recruited the
big—6-4, 218 pounds—tackle from high
school. Charley started every game for
three years in college and captained the
team his senior season. That year the Ag
gies went to the Gator Bowl, where they
lost to Tennessee by a field goal. Krueger
is a member of the Texas Football Hall of
Fame, and today is a successful retail
store owner in California.
Floyd Little, a Syracuse halfback
from 1964-66, was one of the few players
ever to win All-America accolades three
times. He also was named the conference
(ECAC) player of the year in his senior sea
son. Little made the three longest punt re
turns in Syracuse history—95, 91 and 90
yards. The 5-11, 195-pound dynamo held
his school's all -time career rushing record
until it was broken by Larry Csonka. Lit
tle gained nearly 5,000yards in his college
career, not including an additional 331
yards he accounted for in two bowl ap
pearances. Twelve times he rushed for
more than 100 yards per game. After his
continued

Floyd Little

At SAFECO, we think careful drivers deserve a break on auto insurance. To find out how much you
can save, call'an independent SAFECO agent. You'll find one near you by looking in the Yellow Pages.
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graduation, Little played pro football,
then became an auto dealer in Santa Bar
bara, California.
Lewis "Bub" McFadin played at
guard for the University of Texas at Aus
tin from 1948-50, and is regarded as one
of the Longhorns' all-time great linemen.
McFadin, a 6-3, 245-pounder, was hon
ored as an All-America as a junior and se
nior. He played in the 1951 College All-Star
Game and was named Most Valuable
Player for his outstanding efforts. Mc
Fadin went on to serve two years in the
U.S. Air Force, then played professional
football for several years.He was an assis
tant coach for the Houston Oilers before
becoming a full-time rancher in Del Rio,
Texas.
George Owen was one of Harvard's
greatest all-around athletes, and perhaps
the best-known Crimson athlete of the
1920s. He captained both the baseball and
hockey teams and was an All-America
halfback. A true "60-minute player,"
Jwen's most exciting game was the 1921
[0-3 victory over Yale, when he scored all
10 of Harvard's points. He was also instru
mental in achieving the following year's
win—another 10-3 victory—over the Elis.
Yale considered him such an outstanding
opponent that on the eve of his gradu
ation they sent a telegram to Harvard say
ing "Please be sure Owen graduates today
. " Following college, Owen had a stint
with the National Hockey League, then
•ecame an investment broker. He is now
retired.
Jack Scarbath quarterbacked the
University of Maryland football team

George Owen

from 1950-52. He was a unanimous AllAmerica selection in '52 and was runnerup to Billy Vessels for the Heisman Tro
phy. Scarbath, who was regarded by
many as the definitive split-T quarter
back, led the Terrapins to 22 consecutive
victories under the coaching direction of
the late Jim Tatum. Scarbath also took his
team to a 28-13 victory over national
champion Tennessee in the Sugar Bowl.
He played pro football after college, then
coached at the University of South Caro-
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Love at first sip.
Delicious Bacardi rum and icy cold Coke. They've been winning smiles
refreshing pair is America's favorite.
since thee turn of the century. And today this refres
Ahhh Bacardi and Coke, a taste you'll love sip, after sip, after sip.

BACARDLrum. The mixable one. Made in Puerto Rico,

O.J. Simpson

Albert S pariis

Jack Scarbath

lina. He later became a sales engineer and
board member for a large Philadelphia
firm, and now also serves as a member of
the University of Maryland's Board of
Regents.
O.J. Simpson began his spectacular
football career at City College of San Fran
cisco, where he broke every national ju
nior college rushing and scoring record.
He racked up 54 touchdowns and in one
game scored six TD's. Simpson then
moved to USC to play for John McKay's
Trojans for two seasons, quickly be
coming the school's most publicized ath
lete. In 1967 Simpson led the nation in
rushing and placed second in the Heis
man balloting. The following year he won
the Heisman and the Maxwell Trophy as
well. His great speed was combined with a
power that helped him break many
records at USC. After Simpson's gradu
ation he had an excellent NFL career,
again breaking a series of records. He
later went on to a successful career in
television and movies.
Albert Sparlis was a guard for the
University of California, Los Angeles. He
played in 1940 and '42 for Coach Babe
Horrel and in 1945 for Coach Bert LaBrucherie, after having served in World
War II as a pilot. That year he won AllAmerica honors. Sparlis, who played at
190 pounds, was known for his quickness
and competitive drive. A heavily deco
rated war hero, he won seven campaign
medals—three in World War II, three in
the Korean War and one in the VietNam
war. Sparlis is now an associate vicepresident for Coldwell Baker and Com
pany in Los Angeles.
a
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IF GEESE WERE INVENTED TODAY THE^D BE
WEARING THINSULATE THERMAL INSULATION.
FOR CENTURIES, GEESE
HAVE KEPT WARM
THE SAME OLD WAY.
Feathers, feathers and more feathers.
Fine, in their time. But now man has created
something better Thinsulate Thermal
Insulation from 3M. A goose would be silly
not to give it a try.

WE USE FIBERS, NOT FEATHERS.
Our special microfibers trap more air
than most other insulations do. And
that's the key to our amazing warmth.
You see, the more air an insulator
traps the better it works. True.
And that means a half inch of
Thinsulate Insulation is
actually 1.8 times warmer
than a half inch of down.
Nearly twice as warm. In
Thinsulate Insulation, a
goose might not mind
staying north all winter

1"

This much
Thinsulate
Insulation
is as warm
as

this much
down.

IT'S EASIER TO FLAP YOUR WINGS
IN THINSULATE INSULATION.
Because it takes less of our insulation to
keep you warm, you get a sleek, lean, racy
look. Not bulky. In Thinsulate Insulation,

© 1983, Woolrich, Inc.

Thinsulate
Thermal Insulation

you can lead an active outdoor life. Freedom of
movement from wingtip to wingtip.

OUR INSULATION ISNT AFRAID TO GO
NEAR THE WATER.
Should you happen to get it wet, don't worry.
Unlike down,Thinsulate Insulation retains almost
all of its insulating value under damp conditions.
And it can even be machine washed or dry
cleaned, depending on the garment's care
instructions.

WHAT'S GOOD FOR THE GOOSE IS
JUST AS GOOD FOR YOU.
The U.S. Navy Divers, the 1981 British
Winter Expedition on Everest, and hard
working ski patrollers and instructors
around the world use Thinsulate
Insulation. Because it works
for them. In fact, they've
been shouting its
praises, from the high
est mountain to the
deepest sea. You
will, too. When you're
out in your element.
Just look for
the Thinsulate
Insulation hang tag
on an assortment of
clothing and accessories
designed to keep you
warmer.
For a free brochure,
write 3M Thinsulate
Insulation, Dept.TDI,
Bldg. 220-7W, 3M
Center; St. Paul, MN
55144.

Thinsulatfe
Thermal Insulation

WARMTH.

BULK.

Woolrich.
Doing it right since 1830.
3M hears you...
"Thinsulate" is a registered trademark of 3M. ©3M Company, 1982
Thinsulate Insulation Type C is 65% olefin, 35% polyester (Type B is 100% olefin).

THE COLLEGE
FOOTBALL
HALL OF FAME

T

he National Football Foundation's
College Football Hall of Fame is a
fan's dream come true. Located at
Kings Island, Ohio—a 1600-acre family
entertainment center—the Hall of Fame is
a fascinating place, rich in college football
lore.
Legends and memories, past and
present, come to life for the visitor. The
great coaches, players and personalities
enshrined in the Hall are vividly
presented through displays and multi
media attractions. You can meet out
standing figures of bygone days simply
by touching a telescreen keyboard. The
computer then gives out information on
such well-known men as Jim Thorpe,
Tom Harmon, Bronko Nagurski, "Whizzer" White, Pop Warner, and any other of
the Hall's members.
There are many action-oriented ex
hibits through which the visitor can be
621

come directly involved with football. In
fact, a personalized approach is an inte
gral part of the Hall of Fame. In the Strat
egy Room you can test your skill and judg
ment in game situations faced by history's
great coaches. Elsewhere there's an op
portunity to find out whether you can
kick a field goal; just tee up the ball, kick it
and the result is measured while a sta
dium crowd boos or cheers. At the Com
puter Information Center you'll get an
swers to questions on records, coaches,
players and teams.
Four theaters provide films on great in
dividuals and teams, classic contests and
funny moments in football. There's also a
cartoon "explanation" of the game by
Hanna Barbara's Fred Flintstone. A
250-seat Grandstand Theater shows foot
ball's Modern and Golden eras through
films and slides.
In the Time Tunnel you'll find a history

of football from its earliest beginning as a
Greek game called Harpaston, played in
478 B.C., to its modern version. Did you
know that in Ye Olde England King Henry
II outlawed the sport when he found that
his archers were spending more time
kicking a ball than drawing their bows?
You'll find exploring the development of
football a most interesting way to look at
history.
You wont want to miss the Knute
Rockne Locker Room, a 25-seat theater
built like a locker room. There you can
watch an audio-visual show on great col
lege coaches, a show highlighted by a
specially-produced animated figure of
Coach Rockne re-enacting his legendary
"Win One for the Gipper" pep talk.
And if all the excitement in the Hall of
Fame whets your appetitie, you can visit
the Campus Soda Shop, an authentic
1930s-style campus soda fountain. It of
fers beverages, sandwiches and a juke
box that plays college fight songs.
The College Football Hall of Fame was
established in 1978 and is managed by the
Taft Broadcasting Company, owners of
Kings Island, under the auspices of the
National Football Foundation. The pur
pose of the Hall is to honor former greats,
to provide a history of football, and to in
spire and educate through the principles
of the game. Among the Hall's educational
facilities is a research library, where an
excellent collection is available for stu
dents, journalists and interested visitors.
There's also a full-size football field next
to the hall for clinics, demonstrations and
practice sessions.
At the Hall of Fame the visitor can ex
perience all the color and pageantry of
college football under one roof. Here, as
noted in The Big Book of Halls of Fame
(Jaques Cattell Press), you can get "to
know the game of college football in
timately within 2-3 hours" or attain "in 10
minutes a first-name kind of friendship
with a famous college football star of the
past."
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1983-84 COLLEGE BOWL SCHEDULE

!3fe

ALOHA BOWL-December 26
BLUEBONNET BOWL-December 31
CALIFORNIA BOWL—December 17
COTTON BOWL-January 2
FIESTA BOWL-January 2
FLORIDA CITRUS BOWL—December 17
(formerly Tangerine Bowl)
GATOR BOWL-December 30
HALL OF FAME BOWL-December 30
HOLIDAY BOWL-December 23
INDEPENDENCE BOWL—December 10
LIBERTY BOWL-December 29
ORANGE BOWL—January 2
PEACH BOWL-December 30
ROSE BOWL—January 2
SUGAR BOWL-January 2
SUN BOWL—December 24
' '
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O ome folks settle for the end zone.
I'll take the 50-yard line every time. Which is not to say
I'm always a spectator. I mean like right now
I could tackle the surf, catch some rays, run down the beach.
You name it!
(Time-out! Let's hit the beach!) You've got a point.
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HERATON ISLAND*
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KAUAI

MOLOKAI
OAHU
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V

The Sheraton Surfrider Hotel is a vacation playground
on Waikiki Beach featuring 430 hotel rooms, 3 restaurants
and lounges, including the award-winning Ship's Tavern.
See your Travel Agent or call Sheraton toll-free at

800*323*3535*

HAWAII

Surfrider Hotel
Hotels. Inns & Resorts Worldwide
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A casual that's not sized
properly, quickly loses
its shape and doesn't
wear well.

:>y

B

C
8-12,13

0

E

EEE

6-12,13

6-12

6-11,12

\%

Dave Dorr,

it. Louis Post-Dispatch
m

8-12,13

9-12,13
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7-12,13

7-11,12

With Florsheim casuals,
you choose from a
range of sizes
and widths
that's almost
unheard of.

Which means our
fit better, look better,
and last longer.

RKANSAS.

/ m In his nine years as the head Hog,
[ JM. it seems every time Eddie Sutton
urned around he was staring Abe Lemns or Guy V. Lewis in the face in a crucial
a me. Lemons is out of the league now
ut the beat goes on. Sutton and Houson's Lewis will duke it out for the SWC
iiampionship in 1983-84. The Dancing
azorback was in his glory at Barnhill
,rena last season when the Hogs started
.4-0 before losing at Houston. Arkansas
inished at 26-4, bowing out in the Midast Regional when it was Hog-tied by
ouisville on a tip-in at the buzzer. U of L
ame back from a 16-point deficit. Turnbout was fair play. Arkansas had elimiated Louisville from the NCAA tour
nament in 1981 on a spectacular 50-foot
esperation shot by U.S. Reed at the final
- uzzer. The 1983-84 Razorbacks will have
tie same look most of the Sutton teams
ave had—that is, guard-oriented and
jUick, quick, quick. The backline leader
f last season, Darrell Walker, is gone but
3-3 Alvin Robertson, 6-1 Willie Cutts, 6-2
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continued
Georgia's James Banks helped bring his

Nobody does more for your feet than

FLORSHEIM
an INTERCO company

•Retail price quoted herein is suggested only. Independent retailers are free to determine their own retail prices.
See the Yellow Pages for the Florsheim dealer nearest you.
For free style brochure, write: Florsheim, Dept. 54, 130 S. Canal Street, Chicago, Illinois 60606.

Alvin Robertson is the latest in a line ol
fine Arkansas guards.

Georgetown's Patrick Ewing is one of the
nation's best returning centers.
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Ricky Norton and 6-5 Keenan DeBose re
turn. Up front Sutton has 6-11 Joe Kleine,
a 250-pound strongboy, and 6-6 Leroy
Sutton (no relation). If the Hogs can im
prove their shooting (53 percent from the
field but a frosty 63 percent at the line last
season), they'll give Houston all it wants in
the SWC run for the roses.

A

UBURN. |

We start here with remarkable
Charles Barkley, a 272-pound
chocolate chip freak who shot 64 percent
last season, shattering an 18-year-old
school record, and who feasted on SEC
competition inside as he took down the
league rebound crown for the second
straight season. You can call him the
Round Mound of Rebound, Food World,
Breadtruck or Amana (his profile is along
the box lines of a refrigerator), but when
it comes to putting the ball in the hoop,
you'd better call him amazing. In one

the first time since 1975. Auburn couldnt
hold it in the unbelievably balanced SEC,
but with the Round Mound around this
season and help from 6-8 Chuck Person
and 6-0 Paul Daniels, Auburn could be sit
ting pretty. Coach Sonny Smith also has
eight recruits, including four blue-chip
freshmen of the bluest variety, one of
whom is 6-4 Frank Ford, who averaged 26
points and 21 boards in high school. The
Tigers' pause on the way up in the SEC
will only be to look back.

F

RESNO STATE.

In his heart of hearts, Boyd Grant
never believed when his Bulldogs
were 13-9 at one point last season that he
would see such a fantastic finish. FSU
came alive after Boyd abandoned his ballcontrol offense and let the Dogs run. And
run they did. FSU went 12-1 the rest of the
way, winning the NIT in the school's first
appearance in that tournament and end
ing up 25-10 with a 69-60 victory over DePaul at the Garden in New York in the NIT
title game and a tournament MVP plaque
for 6-7 Ron Anderson. When the Dogs
returned to the San Joaquin Valley, the

Auburn's Charles Barkley hit at a 64 percent
pace last year.

three-game stretch last season he sank 31
of 34 shots (10-for-10 against Georgia) and
he shot 66 percent in 18 SEC games, a
Conference record, rewarding himself
with two or three pizzas. At the halfway
point of the SEC season there were six
teams tied for first place and one was Au
burn, a school that has won only one con
ference title (1960). The 6-6 Barkley, who
averaged 14.4 points and 9.5 rebounds
and had 45 blocks, led the Tigers to a
wire-service national ranking (No. 20) for
68t

reception from the Red Wave, as FSU's
enthusiastic fans call themselves, was
overwhelming. A parade on Clinton and
Cedar Streets in Fresno drew thousands
and at a banquet California Congressman
Chip Pashayan read a letter of congratu
lations from President Ronald Reagan.
The opposition dreads having to play at
Fresno's Selland Arena—renamed Grant's
Tomb by the Red Wave—where the tena
cious defensive style that Grant prefers
has helped build a record of 74-9 in six
seasons. Rernard Thompson, 6-6, and
Anderson were forces all of 1982-83, but
it was 6-4 guard Mitch Arnold and Desi
Barmore who came on like gangbusters
down the stretch. Thompson, Anderson
and Arnold return. Grant will take a long
look at 6-11 Dave Mosebar and transfers
6-8 Scott Barnes and 6-0 Ron Strain. A
fourth PCAA title could be in the offing
for Grant, whose record at FSU is 131-42.

G

EORGETOWN. |

There are few occasions during
which any basketball team will
win by shooting 36 percent, the figure
that Georgetown clanged the rims with in
being bounced from the Midwest Re
gional by Memphis State. Oh well. Big
John Thompson, the Hoyas' coach, knew
that there would be nights like that. Even
with 7-0 foot Pat Ewing, perhaps the na
tion's top defensive center, patrolling the
baseline, the Hoyas were much too young
to realistically believe they could make a
return appearance in the national cham
pionship game as they had in 1981-82 in
New Orleans. It is one reason why
Thompson keeps a deflated basketball on
a shelf in his office—to remind himself
and his players that there will be times,
and games, when the wind will be
knocked out of their sails. Nobody's per
fect, though Thompson attempts to bring
his players as close to perfection as possi
ble. Ewing blocked 106 shots and altered
llOmore in the Hoyas' 22-10campaign. In
the last four seasons Georgetown's record
is 98-35, more to Thompson's liking. With
the top nine players from 1982-83 return
ing, and a blue-chip frosh in 6-7 Reggie
Williams reporting for duty, Thompson's
Hoyas won't be clanging many rims this
season. The shooting will be pure and
sweet and the Beast of the East will be as
scary as before.

G

EORGIA. I

Fresno State's Ron Anderson was the NIT's
MVP last year.

When Dominique Wilkins, Geor
gia's star in 1981-82, bolted for
the riches of the NBA, there was handwringing in Athens. The worry was an
continued

cubsWHO HIRED
W
MORE PEOPLE RIGHT Our,
OF COLLEGE LAST YEAR
THAN ANYONE ELSE.
Hiring college grads is something the
Army has always done. And lately, we ve
been doing a lot more of it.
In fact, last year alone nearly 7,000
college grads chose to begin their future as
Army officers.
Why? Some wanted the opportunity
to develop valuable leadership and manage
ment skills early in their career.
Others were impressed with the amount
of responsibility we give our officers starting
out. And still more liked the idea of serving
their country around the world.
Interested? Then you can start preparing
for the job right now, with Army ROTC.

ROTC is a college program that trains
you to become an Army officer. By helping
you develop your leadership and manage
ment ability.
Enrolling can benefit your immediate
future, too. Through scholarships and other
financial aid.
So the next time you're thinking about
job possibilities, think about the one more
recent college graduates chose last year than
any other.
For more information, contact the Army
ROTC Professor of Military Science on your
campus. Or write: Army ROTC, Dept. FB,
P.O. Box 9000, Clifton, N.J. 07015.

ARMY ROTC.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
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Coogs coach Guy V. Lewis lost Clyde
Drexler to the NBA, but Akeen is staying
in school. With plenty of backup support
available in 6-5 Benny Anders, 6-6 Michael
Young, 6-6 Reid Gettys and 6-2 Alvin
Franklin, the Phi Slamma Jamma show
could be the best on fraternity row again.

exercise in futility as it turned out, be
cause the chemistry of the team was for
the better and a team that was picked to
finish in the lower tier of the SEC
achieved a miracle. The Bulldogs made it
to the NCAA tournament for the first time
in the 77 years it had played hoops and
then embellished the saga with an appear
ance in the Final Four. Not only that, Geor
gia's women's team also reached the
NCAA Final Four, destroying the myth
that the only thing worth talking about at
Georgia was Herschel Walker and foot
ball. The Dogs defeated St. John's and
North Carolina en route to Albuquerque
and The Pit. A confident Sam Perkins of
the Tar Heels had said before he had been
mugged by James Banks, Gerald Crosby,
Vern Fleming and Terry Fair, "I didn't
even know what conference they were
in." SEC, Sam. This was the same Georgia
that tied for fourth in the league and was
too small and couldn't shoot. They said.
The Dogs' miraculous run at immortality
ended when they shot an icy 27 percent in
the first half and lost to NC State at Albu
querque. The 6-6 Banks, 6-1 Crosby and .
6-5 Fleming return, along with 6-6 Rich
ard Corhen and 6-2 Donald Hartry. Count
on Coach Hugh Durham to keep it going.
In one miraculous month, Georgia went
from underdawgs to top dawgs.

I

LLINOIS.

Houston's Akeem Abdul-Olajuwon has
been called awesome.

H

OUSTON. I

Iowa's Greg Stokes is one of the Hawkeyes'
Twin Towers.
701

What of Akeem Abdul-Olajuwon, the 7-0 center who is like a
Nigerian rose with petals yet unfolding?
The one characteristic he has not lost
since arriving in America is his inno
cence. He has remained childlike in his ea
gerness and wonderment and has seen
Americana open before him with his dis
covery of, among other things, BaskinRobbins ice cream, pancakes, Trans-Ams,
jump shots, Walkman stereos, the Rolling
Stones and Disney world.
"Akeem?" said Villanova Coach Rollie
Massimino after the big fella had un
leashed a textbook demonstration of
power basketball with 20 points, 13 re
bounds, eight blocked shots, five dunks
and one goal-tending violation as Houston
dispatched the Nova in the Midwest Re
gional. "What did I think of him? He's a
man. He's Moses. He's awesome." At 20,
Akeem already is a man-child who makes
child's play of shot-blocking and slamdunking. He batted away an incredible
175 shot? in Houston's 31-3 season that
ended a string of 26 straight victories in
the Cougars' 54-52 loss to North Carolina
State in the national championship game.

The Illini got so good so fast last sea
son that they finished in a tie for sec
ond in the Big Ten. It was an unexpected
bonus. Since they appear to be a year
ahead of schedule, the speed they have
picked up just might carry them to inter
esting places in 1983-84. The outlook was
altered somewhat when guard Derek
Harper decided at the last minute to in
clude his name in the NBA draft, but
Coach Lou Henson has a wealth of talent
and he still has 6-9 Efrern Winters and 6-3
Bruce Douglas, a flashy backliner who set
school records for steals (78) and assists
(189). The Illini, minus Harper, toured
Yugoslavia in May, enabling Henson to
settle some lineup problems. Illinois won
seven of 11 games on the trip abroad as
Winters averaged 21.2 points and 11.5 re
bounds and had a high game of 40 points.
The others who fit into Henson's plans are
6-4 Doug Altenberger, 6-8 George Mont
gomery, 6-9 Scott Meents, 6-9 Anthony
Welch and 6-7 Jay Daniels. Illinois had to
win its last regular-season game to remain
in contention for a place in the NCAA
tournament. The Illini did it in a whiteknuckler, defeating Minnesota in double
overtime and putting Henson in the tour
nament for the eighth time. He took New
Mexico State to the Final Four in 1969-70
and in line with that he has the Illini going
strong, too. They've won 101 games in the
last five seasons. With Winters around,
the winter in Champaign should be a bub
bly affair.

I

OWA. I

Longshots when the NCAA tour
nament rolled around last March,
the Hawkeyes were overlooked by many
because they finished fifth in the Big Ten
and their 19-9 record was anything but
glossy. Statistics can be misleading,
though, and they were, as Iowa proved.
Of the nine defeats, eight came in games
decided in the final 30 seconds. The
Hawks dropped a velvet hammer on Mis
souri in the Midwest Regional by pinching
the Tigers' 7-0 center, Steve Stipanovich,
between the Twin Towers known as 6-10
Greg Stokes and 6-11 Michael Payne. Iowa
then took Villanova to the wire before
bowing out. Yes, the Hawks deserved to

be there and with an adjustment here and
there in the lineup by new coach George
Reveling, Iowa will be going for its sixth
s:. tight 20-win season. Raveling has a
d am job. He will find the Iowa fans to be
k wledgeable and as zealous as those in
tl ACC. The arrival of Raveling means
t? t both the head coach of the 1984 U.S.
(
mpic basketball team (Indiana's Bob
I >ght) and his assistant (Raveling) will be
i the same league. Stokes is making exr ient progress. He ranked second in the
Ten in blocked shots, 10th in scoring
1 fifth in rebounding. Stokes played on
U.S. team in the Pan-American Games.
! laveling moves 6-2 Steve Carfino to
oting guard, he will have a nice nur us with Stokes and Payne inside. Get
i ;dy. Those Iowa fans will be revved up
it tin.
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Me WHEM tbO &ST A QUASAf?

|
jr ENTUCKY.
i

iLet's hope this is the season when
at long last Sam Bowie will break
! > from his shackles and return to the
i ndrous slam-dunking form we all re: mber before he suffered a small frac! e of his left shin bone that has stub! nly refused to heal. When last we saw
! he was the second-leading scorer on
i
1980 U.S. Olympic team. Bowie has
sed two seasons at Kentucky while evc
method imaginable has been used to
and find a solution to Bowie's balky
!: ,e problem. His doctors are optimistic
I ; a bone graft has taken. The limp has
f appeared. Bowie is running and jumpiand two years in the weight room
h . e made him stronger than ever. He's
i ady and he has his fingers crossed. The
C
s will welcome his return with open
a ns, especially so when they meet LouSi • ille in November at Rupp Arena in Lex
ington. The TV rights for this game drew
$600,000. It will be the first meeting be
tween these teams during the regular sea
son since 1922 and it is sure to produce
the high drama that Louisville's victory
did in the Mideast Regionals when the
Cardinals exploded for 18 points in over
time to win, 80-68. To go with the 7-1
Bowie, Cats coach Joe B. Hall has 6-11 Melvin Turpin, 6-5 Jim Master, 6-8 Kenny
Walker, 6-9 Bret Bearup and 5-11 Dicky
Beal. Master played on the U.S. team in
the Pan-American Games. UK's two biuechip recruits are 6-7 Winston Bennett and
6-3 James Blackmon.
4
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For
quality and
dependability,
shouldn't you have
a Quasar?

Get rid of the guesswork in old-fashioned cooking.
Quasar® microwave ovens make cooking simple.
Just press the Insta-Matic™ control. Power
settings and times or temperatures are
automatically programmed. Quasar
offers automatic Weight Defrost
too. No more guesswork for you!
With Quasar's specially designed
stirrer fan, foods cook evenly so
there's no need for a turntable.
Count on Quasar for quality
and dependability. From our
5-year limited warranty to the
Good Housekeeping Seal,
Quasar microwave ovens
are a product you can trust.
Now that you know how great
Quasar microwave ovens are,
shouldn't you have a Quasar?

L

There is no Pistol Pete Maravich
or Bob Pettit on the horizon, but it
may not matter. The man at the helm of
continued

ONE GREAT IDEA AFTER ANOTHER.
Quasar, Franklin Park, Illinois 60131—Division of Matsushita Electric Corporation of America
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the Tigers is Dale Brown, supersalesman,
who still has only one goal in mindreaching the heights. When Brown goes
for it, he goes. He attempted to scale the
Matterhorn in Switzerland during the
summer of 1982. This challenge was far
more demanding than it had been to
reach the Final Four in 1980-81. Brown is
no shrinking violet, however, and the way
he is stockpiling talent you get the idea
that he is again smelling the Final Four.
LSU was passed over by the NCAA last
season so he packed up his bayou act and
headed for the NIT. The Tigers should
claw their way back into the NCAA pic
ture this season with four returning regu
lars in 6-7 Leonard Mitchell, 6-8 Jerry
Reynolds, 6-6 John Tudor and 6-2 Johnny
Jones. Mitchell averaged 14.8 points and
9.3 rebounds, blocked 30 shots and made
46 steals. Reynolds had 59 steals. Brown
got a jolt when he learned that super re
cruit 6-9 Tom Curry would have to sit out
the season because of grades. But his loss
may be offset by the return of 6-1 Derrick
Taylor, who himself lost a wrestling
match with the books last season, and 6-6
Don Redden, redshirted last year due to
an injury. Brown's recruiting was out
standing. Besides Curry he landed 6-8 Nikita Wilson, 6-6 Oliver Brown, 6-4 An
thony Wilson and 6-4 Joe Johnson. LSU's
Death Dome will again be murder on vis
iting SEC teams.

L

OUISVILLE.1

You live by the sword, you die by
the sword. Same thing is true with
the press. Louisville died by it in the face
of Houston's unrelenting splurge in a semi
final-round game in the Final Four at Al
buquerque. It was slam-bam basketball at
its best as the Coogs pounded the stuffing
out of the Cardinals in the second half
with a 21-1 explosion that in five-and-ahalf minutes wiped out a 57-49 Louisville
lead. The comeback was not only
spectacular—complete with a
Phi
Slamma Jamma dunk show by Houstonit was as brutally effective a surge as
there ever has been in a Final Four game.
Backboards at either end were war zones.
There were18 slam-dunks and 16 blocked
shots in the game.The Coogs had 14 of the
slams, 10 in the second half en route to a
94-81 victory, and it put an end to a 32-4
season that was the second best in the his
tory of U of L hoops. It included that sto
rybook win in overtime that ousted Ken
tucky in the Mideast Regional. In the
bluegrass state you could find the thor
oughbreds at The Ville, not UK, at least
for 1982-83. And what will 1983-84 bring?
Another excellent team for Denny Crum,
whose record is 295-78 in 12 seasons at U
of L. He has taken five teams to the Final
Four. Returning regulars are 6-5 Milt
Wagner, 6-3 Lancaster Gordon and 6-8
Charles Jones. Billy Thompson (6-8) and
Manuel Forrest (6-7) probably will replace
the departed McCray brothers, Rodney
and Scooter.

M

ARYLAND. I

Lancaster Gordon led Louisville's 1983
team.

This is the type of team that
Lefty Driesell prefers. It has
muscle and sinew up front in 6-8 Adrian
Branch, 6-9 Ben Coleman, 6-8 Len Bias, 6-6
Herman Veal and 6-9 Mark Fothergill. It
can wham and bam under the hoop with
the best of them in the ACC, and if Lefty is
to win the conference championship this
season it most likely will be won by his
enforcers. When Lefty strikes that char
acteristic pose with arms upraised, he
will be hollering "boards! boards!" to his
troops. With the possible exception of
North Carolina, the ACC will not be a
league dominated this season by robust
front lines. That is a departure from the
past. What Lefty sees as an immediate
need is for Coleman to assert himself at
center. If that happens, Lefty could con
sider moving Branch to the backline, giv
ing the Terrapins many more options.
Lefty's good teams have always featured
one player who carried them through the
tough situations, someone they could
turn to and who would deliver. Branch
did it when he was a freshman. Coleman

A.C. Green returns for the Oregon State
Beavers.
was the one the Terps looked to last sea
son. Another need for Lefty is a floor gen
eral. Jeff Adkins played the point last sea
son, though his natural position is the No.
2 guard. Steve Rivers and Jeff Baxter fig
ure on the backline, too. Incoming frosh
Keith Gat lin (6-5) and Terry Long (6-8) are
highly regarded. If the mix is good, Lefty
will be there. He has the players. Say
amen, somebody.

They're all
detailed in America's
favorite Travel Guide,
iur full-color 300-page
listing of2,950 great
places to stay in
2,100 cities worldwide.
A short weekend trip
away from it all, or an
e tendedvacationbreak,
you'll find the right
place to stay.
At the right price.

Free Reservations.

Make reservations
at any Best Western, see
your travel agent, or call
toll-free 1-800-528-1234.
1
ft 2,950places
Rest Assured
in 2,100 cities worldwide
Andorra, Aruba,Australia, Austria, Belgium,
Canada, Denmark,Finland, France,Great Britain,
Guadeloupe, Holland,Ireland, Italy, Liechtenstein,
Luxembourg, Mexico,New Zealand, Puerto Rico,
Sweden, Switzerland, United States,Virgin Islands,
West Germany

WORLDWIDE
LODGING
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EMPHIS STATEJ

Hardly a coach lives who would
not trade places with Dana
Kirk, a man who came down out of the
West Virginia mountains to captivate with
his charm the riverboat city of Memphis.
To begin with, Kirk has his entire starting
cast back from a team that lost by only
seven points to mighty Houston in the
Midwest Regional. One of those five play
ers is 6-10 Keith Lee, who turned down a
lucrative opportunity to leave school for
the NBA. Lee will be ready to again terror
ize the Metro Conference and outsiders
who dare to challenge the Tigers as he did
last season when Memphis won 17 of its
first 18 games. The Tigers finished 23-8,
thanks in large part to 6-9 Derrick Phil
lips. Kirk is lucky to have one possessed of
as much mental toughness as is Phillips.
As a freshman in 1979,Phillips suffered a
continued
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Spectacular lbBehold.
Fantastic lb Experience.
You il be mesmerized by America s greatest show, Donn Arden's
Hello Hollywood, Hello!", the world's largest casino and fabulous
lounge entertainment. You l! enjoy seven restaurants, two movie
theatres, tennis, bowling and more.
And, Reno itself is an exciting playground. Lake Tahoe, Virginia
City, the Ponderosa Ranch and fine golf courses are nearby.
You II like our prices too. Regular room rates are $46 to $69,
single or double occupancy. Our 3 day/2 night MGM Grand Escape
Package (ITR-MGM E2) is only $91 per person, based on double
occupancy and includes deluxe accommodations, the
Hello Hollywood, Hello!" dinner show, plus other features.

For Reservations or Brochure
See Your Travel Agent
or Phone (800) 648-5080 i**
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stress fracture in the tarsal navicular
bone of his right foot. The break mys
teriously refused to heal and he would
miss two seasons before his dogged deter
mination paid off in 1982-83. Two of his
assignments were Georgetown's Pat
Ewing and Houston's Akeem AbdulOlajuwon. Phillips out-rebounded Ewing
11-9. After what he has been through,
Phillips is ready to take on the world. He
could get his chance in Seattle, site ol the
1983-84 Final Four. Says Kirk: "It's very
conceivable that we could win il all."
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ICHIGAN STATE.|
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This is what the best is all about!

Attention football fans!
The official souvenir programs fhat will be sold at the 1984 Rose, Or
ange, Cotton, Fiesta and Hula Bowls, and the 1983 Gator, Sun, Bluebonnet, Peach and Liberty Bowls can be ordered now.
Special 50th anniversary editions of the Orange and Sun Bowl pro
grams are a must for collectors, and you'll want to have the 25th anni
versary edition of the Bluebonnet Bowl, too.
Prices for bowl programs are $5.00 each, which includes postage and
handling. Please send your check or money order (no cash can be
accepted), along with this ad, to:
Touchdown Publications
P.O. Box 3337, Fullerton, CA 92634

Bluebonnet
Cotton
Fiesta
Gator

Indicate number
of programs

Hula
Liberty

NOTE: THESE PROGRAMS WILL BE DELIVERED AFTER
THE GAMES HAVE BEEN PLAYED.

Name

Orange
Peach
Rose
Total $
Enclosed

Scott Skiles is putting the magic
back in the Spartans with his
nifty passes and his silky shooting. They
are reminders of an era past in Jenison
Field House when Earvin Johnson was
the main man and Michigan State tapdanced to the national title in 1978-79
with a memorable victory in the final
over Indiana State and Larry Bird. The
peppery, 6-1 Skiles has been standing tall
from the time that he took tiny Plymouth,
Indiana, to the state high school hoops
championship. As a freshman at Michigan
State last season he got the ball inside to
7-0 Kevin Willis and to 6-8 Ben Tower and
he brought out the hest in 6-2 Sam Vin
cent. Skiles' 146 assists, the third-highest
total in school history behind Magic John
son's 222 in 1977-78 and 269 in 1978-79,
and Skiles' 12.5 scoring average con
vinced many he was the Big Ten's No. 1
frosh. The Spartans shared sixth in the
conference and lost in the second round
of the NIT to eventual champ Fresno
State. Skiles triggered a late run for the
Spartans in the Big Ten after he hit Ohio
State for 35 points in a triple-overtime
win. The hot Skiles then averaged 23
points in subsequent victories over Indi
ana, Minnesota, Wisconsin and North
western. With Willis, Tower, Vincent, 6-5
Patrick Ford, 6-8 Larry Polec and 6-8
transfer Ken Johnson, the Spartans will
be very good. With Skiles in the lineup,
they can go as far as they want to go.

N

ORTH CAROLINA.I

Just when Dean Smith was about
to begin work on building a dy
nasty, one of his neighbors on Tobacco
Road—the Wolfpack of North Carolina
State—spoiled everything. State became
Destiny's Darling of the NCAA tourna
ment and by winning it all kept the nacontinued

In this complex computer printout world of ours,
I't it nice to have an investment broker whose business revolves around
a simple expression of appreciation.
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tional championship in the state of North
Carolina. What Smith will do now is pick
up the pieces and begin anew the job that
was interrupted. And it just might be that
the Tar Heels will give the national cham
pionship a North Carolina flavor for a
third straight season, considering the
players that Smith has returning and the
fact that the Heels' recruiting harvested
the best trio of high school prospects in
the country. Smith was pleased when 6-9
Sam Perkins, a spidery southpaw, and 6-6
Michael Jordan, arguably the nation's
premier player, told him they would not
throw their hats into the NBA draft. Smith
was more than pleased when Jordan and
Perkins were chosen for the U.S. team in
the Pan-American Games. To begin the
1983-84 season, Smith will have three
starters from the team that won the
1981-82 national title in Perkins, Jordan
and 6-8 Matt Doherty. Add to these some
building blocks in 6-11 Brad Daugherty,
6-4 Curtis Hunter and 6-4 Buzz Peterson,
all of whom played a lot last season, and
it's easy to see why Smith may qualify for
a journeyman's card in carpentry. His in
coming frosh are 6-9 Dave Popson, 6-3
Kenny Smith and 6-10 Joe Wolf.

O

continued

REGON STATE.

After 32 years on the bench,
poker-faced Ralph Miller knows
whereof he speaks. Here is a man who
was playing basketball at Kansas in the
late 1930s when Phog Allen already was
experimenting with 12-foot baskets.
Miller has been the Big Ten Coach of the
Year (at Iowa), Missouri Valley Coach of
the Year (at Wichita State), and National
Coach of the Year (at Oregon State). In all
those years he has formulated his own
ideas about the game he coaches. He
would banish the slam-dunk. "Idiot's de
light," Miller calls it. "What's so great
about a dunk? It comes from one inch. If
you put the baskets at 12 feet and some
one dunks, now I'll applaud that." He
would applaud also a return to the top of
the Pacific-10 by his Orange Express this
season, and if he can get some inside
problems solved, UCLA will have its
hands full in the conference race with the
Beavers. To fit the glass slipper, Oregon
State needs a defensively tougher Steve
Woodside to dominate the center spot so
6-8 Charlie Sitton, a great player, can
move back to a wing with 6-8 A C. Green
at the other wing. 1'he Beavers shot so
poorly outside last season that all they
saw were zone defenses. Dean Derrah,
who missed last season because of knee
surgery, can pop from the perimeter. Darryl Flowers will occupy one of the guard
positions. Is this the season that Miller
finally will reach the Final Four?

T

ENNESSEE-CHATTANOOGA.

Jim Master of Kentucky ranks as a top
shooting guard.

76t

When the crowds begin stomp
ing and screaming at the Round
house, it usually is Willie White and Stan
ford Strickland who bring the Moc fans to
a fever pitch. Talk about a gift-wrapped
package. These two came to UTC together
four years ago and have been great con
tributors to three Southern Conference
titles and have helped put the Mocs into
the national consciousness as a legitimate
power. Where White is, Strickland won't
be far behind. They room together, eat to
gether, dream together and on the floor
they have been double trouble for UTC
foes. The 6-3 White was the conference's
most valuable player two seasons ago and
even though he averaged 18.4 points, shot
52 percent and had 74 assists last season
he had to relinquish his MVP status.
White wants it back this season. The 6-6
Strickland, who averaged 12.5 points and
5.5 rebounds, wants to help White get it
back and at the same time grab a fourth
league championship for the Mocs. Two
other starters, 6-6 Gerald Wilkins—the
younger brother of Dominique—and 6-1
Chris McCrav return. UTC knows the eu-

Dwayne McClairt returns at forward for Villanova.

phoria of a national championship, hav
ing won the Division II title in 1977. The
Mocs have something more to spur them
on this season. It is the long shadow of a
30-18 halftime lead over Maryland in the
Midwest Regional that melted into a 52-51
defeat. Somebody will pay for that.

U

CLA.
|
As usual, there is a

ton of talent in
Westwood. Whether the Bruins
can repeat as Pacific-10 champions will
depend on how well coach Larrv Farmer
can redefine the chemistry of his team.
Forward Kenny Fields, who has an NBA
body and the skills to match it, decided to
remain in school rather than make him
self eligible for the NBA draft. Said
Farmer of Fields' decision: "I'm very ex
cited." To go with the 6-7 Fields, Farmer
has 7-0 Stuart Gray, 6-1 Montel Hatcher,
6-2 Ralph Jackson, 6-8Gary Maloncon, 6-5
Nigel Miguel and 6-10 Brad Wright. Given
the Bruin tradition in the NCAAs (60-17
record and 10 national championships), it
was a shocking finale to the 1982-83 sea
son for the Bruins when they dropped
their first game of the tournament to
Utah, a team that had the worst record
continued

The Army National Guard needs more officers
Get in the picture. Get out front.
Right now, the Army National Guard is looking
for men and women who want to be officers.
It's a tough, challenging job. One of the most
important jobs in America. Ana you'll find the rewards
match the challenge.
For instance, in the Army Guard, you'll gain
valuable management and leadership skills you may
use in your civilian career. You'll earn an excellent parttime income and be entitled to limited space available
air travel, PX privileges, life insurance, a fully paid
retirement plan, and lots more.
You'll be serving close to home, helping people
in your community and state when natural disasters or

other emergencies arise. And, after your initial training,
it takes just two days a month and two weeks annual
training each year to serve, so you'll have time for your
family, friends, school or job.
If you have previous experience as an Army
officer, you can probably join the Army Guard as an
officer. If not, and you qualify, you can get a commis
sion through an Officer Candidate Course, or a direct
appointment based on your unique civilian job
experience.
To get the total picture on opportunities for
officers in the Army National Guard, contact your local
Army Guard recruiter, or call toll-free 800-638-7600.*
•In Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 723-4550; Guam: 477-9957;
Virgin Islands (St. Croix): 773-6438; New Jersey: 800-452-5794.
In Alaska consult your local phone directory.

IV The Guard is
America at its best
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WAC title. Haskins was stung bv the dif
ference at the free throw line (35-12) in a
loss at Fresno State in the NIT, hut he
learned a long time ago that what goes
around comes around. He fell asleep dur
ing a chalk talk given by his college coach,
Henry Iba, at Oklahoma State. Iba woke
him up by bouncing an eraser off his head
and The Bear has been paying attention
since. Nobody slips much past streetsmart Haskins now. He is blessed with so
much talent for 1983-84 (11 superb play
ers in all) that he might have difficulty in
keeping track of them on the bench. He'll
have Smith, 6-10 Dave Feitl, 6-4 Kent Lockhart, 6-0 Lester Goodwin, 6-6 Kevin Ham
ilton, 6-7 Paul Cunningham (37 steals and
37 blocks), four redshirts who are now
eligible and Hernell (Jeep) Jackson, who
has his grades up to snuff. This is a team
to watch.

(16-13) of the 52 selected to play in the
post-season event. Of the Utes' Cinderella
role, Coach Jerry Pimm said after the
game: "We're getting prettier. We were
ugly coming in." The Bruins were ineli
gible for the tournament in 1981-82 be
cause they were on NCAA probation. So
the loss to Utah makes Farmer
O-for-the-tournament. Look for firmer
Farmer discipline and, accordingly, a
UCLA turnaround.

U

TEP. |

In 1966 a lightning-quick team
(Texas Western) and its coach
(Don Haskins) came out of the Southwest
and won the national championship at
College Park, Md., with a stunning win
over Kentucky, which was top-ranked in
all the land. Texas-Western was to hecome UTEP and Haskins was to remain a
bear in his intense approach on the
bench. His teams will knock your socks
off defensively. They have led the nation
in defense three times, been the runnerup twice and were No. 8 last season. The
Miners lost 6-6 Fred Reynolds and 6-4 Juden Smith early because of injuries last
season but regrouped and tied for the

V

ILLANOVA. |

In the Kansas City airport the
morning after Akeem AbdulOlajuwon and Houston had dismantled
his Villanova team in the Midwest Re
gional, 89-71, Wildcats Coach Rollie Massimino ate a stand-up breakfast in a coffee

shop. His orange juice tasted lousy. If
Rollie had been in a restaurant in South
Philly, he would have given his guests a
three-hour explanation of how it was that
Akeem bamboozled the best-laid plans
that the Villanova staff had for snaring
the Coogs in a trap. That's old stuff now.
Rollie will have to proceed in the Big East
minus his dancing bear, John Pinone, who
was the heart and soul of the Cats. He had
a hand in 91 wins in four seasons and
that's no small feat for any team in the Big
East, the brainchild of Providence's Dave
Gavitt. This league has elbowed its way
alongside the elite (i.e., Big Ten and ACC).
Massimino is of old world charisma His
dad was an Italian immigrant and a New
Jersey shoemaker. His players show up at
his home at 11 p.m. for pasta and, in turn,
he runs a mandatory study hall. Not
everybody can play for him. "If you don't
do it like I want it done, you're history,"
he says. He'll begin a new era with 6-9
Ed Pinckney, 6-7 Harold Pressley, 6-6
Dwayne McClain, 6-0 Gary McLain and a
couple of giant sophs, 7-0 Chuck Everson
and 6-11 Wyatt Maker. Rollie isn't as loud
as he once was. No more bulging, redfaced tantrums. He is killing the opposi
tion quietly now.
0
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Instead of catching just parts of the
Jim can keep track of the entire game at once
with his Pentax 8x40 Gridiron binoculars.
They give you a full field of vision—499 feet
at 1000 yards. So you spend time watching,
not readjusting. And, to get you closer to the
action, they're the most powerful wide angle
binoculars Pentax makes.
You get coated lenses, and the
same kind of craftsmanship in Pentax
binoculars as you get in our cameras.
And we offer a booklet to help —
CHOOSING THE RIGHT PENTAX
BINOCULARS FOR SPECTATOR
SPORTS. It's free, with the name of
your nearest dealer, when you call
toll-free: 800-323-1718. In Illinois can
800-942-8881,
e 1983. Pentax Corporation.
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22 million dollars'worth of ballplayers listen to me
I listen to E.E Hutton.
When EFHutton talks, people listen.

The Spartans

John Rozar
JR-DE

rience Mazda RX-7 The one high-performance sports car
that is not reserved for a privileged few
The Mazda RX-7 experience. It is
a sports car enthusiast's dream
made real.
It is a rotary engine that can
propel you from zero to 50 in
just 6.3 seconds.
It is superb
directional
control made
possible by a
finely-tuned
suspension
system and anti-sway bars fore
and aft.
It is a precise recirculatingball steering gear that keeps you
constantly in touch with the
road below.
And to make the experience
even more enjoyable, the RX-7 is
an astonishing value—a sports
car enthusiast's dream made
affordable.
As you might expect of the
best-selling two-seat sports car
in America, the RX-7 has excep
tional resale value. The Kelley
Blue Book, September-October
EST.
MPG

1982, reports that a 1979 RX-7 S
has retained 111.1% of its original
sticker price, compared to 79.3%
for a 1979 Datsun 280ZX.
If you are partial to the joys
of high-performance motoring,
all that remains is for you to climb
into the RX-7's refined cockpit
and head for the open road.
That is where the real RX-7
experience awaits you.
Because its rotors turn constantly in one direc
tion, the Mazda RX-7's 100-horsepower rotary
engine is smoother, more efficient, and more
powerful for its size than a conventional piston
engine.

Mazda's rotary engine licensed by NSU-WANKEL.

Tony Smith
SR-WR

Donny Stubbs

Carl Sullivan
SR-TE

Dimitri Tsarofski
SR-DT

Armahn Williams
JR-NG

Kevin Walker
FR-FB

Randy Walker
FR-HB

Tony Walker
JR-S

Larry Weldon
FR-CB

Terrance West
FR-WR

Ray Williams
SR-CB

Frank Witherspoon
JR-S

Craig Wince
SO-OG

Wayne Woodard
FR-DT

Sherman Cocroft
SR-S

1983 Mazda RX-7 S

$9895*
Standard features include
5-speed overdrive transmission
• Steel-belted radial tires • Powerassisted front disc brakes • Front
and rear anti-sway bars • Retract
able headlamps • Automatic
power antenna • Cut-pile car
peting • Electric rear window
defroster • Driver's seat 3-position lumbar support adjustment
• Voltmeter, temperature & oil
pressure gauges • Two-speed
wipers plus intermittent action
• Tinted glass • Coolant and
engine oil level warning buzzers
• Trip odometer • Covered rear
stowaway lockers • Side window
demisters.

The more you look,
the more you like.

EPA estimates for comparison. Your mileage may vary with trip length, speed and weather. Highway mileage will probably _les^
'Manufacturer's suggested retail price. Actual price set by dealer. Taxes, license, freight, options (wide tires/al. wheels $350-$42U) and
other dealer charges extra. Price may change without notice. Availability of vehicles with specific features may vary.

eWinner.

A winning meal, a winning deal. Two dollars off
the freshest, best-tasting pizza in town, topped with
fresh vegetables, fine natural cheeses and good
lean meats,baked on a fresh-rolled crust. No matter
how the game
en<^s'

you'ii

come out
on toP-

KmntbTahle
Pizza Restaurants

Sideline Spartans

CON/TI

h/TAL/JJTAL I AKf

cuisiMe^

JJunch~rDmtier~5unday Crunch.

Complimentary hcrrs d'oeuvres w/cocktails
cmonrCjm.-4-30~6-.30pm
TRAINING STAFF
(L to R): Chris Diatte, Janine Talte, Head Trainer Charlie Miller,
Jim Waldren, Phil Ward. Not pictured: Ricky Hayes, Jeff
McNaughton, Dave Johnson, Chris Campbell.

in our garden, oasis

EQUIPMENT STAFF
(L to R): Mike Caithamer, Assistant Supervisor Larry Arellano,
Aaron Arellano, Supervisor Lawry Jasper, Dana Corey. Not pic
tured: Aaron Kamau, Jeff Showers.

If new car prices are
keeping you awake at night,
come by San Jose Datsun
and catch a few Z's.

I
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Quarterback
Club

PSA
The Official Airline
of the PCAA.

With the changes occurring in the football program plus the new stadium
now under construction, we need to increase our momentum to make SJSU
a football force on the West Coast. We are in our second year and need your
help to continue our assistance to the Football Program.
Please show your support by joining or renewing your membership in the
Spartan Quarterback Club. A $25.00 family membership fee is requested to
help with the expenses. Official Spartan Quarterback Club jackets are also
available for $25.00 each. These are double ply nylon, royal blue with a gold
Quarterback Club logo. Indicate Size: S M L XL.
Bill Dubbin
298-5217
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:
Andy Ghiggeri 287-2786

NAME
ADDRESS

HUSBAND

NUMBER

STREET

AREA CODE

WIFE

CITY

PHONE

—
Zl

I am interested in becoming involved in TASK FORCE COMMITTEE for
the following: Obtaining employment for football athletes —
•
Recruitment of Football players.
• Obtaining sponsors
for players
• Membership drive
Telephone/
Mailing
• F°od Preparation
•
Please mail $20.00 donation to: SPARTAN QUARTERBACK CLUB
978 JANSEN AVENUE

• New Membership
• Renewal

4100 Stevens Creek at Kiely, San Jose 247-6500
30

PSA is famous for low fares, frequent
flights and the friendliest service in the air.
So next time you're flying our way, fly
PSA — and enjoy the airline that's in a
league all it's own.

SAN JOSE, CA 95125

PSA. The airline that won the West...with a Smile.
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Spartan Spirit

SONG GIRLS
(L to R): Elena Cross, Leticia Rentillo, Glynnis Edwards, Connie
Lillie, Darla Eberspacher, Cynthia Bass, Feleceia Williams. Not
pictured: Myra Dominguez.

CHEERLEADERS
Front Row (L to R): Michelle Franklin, Debbie Sonner, Janet
Jacinto, Sandy Bevill, Kim Ono, Jana Wilcox. Back Row: Todd
Kimble, Brian Bertolucci, Kevin White. Not pictured: Rudy
Newlon, Ron Linney.

GO, GOLD AND WHITE!
TRAVEL
PLANNERS is

a Full Service Travel
Agency, specializing in Cruises, International
and Domestic Tour and Group Travel.

TRAVEL
PLANNERS is also the handling agent
for San Jose State University's Football and
Basketball Team Travel for the 1983/1984
Season.
All major languages spoken.
For ALL your travel needs stop in or call us.

Second to none!
© 1983 PABST BREWING COMPANY, MILWAUKEE. Wl

1600 COLEMAN AVE., SANTA CLARA • (408) 727-0600

TRAVEL
PLANNERS RRfJT
606 North First Street
San Jose, California 95112
408-287-5907

"Hail, Spartans, hail.
Hail, GOLD AND WHITE.
We pledge
our hearts and hands
to keep our color
ever bright.
Forward we go.
We will not fail.
Sing to our alma mater.
Hail, hail, hail."
VALVES-GAUGES-THERMOMETERS
AIR DRYERS-FILTERS-TRAPS

denco
2081-X BERING DRIVE •

SAN JOSE, CA 95131

Phone (408) 288-5787
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Fall Sports Schedules

been in

WOMEN'S SPORTS

MEN'S SPORTS

Field Hockey
AUG. 31
SEPT. 2
SEPT. 7
Sept. 10
SEPT. 13
Sept. 17
SEPT. 21
SEPT. 25
Sept. 27
Sept. 30
Oct. 1
OCT. 8
Oct. 12
Oct. 16
Oct. 17
OCT. 22
OCT. 26
NOV. 3
Nov. 6
Nov. 11

FRESNO PACIFIC
CAL STATE-NORTHRIDGE
SAN FRANCISCO STATE
@Cal State-Fullerton
CAL STATE-HAYWARD
©Stanford
*ST. MARY'S (CA)
UC-SANTA BARBARA
*@ Pacific
@USIU Soccer Classic
@USIU Soccer Classic
•FRESNO STATE
* ©California
@Cal State-Long Beach
@Westmont
•SAN FRANCISCO
CHICO STATE
LOYOLA MARYMOUNT
@UCLA
*@Santa Clara
Cross Country

SEPT. 17
Sept. 24
Oct. 8
Oct. 15
Oct. 29
Nov. 12
Nov. 21

SAN JOSE STATE INVITATIONAL
@Fresno State Invitational
©Stanford Invitational
©California Invitational
@PCAA Championships
@NCAA District 8 Championships
@NCAA Championships

5:30
8:00
8:00
2:00
8:00
3:30
8:00
2:00
2:00

8:00
7:30
3:30
3:30
8:00
7:30
7:30
2:00
7:30

SEPT. 17
SEPT. 21
Sept. 23
Sept. 24
Sept. 28
Oct. 1
OCT. 8
Oct. 13
Oct. 15
OCT. 19
Oct. 21
Oct. 22
Oct. 23
OCT. 29
Nov. 4
Nov. 5
Nov. 6

•STANFORD
•CHICO STATE
@Long Beach Invitational
@Long Beach Invitational
*@ Pacific
•©California
CAL STATE-LONG BEACH
*@ Stanford
*@Chico State
•CALIFORNIA
©California Invitational
©California Invitational
©California Invitational
PACIFIC
North Carolina
@West Chester State
@Temple

11:00
3:30

3:30
11:00
10:00
3:00
11:00
3:00

1:00
2:30
3:00
1:00

Volleyball
SEPT. 12
SEPT. 14
Sept. 16
SEPT. 20
SEPT. 23
SEPT. 24
Sept. 27

UTAH STATE
7:30
NORTHWESTERN
7:30
@San Francisco
7:30
FRESNO STATE
7:30
SPARTAN SHOPS TOURNAMENT
SPARTAN SHOPS TOURNAMENT
@ Santa Clara
7:30

SEPT. 28
Sept. 30
Oct. 1
OCT. 4
Oct. 7
OCT. 8
OCT. 11
Oct. 14
Oct. 15
OCT. 18
Oct. 20
Oct. 21
Oct. 22
OCT. 26
Oct. 29
Nov. 2
NOV. 9
NOV. 11
NOV. 12
NOV. 15
Nov. 18
Nov. 19

SAN FRANCISCO
@Dolfin Invitational
@Dolfin Invitational
US INTERNATIONAL
@Fresno State
UC-IRVINE
PACIFIC
©Washington
©Washington State
SANTA CLARA
@ Tennessee
©Kentucky
Penn State
CALIFORNIA
@Cal Poly-San Luis Obispo
@ Pacific
HAWAII
OREGON STATE
OREGON
LOYOLA MARYMOUNT
@NorPac Championships
@NorPac Championships

7:30

7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30

THE PLACE TO MEET
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30

ca • hoots (ka-hoots') pi. n. Informal. Collaboration of
a questionable nature. Used in the phrase in cahoots.

* conference game

at Le Baron Hotel
V
350 North First Street e San Jose • 288-9200

Small Business
MeetingsOur Specialty.
We have complete facilities—ideal
meeting rooms, accomodations and
excellent food to service your con
ferences, conventions or association
gatherings. Our two banquet rooms
seat 125 (250 combined) and there
are nine smaller meeting rooms
seating 25. You'll also enjoy the
lagoon setting and the relaxed at
mosphere of our Rodeo Restaurant &
Lounge—there's dancing too. For ad
ditional information contact
the Sales Department —745-6000.

if
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Monday through Friday
11:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m.
Saturday
12:00 noon - 2:00 a.m.
Sunday
3:00 p.m. -2:00 a.m.
HAPPY HOUR EVERY NIGHT
10 p.m.- 1:30 a.m.—$1.00 well cocktails

r

1100 NORTH MATHILDA AVENUE,
SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA

ORIGINAL

BARBECUED
BABY BACK RIBS

DINNER ORDER

"**4

Sheraton -Su n ny va le
34

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
365 DAYS A YEAR

9.95

AND OUR WORLD FAMOUS

VV

ONION RINGS

H/
HALF ORDER
ULL ORDER

v&j/
2

4233 Moorpark Ave., San Jose
(Hwy. 280 - Saratoga and Moorpark)

(408) 253-4900

HOTEL

We join
with you
to serve our
community
AMERICAN
SAVINGS
SAN JOSE

SAN JOSE

55 W.Santa Clara Street
between 1st St. and Market
298-6000

2915 Stevens Creek Boulevard
at Valley Fair
248-7117

SAN JOSE

SAN JOSE

1285 Lincoln Avenue
near Minnesota
297-5533

2791 Story Road
near Capitol Expressway
251-3400
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SPARTAN
BASKETBALL

1983-84 SAN JOSE STATE
BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
TUES.
Fri.

Sat.
TUES.
Thurs.
SAT.
Sat.
Mon.
WED.
Thurs.
Sat.
MON.
THURS.
SAT.
Sat.
Mon.
SAT.
THURS.
Sat.
MON.
Thurs.
Sun.
THURS.
SAT.
Thurs.
THURS.
Sun.

NOV. 29
Dec. 2

Dec. 3
DEC. 6
Dec. 8
DEC. 10
Dec. 17
Dec. 19
DEC. 21
Jan. 5
Jan. 7
JAN. 9
JAN. 12
JAN. 14
Jan. 21
Jan. 23
JAN. 28
FEB. 2
Feb. 4
FEB. 6
Feb. 9
Feb. 11
FEB. 16
FEB. 18
Feb. 23
MAR. 1
Mar. 4

SAN FRANCISCO STATE
@Stanford Invitational
(San Jose State vs. Stanford
North Carolina vs. Fordham)
@Stanford Invitational
SONOMA STATE
@ Sou them California
SANTA CLARA
@Nevada-Reno
@Loyola Marymount
PORTLAND
*@UC-Santa Barbara
*@Cal State-Fullerton
•PACIFIC
•NEVADA-LAS VEGAS
•UC-IRVINE +
*@New Mexico State
*@Cal State-Long Beach+
•UTAH STATE
*CAL STATE-FULLERTON
*@Fresno State
•UC-SANTA BARBARA
*@UC-Irvine
*@Nevada-Las Vegas
•NEW MEXICO STATE
•CAL STATE-LONG BEACH
*@Utah State
•FRESNO STATE
'Pacific +

7:30

7:30
8:00
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30

Wheels of Support
"IT'S GREAT TO BE A SPARTAN . . . " a n d t h e a u t o m o b i l e d e a l e r s o n t h i s p a g e a g r e e a n d m a k e
this slogan come alive by augmenting the needs of the Spartan coaches and staff. These San Jose
State University backers know it's "Great to be a Spartan booster!" The San Jose State University
Department of Athletics says, "Thanks!"

Sid McDonald
ROYAL VOLVO OF SUNNYVALE
805 E. El Camino Real
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
735-7000

6:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
6:30
7:30
7:30

Steve Hopkins
LARRY HOPKINS PONTIAC-HONDA
1048 W. El Camino Real
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
736-5474

HILTON
Only 5 miles from the San Jose Airport with
free shuttle service. 375 Guest rooms, 3

Ron Battistella
AUTO SAN JOSE
1660 W. San Carlos St.
San Jose, CA 95128
286-6111

Jerry Davidson
CI TURY CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH
4202 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95129
246-6102

Mon-Fri 11:30- 2:00
Sun-Thurs 5:00-10:00
Fri & Sat 5:00-11:00

,1250 LAKESIDE DRIVE • SUNNYVALE, CA 94086

1051 Blossom Hill Rd.
So. San Jose 266-3500

Bill Smythe
SMYTHE BUICK
4201 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95051
244-6200

Felix O. Justus
DYNAMO MOTORS
2423 Stevens Creek Blvd.
San Jose, CA 95128
297-5523

Special weekend rates available. Call your
travel agent or direct (408) 738-4888.

Hungry Hunter.

Sy Kleinman
CAPITOL FORD
919 W. Capitol Expressway
San Jose, CA 95123
265-6000

Steve Cerritos
SAN JOSE DATSUN
4100 Stevens Creek Blvd.
San Jose, CA 95129
247-6500

Restaurants, 2 Bars, Hydro-Spa, Sauna,
Solar Heated Swimming Pool, and
Jogging Trail.
Bayshore Freeway (101) at Lawrence
Expressway.

HILTON SUNNmLE

Bob Lewis
BOB LEWIS VW
1560 N. First Street
San Jose, CA 95110

Lowell Houghton
MERRY OLDSMOBILE
525 S. Market St.
San Jose, CA 95113
298-3969

* PCAA league game
+ KATZ television contest
Pacific Standard Time listed for all games

Hungry Hunter
Wishes the
San Jose State
Spartans
a Successful
1983 Season.

Max Carl
CARL CHEVROLET
905 W. Capitol Expressway
San Jose, CA 95136
266-4000

Don Lucas
DON LUCAS BMW-SuBARU
3737 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95050
249-9070

Lon Normandin
NORMANDIN CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH
900 W. Capitol Expressway
San Jose, CA 95123
266-9500

Robert Schuman
R.S. SCHUMAN CO.
P.O. Box 5133
San Jose, CA 95150
377-0300

Spartan Foundation

SPARTAN BLAZERS

"Dedicated to the Spirit of Athletic Achievement in an Academic Environment"
The Spartan Foundation, founded in 1958 as a non-profit organization for the
SJSU Athletic Program, shattered all previous efforts by raising more than $800,000
last spring in its annual fund drive. Since its inception, the Foundation has raised
more than $5.3 million for the growing Spartan sports program.
A list of top donors may be found on these two pages. Categories include:
Endownment ($50,000 + ), President's Club ($7,000 + ), Scholarship ($3,500 + ), Sabre
($1,500 + ), Blazer ($750 + ) and Chariot ($350 + ).

Steve Caplan
President

Spartan Foundation Officers & Board Members
PRESIDENT: Steve Caplan
VICE-PRESIDENT: Joe Mattos
SECOND VICE-PRESIDENT: Steve Gossett
SECRETARY: Armen Hanzad
TREASURER: Gary Olimpia
PAST PRESIDENT: Alan Simpkins
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR: Tony McDonnell

Tony McDonnell
Executive Director

Directors
Luke Argilla
Howard Blethen
Clyde Brewer
Stan Chinchen
Ray Davilla
William Dubbin
Andrew Ghiggeri
James Guido
Otto Hampel

Ronald Helstrup
Robert Hosfeldt
Arthur Lund
John Moran
P. Anthony Ridder
Robert Raye
Albert Ruffo
Ray Silva
Alex Stepovich, D.D.S

Ex-Officio Members
Dave Adams
Emerson Arends

Dr. John Brazil
Dr. Gail Fullerton
Dan Caputo
Muts Horikawa
Mary Zimmerman

Joyce Malone
Ben Reichmuth

PRESIDENT'S CLUB
Airport Holiday Inn
Auto San Jose
Bottomley Distributors
Collateral Resources
Converse Shoe Company
County Transit
Armen & Pat Hanzad
Muts Horikawa

Hugh Center Trust
T.J. Kerr's Wrestling Camps
The Don Lucas Dealership Group
McDonald's Corporation
Paul H. Murk
Nike Shoe Company
Pony Sports & Leisure
Popelka, Allard, McCowan, Jones

Red Lion Inn
Ric's Restaurant
San Jose Mercury-News
Sheraton Sunnyvale
Alan & Phyllis Simpkins
Smythe Buick
Sonic Reproduction Services
Summerhill Vineyards

SPARTAN SCHOLARSHIP
Lee Brandenburg
Steve Brennan
Capitol Ford
Carl Chevrolet
Century Chrysler Plymouth
Clossco Adidas
Coors Distributing
Denver Meat Company/Bob Shopshire

Neil Diamond
Mike Dutton
Dynamo Motors
Harriet Eads
Jerry Erich
Barbara Fairhurst
Ferrari Brothers Distributors
Foster & Kleiser

Joe Gagliardi
Steve Gossett
Larry Hopkins Pontiac
Hyatt—San Jose
KOME Radio
Bob Lewis Volkswagen
Marriott Hotel
Merry Oldsmobile

Normandin Chrysler-Plymouth
Oak Ridge Golf Club
President's Cup Golf Tournament
Ben Reichmuth
Riggs Enterprises
Royal Volvo of Sunnyvale
Emilio Rubalcaba
Sainte Ciaire Hilton

San Jose Datsun
R.S. Schuman Co.
Spartan Shops, Inc.
Rich Thawley
Raymond Townsend
Dr. Martin Trieb

SPARTAN SABRE
Ambassador Inn
And Chili's
E.M. & Betty Arends
Kenneth Arnold, Ed. D.
Werner Baracker
C. Andrew & Erlinda Baumgardner
Eric Berge
Berthold, Fillhardt, & Wright, Inc.
Best Western Inn
John Canali Advertising & Public Relations
Dan Caputo
Paul Caraco/Michael Cook
Alfred Ceglia Video Taping
Clossco Adidas
Coca-Cola
Joe Connetto
Corporate Transportation Services
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Dan Coughlin, Sr.
Cowtown U.S.A./Don Cox
Ray Davilla
Vosh Deguchi
Diamond Furniture
J.D. Eisenberg
Jerry Engles
Joseph George Distributing
Bob Gibbons
G. Drew Ginson
Golden Bay Earthquakes
Ann Hall
Alfred Haro
Marilyn Hee
Terry B. Hoffman, CPA
Holiday Inn-Park Center Plaza
Melvin Honda

Bob Hosfeldt
John Hubbell
KEEN/KBAY Radio
Butch Krikorian
Warren Lamm
LeBaron Hotel
Lee Lindeman Photography
William Loughlin/Gary Olimpia
Judy Lundquist
Jack Machado
Manny's Cellar
Dwight Matthews/Gill Cyester
Gene Menges
Modem Office Machines Company
John Moran
Dan Mountz
Park Center Athletic Club

Norman Pitts
Terry Potts/Howard Vierra
Stuart Quan
Ramada Inn
Olga Rocky
Henry Sanchez
Robert Sarsany
Henry Schiro
Robert Schramm
Russ Schreck
SCV Paramedics
Barbara M. Secola, Sr.
Larry Serda/Raymond Davilla, Sr.
Wes Silveira
The Sizzler
SJSU Gymnastics Club
SJSU Women's Swimming Program

SJSU Women's Tennis Program
Kathleen A. Sobczak
George Sousa
Sports Video Productions
Dr. Alex Stepovich
Sunnyvale Hilton
Lloyd R. Swenson
Togo's
Roy Tongue
Virgie Townsend
Travel Planners
Betty Tuthill
Jackie Watson
Wilson Sporting Goods
Benjamin Yates
Don Zamudio/Darwin Lee
Zapp's Restaurant

Aartic Sales
Acushnet Co.
Adohr Farms Dairies
Jack Alden Associates
Jack Allgeier
AMF—Pacer American
pace Moving & Storage North, Inc.
, \paricio, Inc.
obert A. Archer
uke Argilla
\rtcraft Printers, Inc.
(ay Barnett
Job Baron
iimes H. Baron
arratt of San Jose
lasketball Run Fest
m Basso
like Bassoni
William Baugher
(obert E. Beatty
Com Beckett
Villiam Bischoff
Joward Blethen
aura Blethen
jandra Blethen, M.D.
lenneth Boscacci
drs. G.K. Brison
Jetsy & Jeff Bryant
:rnie Bullard
Talsey Burke
Cheryl Caplan
Steve Caplan/KBM
Louis Caple
David Caselli
lim Cassidy/Ad Art
Central Produce Co., Inc.
ohn R. Chace
Rudy Chaides
-dgar A. Chambers
-red Chasalow
Sharon Chatman
4.D. Childs
vlrs. A.S. Chinchen
Stan & Diane Chinchen
Paul Christakis/Chicago Pizza Dock
Clarklift of San Jose
Carl Clift
Chuck Collier
Paul Constentino
Dom Constentino

Carl Cookson
CPS—Commercial Real Estate Company
H.S. Corcker
CYGNA Consulting Engineers
Mike & Gay D'Asaro
Charles W. Davidson
S. Gregory Davies
Richard Decker/Decker's Jewelers
David DeGroot
Diasonics, Inc.
Sally Dubbin
William Dubbin
Darrell Dukes
Econo Car
Jack Elway
Eulipia Restaurant & Bar
J. Carol Evans
Stephen Ferry
John T. Fielder
Fontanetti's Sporting Goods
Carl Forrest
Robert W. Foy
Dr. Gail Fullerton
Stan Gadway
Stan Gazay
Andrew Ghiggeri, Jr.
Frank Ghiorso
Golden Mushroom Pizzeria
Norman R. Golden
Jodie Goldman
Joe Gomes, Jr.
Paula Gossett
Frank Goulette
Robert S. Guckert
Jim J. Guido
Donald Hall & Becky Chavez-Hall
Julie Haller
Jerry Hamilton
Otto Hampel
Siri Anne Hanson
Don Hayward
Frank Hendershot
J.D. He via
Edgar & Barbara Hill
Ken Hoag
Tom Hood
John Hopkirk
Norm Houghtaling
Andrew Hughey
Hungry Tiger
Dawn Johnson

SPARTAN CHARIOT
Action Photos/Al Dangerfield
The Alameda Upholstery Shop
All Sports Travel/Ken Castles
Fred Allred
Andreini & Company
Asics/Tiger
Stacey Bailey
Romano Bernardi
Frank & Sue Bisceglia
Kim E. Bokamper
Michael J. Bonasera
Business Information Systems, Inc./
A1 McBeans
California Janitorial Supply Co.
James Collett
Community Foundation of Santa Clara
John Davison
Mr. & Mrs. Bob Eastwood
Expertise Carpet Installation

Gary G. Faulex
Frank Fonteyn
Paul Forester
Slobodan Galeb
Michael Gay nor
Ernie George
Charles Gilbert
Gill Company
Grade-Way Construction
Graphic Seven Studio
Richard Gund
Tony Hidalgo
Steve Hunt
Jamieson Company
James Ron LeCompte
Thomas D. Lewis
Michael Lopez
Ed Luther
Garland McAllister
William L. McHargue

Don Johnson
J. Dow Johnson
David A. Jones
Jeffrey A. Joyce
Kenneth Keegan
Jim Kennedy
Mike & Jackie Keogh
Jim Kerbey
Woody Kern
Keystone Company
William G. Kinder
Kenneth & Gayle Kludt
Craig Kochersberger
Kohl Photography
Oscar & Yvonne Kyles, Jr.
Tom Leonard
Raymond & Grace Lester
Michael Levine
Tom Lopes/Spartan Tank Lines
Ernie Lopez
Phil Lopez/American Cabinets
John D. Lowrey
Art Lund
Tony McDonnell
Tom McEnery
Neil McKay
W.K. McNeilly
Joyce Malone
Brooks Mancini
Martin Mason
Gary Matteoni
Bev Mattos
Joe Mattos
M-Boss
Mercury Rubber Stamps
George Mitchell
Dick Montgomery
Edwin T. Mosher
Mountain Mike's Pizza
David Niedrauer
Blythe Nielsen Memorial
Scholarship Fund
H. Thomas Niemann
Ward Noland
Paul Nowicki
Pacific Valley Bank
Frank Paiva
Chris Panopulos
Mr. & Mrs. Victor Parker
Chuck Patti
John Payne

Mr. & Mrs. John F. McLarnan
Robert E. Madsen
Dick Manderfield
Mariani Packing Company
Paul A. Mariani Co.
Meyberg's Deli
Larry Michael
Pat Milligan
Ovadia Mizrahi
Terry Nelson
Merilee Germano
Nicholas & Scott Nicholas
Ross Randall
Guy G. Riddle
Dolores Rose
Rotary Club of San Jose—West
LTJG Nancy L. Rufener
San Jose Swim Club
Sanco Pipeline
Marv & Diane Schreck

George B. Pentz
Pepsi-Cola
Walt Petersen/Petersen & Strong Inc.
Hank Pfister
Pioneer Underground
Robert Pisano
James Quakenbush, M.D.
Dennis Randazzo
Robert S. Raye
C.E. Rhodes Enterprises
A1 Richie
Robinson Oil Co.
Stan Rufener
Albert J. Ruffo
Daniel K. Russo
Wayne Salvatore Photography
lan Sandiland
Steve Sanford
Dan Sarkesian
Robert Sausedo
Dean A. Schoen
Sente Associates
Sequential Circuits, Inc.
John Shanley
Patty Sheehan
Ray A. Silva
John Silveria & Albert Soares
Burton Smith
Ronald Smith
Patrick Spooner
Rudy Staedler
Brad Stapleton
Dr. Michael Stepovich
Michael E. Stone
Charles H. Swall
Alex Szucs
Taylor Concessions Co.
Edward Thomas
Transamerica Open
Travelers Insurance Co.
John Travis
TSI
Peter Ueberroth
Venture Out Corp.
Richard Vermeil
Leta Walter
Western Farm Service
Susanne Wilson
Louis Wright
Ed Zant
Mary M. Zimmerman

SJSU Field Hockey Camp
SJSU Lady Spartan Basketball Clinic
SJSU Softball Camp
Gerald D. Small
Kimball W. Small
T.E. Snooks
Edward F. Sobczak
Spartan Volleyball Club
Keith A. Sprenkel
Bob Swanson
Hank & Sherie Tillman
Paul & Sanchen Tsao
Valley Press/Lou Ales
Jim Wangeman
West Valley Charter
Winget, Vicchrilli & Ford
WSP Trucking
Fred Yrueta
Herman R. Zetterquist
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COX UNIVERSITY LECTURE SERIES

Quality is never an accident...

Top Scholars, Novelists, Film Personalities Coming to SJSU

Throughout the world, San Jose
State University Professor Martha Cox
is known for her expertise on the life
and work of Pulitzer Prize-winning
California author John Steinbeck and
as founder of the research center that
bears his name.
In national academic circles she is
respected as a teacher and consultant
on composition and communication.
And, whether they know it or not,
thousands of students who have never
even set foot on the SJSU campus have
been taught how to write by Martha
Cox—her textbook, A Reading Ap
proach to College Writing, is now in its
13th printing and is considered one of
the most successful composition texts
of recent years.
But despite this long list of truly
notable accomplishments, someday
Professor Martha Cox may be best
remembered for a gift to a campus and
her community that, in her own
words, "have been very good to me."
The pleasure was obvious as SJSU
President Gail Fullerton recently an
nounced establishment of the Martha
Heasley Cox University Lecture and a
generous endowment to support the
series which begins next fall.
The Cox University Lectures will bring
to San Jose State University and the
greater San Jose community some of the
nation's best known scholars, novelists,
columnists or film personalities. But
there is even more good news—each
annual event is open at no charge to all
interested persons.
"Lectures are an important part of
education," said Professor Cox, a
renowned speaker and lecturer in her
own right. "But state schools do not
always have the funds for them. This

was an opportunity to give something
back to a campus and community that
have been very good to me. I hope
others follow."
Professor Cox, who joined the facul
ty in 1955, said she decided to under
write both speakers' fees and the cost
of admission because "students, in par
ticular, have little time or money to
hear top lecturers. This is something
that will enrich both our campus and
community."

Any objective look at Professor
Cox's contributions to her campus and
her profession show that she has
already enriched many lives doing
what she enjoys most. Typical of the
energy and creativity that are her
hallmarks was establishment of the
John Steinbeck Research Center at
SJSU in 1971. Not only did she found
the center, but she was its director until
1982. And when Professor Cox was
not greeting Steinbeck scholars from
around the world here, she organized
the two most successful conferences on
Steinbeck's life and work. More than a
thousand participants from 18 states,
Canada and Japan came to honor the
man in the country he made famous.
Admittedly, Steinbeck figures prom
inently in Professor Cox's life. But her
inquiring mind has not been bounded
solely by Cannery Row and the hills,
valleys and water around Monterey
that Steinbeck immortalized. She also
is author of 20 books on a wide range
of topics and is well known for her
research and critical commentaries on
American literature, particularly the
work of Maxwell Anderson, Nelson
Algren and Steinbeck. And, in addi
tion to her primary field of American
literature, she has taught courses in
composition, poetry, drama, Oriental
literature and literature through film.
This diverse range of teaching and
scholarly activities has earned Professor
Cox many laurels including appointment
as a distinguished visiting professor to
California State University, Northridge;
election to the executive committee of
the Conference on Composition and
Communication; and a seat on the
board of directors of the International
Conference on Visual Literacy.

ERICH PRINTING AND LITHOGRAPHING
1315 EAST JULIAN STREET • SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA • (408) 292-6050
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You didn't spend a month of weekends in the
library to wind up making doodads.
As a Lockheed employee,
you'll be in a prime position to
apply your hard-earned knowl
edge to a number of critical, high
priority projects. Projects that
make vital contributions to the
development of our nation's tech
nological strength. Examples in
clude NASA's Space Telescope,
remotely piloted vehicles, ad
vanced spacecraft systems and
sophisticated data management
programs such as the Precision

Location/Strike System. But
even our smaller, less visible pro
jects offer major challenges and
a sense of real accomplishment.
In addition, we offer one of the
most comprehensive benefit
packages in the industry.
So whatever your area of
expertise happens to be, Lock
heed lets you develop it in an
environment that's as stimulating
as it is rewarding. The way we see
it, you owe it to yourself to work

among the best. After all, you
gave up too much not to make the
most of what you've gained.
For further information, please contact:

College Relations
Lockheed Missiles & Space Co.
Employment Dept. 327-1083
P. 0. Box 504,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
We are an equal opportunity, affirmative
action employer.

U.S. citizenship is required.

^YLockheed M/ss//es & Space Company

